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Build Leninist
Newspaper of
WorkingClass■— By Clarence Hathaway —j
Editor of the Daily Worker

PLEVEN eventful years:
" have passed since the!
founding of the Daily Worker, j

In these eleven years the
Communist Party has ad- j

! vanced with mighty strides. I
Greater and greater has

grown the portion of the
working class to whom it has
taught the meaning and tac-
tics of class struggle.

The Daily Worker has
mounted steadily in influence.
Into every corner of the
United States it has pene-
trated, carrying out the mis-
sion of a Communist news-
paper, organizing and leading
the workers’ fight for im-
proved conditions.

Today capital is sounding
the tocsin against the Com-
munist Party and its press
more madly than ever before.
The Hearst newspapers, with
a circulation of millions, are
carrying on raucous campaign
of lies, provocations and dis-
tortions against the Commu-
nist Party and every liberal
element.

The aims of Hearst, of
which the first is to outlaw
the Communist Party and
its newspapers, are also the
aims of the Dickstein Com-
mittee and all the other agen-
cies of the Wall Street and
New Deal government.

With a program of fascism
and war, capital is making a
deadly offensive against the
vanguard and organizer of the
struggle against it—the Com-
munist Party.

More than ever before is it
now necessary to rally the
workers and farmers of Amer-
ica to the support of the Com-
munist Party. It is necessary
to show the American work-
ing class that the attacks
against the Communist Party
are the ground-work for the
legal and terroristic suppres-
sion of all who stand in the
way of Wall Street—Social-
ists, liberals, trade unionists,
and every honest element.

It is necessary to build our
Party, build our press.

The Daily Worker, our
daily, our chief organizer and
agitator, must reach into the
hands of the millions of
American workers and farm-
ers. It must go into the mills,
and the mines, into the hands
of the Negro toilers, on the
docks, among the women,
youth and white-collar
workers.

A concentrated drive, with-
out a moment’s let-up, to
build the circulation of the
Daily Worker, is now the ma-
jor political task before us.

The Central Committee of
the Communist Party has
therefore decided:

1—That a circulation of
100,000 copies a day of the
Daily Worker must be se-
cured by July 1.
2That the present drive

for 10,000 daily and 15,-
000 Saturday subscriptions
must be successfully com-
pleted by April 5.
This decision must be im-

mediately applied to all the ac-
tivities in the districts. No
Party campaign or any other
Party activity, whatever its
character, must be waged
without putting the Daily
Worker to the forefront.

As a first step in the drive,
the Districts, Sections and
Units must engage in a con-
centrated drive not only for
subscriptions but for Red
Builders to cover every busy
intersection, factory, union
meeting hall and every other
place where workers congre-
gate, in the country. Carrier
routes in each district must
be multiplied tremendously.
The Daily Worker must be put
on every newsstand where
workers purchase their
papers. Canvassing must be
made systematic and all-
embracing.

The widest publicity must
be given to the drive, in the
form of leaflets, symposiums,
discussion. The widest pop-
ularization must be made of
the subscription contest be-
ing conducted by the “Daily.”

Forward, comrades, to a
100,000 circulation of the
Daily Worker by July 1.

Forward to 10,000 daily and
15,000 Saturday subscriptions
by April 5,

ZINOVIEV, KAMENEV
AND THEIR HENCHMEN

GIVEN PRISON TERMS
Five to Ten-Year Sentences Given to Counter-

Revolutionary Clique Which Confessed Role
Which Inspired Murder of Kirov

(Special to the Daily Worker)
MOSCOW, Jan. 18 (By Wireless).—Gregory Zinoviev,

Leo Kamenev and seventeen others, found guilty of terrorist
activities against leaders of the Communist Party and the
Soviet government were given comparatively light prison
sentences by the Military Collegium of the Supreme Court.

Zinoviev was sentenced to ten<3
years in prison by the Court, now I
holding session at Leningrad. Kam-1enev was sentenced to five years im-
prisonment and the seventeen lesser j
figures in the counter-revolutionary j
clique were given various terms. ]
None was given a death sentence
and earlier reports of exile verdicts
were denied in the official announce-
ment here.

The seventeen others who ad-
mitted membership in the “Moscow
Center” were sentenced as follows:
ten years for Gertik, Kuklin and
Sakhov; eight years for Yevdokimov,
Bakaev, Sharov, Gorshenin and
Tsarkov; .six years for Fedorov,
Hertsberg, Hessen, Tarosov, Per-
imov, Anishev and Faivilovitch; and
five years for Vashkirov and Bravo.

All the personal property and
effects of those condemned as par-
ticipants in the counter-revolution-
ary plots against the Soviet Govern-
ment, were ordered confiscated, in
accordance with Soviet law.

Workers Ask Severity
(Special to the Dally Worker)

MOSCOW, Jan. 18 (By Wireless).
—Meetings of workers in all fac-
tories and other enterprises through-
out the Soviet country discussed
with a fresh outburst of indignation
and hatred towards the enemies of
the working class, the case of Zin-
oviev, Kamenev, Evdokimov, and
others of the "Moscow Center” of
the underground counter-revolu-
tionary gang. The 17 accused have
just been sentenced to varying terms
of imprisonment and exile.

All workers discussing the case
demanded in their resolution the
highest measure of punishment for
all the guilty.

Moscow Ball Bearing plant work-
ers in their resolution say:

“Our hearts are filled with wrath
and hatred for these contemptible

(Continued on Page 2)

Framed Trial
Os 18 Begins
In Sacramento

By MICHAEL QUINN
(Special to the Daily Worker)

SACRAMENTO, Calif., Jan. 18
The trial of the eighteen workers
arrested in vigilante-police raids
here last Summer and framed on
charges of violating the criminal
syndicalist law opened yesterday,
with the defense vigorously object-
ing to the appointment of Neil Mc-
Allister, former district attorney, as
special prosecutor.

The ruthless hatred of the de-
fendants by the court and prosecu-
tion gave the opening session the
atmosphere of the Nazi hangmen’s
Peoples’ Court.

Leo Gallagher, International
Labor Defense attorney, accused
Attorney General Webb of assuming
fascist powers in appointing McAl-
lister and his aides.

Webb intervened in the case un-
der pressure from local Chambers
of Commerce and other business-
men’s groups to have McAllister,
who arranged the frame-up of the
eighteen defendants, continue in
charge of the prosecution after his
term of office expired. A motion by
Gallagher for a mistrial was
brusquely denied by Judge Dal M.
Lemmon, presiding.

Gallagher offered a motion to
have McAllister questioned on
money received from California
capitalists to push the prosecution.
The motion was denied.

Arrests Were Illegal
The illegality of the arrests of

the eighteen defendants and the
whole terroristic character of the
mass arrests and raids on workers’
homes and headquarters, following
the West Coast strikes, were sharply
brought out under cross examina-
tion of state witnessses by the
defense.

Ray Peart, police officer who ar-
rested Huffine and Fisher in front
of the Hall of Justice last July 21,
admitted he had no warrants for
their arrest. Dewey Baker, under-
sheriff, frankly stated that he hates
Communists, and admitted he had
no warrants when he arrested sev-
eral of the defendants,
the program of the Communist

(Continued on Page 2)
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BROWN SHIRT
HORDES POUR
INTO SAAR

SAARBRUECKEN, Jan. 18. —An 1
increasing number of Storm Troop-
ers and Nazi police swarmed into
the Saar territory today, all on the j
hunt for known or suspected anti- j
fascists, Socialists, Communists and
Catholics.

Four hundred or more poverty-
stricken miners and others fled from
their homes with their wives and
children to seek refuge in the
French mining administration build-
ing, seeking safety against attack.

Up to today it was certain that
the Governing Commission, repre-
senting the League of Nations, had

! deliberately refused to issue orders
to the 3,300 international troops in
the Saar to intervene where Nazi
murder and terrorism was breaking
out. A high French official hope-
lessly admitted that "personal se-
curity has vanished in the Saar, and

| there is no police and no justice.
The authorities refuse to do any-
thing to protect these people, and
they are absolutely helpless,” he
added.

Refugees Leave Saar

At Forbach, on the Franco-Saar
border, where Saar refugees con-
tinue to pour across the frontier at
the rate of 200 a day, scenes of
cruel desolation occurred. Men,
women and children pleaded with
French guards to let them enter, as
they had disposed of all their be-
longings hastily and fled in fear of
Nazi reprisals. *

Members of the Plebiscite Com-
mission are now, too late, confessing
that during the vote on Sunday that
the League’s "guardians of neutral-
ity” were not stationed at the voting
halls or outside of them.

Admits Secret Pact
GENEVA, Jan. 18.—While hypo-

critically asking for guarantees that
national minorities and supporters
of the status quo In the Saar pleb-
iscite will not be injured In any
way, Pierre Laval, French Foreign
Minister, admitted at the session of
the Council of the League of Na-
tions today that a secret arrange-
ment existed between France and
Germany concerning the disposal of
the Saar.

Upon the agreement by Germany
to destroy two railroads, considered
dangerous by French military ex-
perts, Laval agreed that the date
set for the formal taking over of
the Saar be established as Feb. 15.

Austria Legalizes Nazi
Mass Organizations

VIENNA, Jan. 18.—One hundred
and sixty Nazi organizations were
legalized today by the Schussnigg
government. This is the first ap-
parent result of Von Papen’s ac-
tivity here. Von Papen is Hitler’s
official representative In Austria;
his energy in attempting to effect
some rapprochement with the Aus-
trian fascists has redoubled since
the acquisition of the Saar territory
by Germany.

Vladimir llyitch Lenin
Born, April 10, 1870 Died, January 21, 1924
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Confidence in Masses
Secret of Greatness

Os Lenin, Says Stalin
By Joseph Stalin

fjpHEORETICIANS and leaders of parties who know the
history of nations, who have studied the history of

revolutions from beginning to end, are sometimes afflicted
with an unpleasant disease. The disease is known as fear
of the masses, lack of confidence in the creative ability of
the masses. Sometimes on this ground a certain aristo-
cratic pose is displayed by leaders towards the masses,
who, although not versed in the history of revolutions,
are destined to break up the old and build the new. The
fear that the elements may break forth, that the masses
may “break up too much,” the desire to play the role of
nurses who try to teach the masses from books but who
refuse to learn from the masses—such is the basis of this
sort of artistocratic attitude.

Lenin represented the very opposite of such leaders.
I do not know another revolutionary who had such pro-
found confidence in the creative strength of the prole-
tariat and in the revolutionary expediency of its class in-
stincts as Lenin did. I do not know another revolution-
ary who was so able to ruthlessly scourge the smug critics
of the “chaos of revolution” and the “bacchanalia of ir-
responsible actions of the masses” as Lenin was. I re-
member during a conversation, in reply to a remark made
by a comrade that “after revolution normal order must
be established,” Lenin sarcastically remarked: “It is a
pity that people who want to be revolutionaries forget that
the most normal kind of order in history is revolutionary
order.”

Hence Lenin’s contempt for all those who tried super-
ciliously to look down upon the masses and to teach them
from books. Hence Lenin’s constant urging that we must
learn from the masses, try to understand their actions
and carefully study the practical experience of the strug-
gle of the masses.

Confidence in the creative power of the masses—this
is the peculiar feature in the activities of Lenin which
enabled him to understand the spontaneous movement and
direct it into the channels of the proletarian revolution.

Administration Bill Pro-
vides Hunger Dole

to Aged
(Daily Worker Washington Bureau)

WASHINGTON. D. C., Jan. 18.— j
Following the reading of President I
Roosevelt’s widely ballyhooed “so-
cial security” message to Congress j
today, Senator Robert F. Wagnerof New York introduced in the !
Senate the big business-Roosevelt j
Administration self-styled Economic
Security Bill.

Representative David J. Lewis, of !Maryland, the co-author with Wag-ner of last year’s Wagner-Lewis
bill, introduced the same legislative
denial of genuine unemployment
insurance in the House of Repre-
sentatives.

The administration’s so - called
Economic Security Bill is basedupon the special 35,000 word report
made to the President by his com-
mittee on Economic security.

Ignores Present Jobless
This bill completely Ignores the j

15,000,000 now unemployed, provides |
for no security for the future un-
employed, and proposes meagre oldage pensions. Even if enacted to-
day, the Wagner bill wouldn’t be- jcome effective until Jan. 1, 1936 at!the earliest.

Illustrating what he meant by his
declaration that his bill provides
“federal encouragement to the es-tablishment of State compulsory un-
employment insurance system,”
Wagner did not hide the fact that
the bill, like the National Industrial
Recovery Act, is fundamentally a big
employer measure.. “There is not a
single dictate of business judgment
that has been neglected in framing
this legislation,” Wagner declared
in the formal statement released Isimultaneously with the introduction
of his Administration bill. “These
proposals,” he pointed out, “arej built upon the Gibraltar of business

jcommon sense. Unemployment is
cheaper than relief because pre-
paredness is superior to planeless-
ness.” The new bill generally follows jlast year’s Wagner-Lewis “reserves”
measure and involves the Federalgovernment only to the extent of
contributing sums for what Roose-
velt himself described, a couple of
months, as overhead expenses.

“As an added Incentive,” said
Wagner, “a federal subsidy, ag-
gregating $5,000,000 for the fiscalyear ending June 30„ 1936, and
$50,000,000 for each succeeding year,
is provided for allocation among
the states to aid them in admin-
istrating such unemployment insur-
ance laws as they may enact.”

What funds the employers in the
various states may see fit to pay,
under the Wagner Bill, are to be
paid to the U. S. Treasury which
will control a trust fund to be
known as the “unemployment trust
fund.” The bill also establishes a
“Social Insurance Board” of three
members. Each one would get
SIO,OOO a year. This administrative
body will be under the jurisdiction
of the anti-strike Department of
Labor. Thus, the provision which
nominally guarantees "compensa-
tion” to “otherwise eligible employ-
ees” who refuse “to accept new

jwork” while engaged in a “strike,
; lockout, or other labor dispute,”
isn’t worth the paper it is writ-
ten on.

Wagner’s bill proposes a three per
cent federal tax upon payrolls
which will be remitted to employ-
ers “insofar as they contribute to
unemployment Insurance funds un-
der State law.” This tax, however,
Is not definite because of the ob-
struction it may become to the en-
joyment of even Increased corpora- :
tion profits under the New Deal.
“In order not to burden industry
during its battle for complete re- j
covery,” announced Wagner, “the
unemployment insurance tax of |
three per cent will not become fully
operative during the next two years j
unless the Index of productive ac- !
tivity reaches 95 per cent of the
1923-1925 level.”

(Continued on Pape 2)

Biggest Bankers Plot Mobilization of Fascist Hordes in U. S.
STARTLING REVELATIONS, UNEARTHED BY YOUNG, SPIVAK, GARLIN, BEGIN FRIDAY

By HARRY GANNES
John L. Spivak told me today of

the coming sensational series of
articles on “Wall Street’s Fascist

But the articles on the plots of
the big bankers in the United
States to mobilize their fascist
hordes, as a result of Roosevelt’s
New Deal policies, will cause even a
greater stir throughout the coun-
try.

This new series is being done by
Marguerite Young, of the Daily
Worker Washington Bureau, John
L. Spivak, and Sender Garlin, of
the Daily Worker editorial staff.
The first article will appear next
Friday.

They were assisted by a group of
expert financial investigators who
dug up startling ramifications of
the Wall Street interests linked

with the Fascist groups in the
United States.

These articles will show that the
revelations of Major-General Smed-
ley Butler were but one of the
minor facets of the many-sided
moves in the United States to
create a fascist army against the
American working class.

Yeung, Spivak, and Garlin have
the documents, original interviews,
and all of the available facts show-
ing that fascist moves in the
United States reach into the big-
gest banking houses of Wall
Street.

No worker who wants to know

Marguerite Young

Conspiracy.”
Spivak’s ex-

posure of antl-
semitic propa-
ganda in the
United States,
and his bril-
liant article
baring the Mor-
gan and war
department
connections o f
the Red Cross

created a sensation.

just how far the move towards fas-
cism has gone in the United States
can afford to miss this series of
articles which will run simultane-
ously in the Daily Worker, the
Freiheit. A parallel series will run
in the New Masses.

I cannot begin to quote here from
the many details and documents
which will comprise this series.

Be sure not to miss a single
one.. Order your copy of next
Friday’s Daily Worker. Get
your shop mates and friends toj
subscribe for the Daily Worker
n order to read this entire scries
of sensational articles.

Camden Police Hold
Waif Fleeing Hard
Work on State Farm
CAMDEN, N. J., Jan. 18.—

Boarded out by the county, a
starving fourteen-year-old boy,
weary from miles of walking, was
detained in the Camden police
headquarters yesterday.

The homeless waif, William
Sanders, had walked thirty miles
after running away from a farm
to which he had been boarded
out by the county.

He declared that he had been
made to work constantly and so
had run away.

F.D.R. CABINET
REPORT SIRED
WAGNER BILL

By HOW ARD BOLDT
After nine months of labor, the

Roosevelt Committee on Economic
Security has brought forth a ver-
sion of the fraudulent Wagner-
Lewis "Reserves” Bill, a measure
that gives not one penny of bene-
fits to the vast army of the unem-
ployed and thrusts the entire prob-
lem onto the States. All that the
Federal government will do under
this plan is to levy a tax on pay-
rolls, rebating up to 90 per cent of
the amount to employers who con-
tribute to an unemployment insur-
ance fund under State law. The re-
port was written by the Roosevelt
cabinet.

The report, on which is based the
new Wagner-Lewis “Reserves” Bill,
does not specify minimum amounts
of benefits, whether the funds
should be financed by payroll tax
alone or by a tax upon workers and
employers. No mention is made of
guaranteeing benefits if a worker
refuses a job which pays less than
trade union rates. On this score,
the Wagner Bill, which is modeled
after the report states that bene-
fits should not be denied to work-
ers who refuse employment at wages
and conditions “substantially less
favorable to the employee than
those prevailing for similar work in
the locality.”

“Unemployment Assurance”
A definite idea of the type of un-

employment reserves favored by the
Roosevelt administration is given in
the report which declares that the
Committee’s actuaries assumed “a
waiting period of four weeks, a 50
per cent compensation rate with a
maximum of sls a week, but no
minimum.” The Committee sug-
gests to States in framing their
laws that the “maximum benefit
period cannot safely exceed 16
weeks.”

Nothing for Present Unemployed
No words are wasted in the clear

administration statement of prin-
ciples in so far as the present vast
army of the unemployed. The
Committee reports states in com-
ment on its unemployment reserves
scheme that “it will not directly
benefit those now unemployed until
they become reabsorbed in in-
dustry.”

For those employed workers, who

(Continued on Page 2)

Recovery Board Head
Wants Permanent NRA
“To Encourage Rich’’’

Speaking to 1,000 merchants of
the National Retail Dry Goods As-
sociation last night. Clay S. Wil-
liams, millionaire, and important
figure in the American tobacco
trust urged that the N.R.A. should
be retained “in substantially its
present form” for a further trial
period of from one to two years to
determine what parts should be-
come permanent legislation.

The true intention of making the
N.R.A. permanent, however, was re-
vealed when he said:

“There can be no such thing as
a complete distribution of wealth.
The large property owners and the
rich should be encouraged in their
work for having created the high
standards of living attained in
the citizens of this country.”

Williams is chairman of the Na-
tional Industrial Recovery Beard.

Would you like to win a free
trip to the Soviet Union for the
May Day celebration? Join the
Daily Worker subscription contest
immediately. Write to 50 E. 13th
St, for more details.

FIGHT URGED FOR WORKERS’ BILL
Lundeen Stresses Burning Need
ofMass CampaignforHR 2827;
Wagner Bill Ignores Jobless

Demands for H.R. 2827
Must Roll Into House,

Lundeen Says
Bv SEYMOUR WALDMAN

(Daily Worker Washington Bcreau)
WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 18.—

Ernest Lundeen, the Farmer-La-
borite Minnesota congressman who
introduced the Workers’ Unemploy-
ment, Old Age, and Social Insur-
ance Bill, H.R. 2827, initiated by the
Communist Party, in the House of
Representatives, attacked the Roose-
velt administration’s /agner-Lewis
“Economic Security Bill” and called
for intensified mass pressure on
Congress, during a special interview
tonight with your correspondent.

In contrasting the Workers’ Bill
H.R. 2827, which was initiated by
the Communist Party, with the
Wagner-Lewis Bill, Lundeen de-
clared that the latter measure pro-
poses “no unemployment insurance”
at all. He attacked the Wagner-
Lewis Bill for ignoring the many
millions now unemployed and for
strengthening tb’ rule of the bank-
ers and industrialists.

Informed that the interview was
being held on the eve of Lenin mem-
orial meetings throughout the
United States and the rest of the
world, Lundeen said, “I can well
understand the enthusiasm with
which workers and farmers all over
the world greet the anniversaries
of Lenin, the man who did so much
to make the Soviet Union a real-
ity.”

Urges Maes Campaign
Remarking that “Congressmen

pay close attention to their mail,”
Lundeen declared that “you’ll see
results” when “the demands for
support of the Workers’ Bill” roll
into the office of the members of
Congress like a mighty wave.

It was obvious that he was still
deeply impressed by theunprece-

dented broad representation to work-
ers, farmers, intellectuals and pro-
fessionals of every political party
and trade union affiliation at the
National Congress for Unemploy-
ment Insurance held recently In the
Capitol to organize mass sentiment
for the passage of HR. 2827. “Only
by mass action will the workers get

(Continued, on Page 2)

Kidnap Trial
Evades Real
Crime Issues

By ALLEN JOHNSON
FLEMINGTON, N. J„ Jan. 18.—

Slightly more than two years ago
two people were murdered in New
Jersey.

One was the child of Charles
Lindbergh, a millionaire aviator.

The other was only a union or-
ganizer, Morris Langer.

The murder of the millionaire's
child was flashed around the world.
Priests, rabbis, ministers, war-
mongers, leading gangsters and
capitalist statesmen, movie stars
and newspaper publishers all la-
mented the child’s death and heap-
ed execrations on its murderer. The
murder of the millionaire's son be-
came the “most atrocious crime of
modern times.” Hundreds of thou-
sands of dollars were spent by the
Federal, State and city governments
to uncover the criminal. The arms
of the capitalist law reached into
every country in the world in the
search for the fiend who had slain
the first born of an associate of
J. P. Morgan.

Another Murder
The murder of the union organ-

izer? Why bother to even pose the
question. Langer was a working
class leader who had given his en-
tire life to the battle for the im-
provement of the conditions of the
working men and women in the fur
industry. He was a Communist.
The priests and rabbis and war
mongers and newspaper pubishers
who lamented the death of the
Lindbergh baby so loudly were
characteristically silent at the new-
of the killing of the union organ,
lzer. His murder received no in
vestigation. His murderers, hired
company gangsters, continued to
ply their trade.

The bodies of both victims were
found soon after they were slain.
The body of the Lindbergh baby
was badly decomposed—one of its
limbs had fallen off. —'

The body of Langer w’as al
mutilated—one of his legs had b'
blown off by the boss-hired r s
men who had literally dynarr?B
him.

The murderers of Langer
never sought and never

.filed
(Continued, on Page
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Southern Labor Heads To Meet on Georgia Troop Terror
TEAR AND NAUSEA
GASES ARE HURLED
AT MILL STRIKERS

ATLANTA, Ga., Jan. 18.—Aroused against the use of
troops in the Rossville hosiery strike, a conference of A. F.
of L. labor officials of fourteen Southern States has been
called, for Saturday and Sunday at Nashville, Tenn.

George Googe, chairman of the A. F. of L. Labor Or-
ganization Committee of the South, •
declared that the conference will
launch a most “vigorous drive to
have Southern representatives in
Congress vote for social security
bills.” Whether any concrete steps
will be taken in face of the present
terror against the unions, was not
made known.

Tear gas and nausea gas bombs
were used against strikers today by
special deputies brought in to re- j
place the National Guardsmen at I
the Richmond Hosiery Mill today,
when pickets masssed to prevent j
the night shift of scabs from going i
into the mill,

During the hearing before Judge '
Underwood, many testified that
strikers had not committed a single
act of violence. Governor Talmadge, j
who claimed that the martial law
proclamation of last summer was
not yet revoked, and therefore he j
was justified in sending troops, j
wrote to the judge that “release of;
the strikers will be disastrous and
lead to rioting and bloodshed.”

Three automobiles carrying strike-
breakers to the Daisy Mill, one of j
four plants of the Richmond Hosiery
Mills on strike, were fired upon |
from ambush yesterday. It was not
learned who fired upon them, but
the automobiles turned back.

The militia has been withdrawn
for the present, but the sheriff is
endeavoring to stop mass picketing.
The workers are especially incensed
at the way the National Guard was
used to place a large number of
strikebreakers in the Rossville Mill
before its task was considered fin-
ished. An hour after the departure
of the militia a brick was hurled
through a window of the Rossville
mill.

Cabinet Sired
Wagner Bill

(Continued from Page 1)

when unemployed come under the
scope of the administration’s plans,
the committee report recommends
that “extended cash benefits seem to
us far less desirable than work
benefits.” The committee recom-
mended that after an employee
“has exhausted his contractual
rights,” he be placed on the lists as
entitled to work relief when and if
such work relief is available. The
entire plan is suggested as "frankly
experimental.”

The ‘Work* Program”
The present army of unemployed

will be accorded work relief under
the plans of the Roosevelt adminis-
tration. The outlines of this plan
have already been given by Federal
Relief Administrator Harry L.
Hopkins.

Wages are to be at rates lower
than in private industry, and the
full meaning of this can be seen in
th recent abandonment of the 30-
cent an hour minimum rates on the
relief projects. Although unem-
ployment estimates run from the
A. F. of L. estimate of 11,459,00 to
the Pen and Hammer survey of
nearly 15,000,000, this works project
is drafted to give jobs to not more
than 3,000,000.

“We regard work as preferable to
other forms of relief where pos-
sible,” the report states. "While we
favor unemployment compensation
in cash, we believe that it should be
provided for limited periods on a
contractual basis and without gov-
ernmental subsidies. Public funds
6hould be devoted to providing
work, rather than to introduce a re-
lief element into what should be
strictly an msurance system.”

Here is contained the kernel of
the new "work division” set up of
the FERA—jobs at less than wages
in private employment for only a
limited time and the total abolition
of Federal aid to local relief.

Federal Relief To End
Further on the report states that

"it would, be desirable to extend
Federal loans at low rates of in-
terest to States and local govern-
ments for employment purposes. To
the bankrupt cities and States with
their antiquated welfare laws, this
means a complete withdrawal of
Federal aid from the field of relief.

"Unemployables,” that vast army
) of destitute sick, aged and otherwise
incapacitated groups of workers
who have been abandoned accord-
ing to the announced policy cf the
Federal government, are dumped
onto to bankrupt municipalities.
This starvation policy is condoned
In full by the Committee’s report.

"Unemployables” Abandoned
In the intervening period, about

forty-three State legislatures will
have met and adjourned, most of
them without any provision for
these “unemployable” destitute
workers.

One lady and four old gentlemen
who have never known hunger sub-
mitted the report. They are Secre-
tary of the Treasury Morgenthau,
Attorney-General Cummings, Secre-
tary of Agriculture Wallace, all

'mbers of the Roosevelt Cabinet,
FERA Director Hopkins.

Kidnap Trial
Evades Real Issues

(Continued from Page 1)

Langer was only a worker. Scores
of them are murdered every year.
One more or less didn’t perturb
the Attorney General of the State
of New Jersey.

A Publicized Trial
The alleged murderer of the mil-

lionaire's baby is on trial here to-
day. Hundreds of representatives
of the capitalist press have focused
the eyes of the world on this small
county seat, with its 2,000 inhabi- j
tants, as the defendant, an adher- j
ant of the murderous Hitler, lis- j
tens to the verbal pillow-tossing of i
opposing lawyers.

The Nazi’s lawyer is Edward J.
Reilly, a lieutenant commander in
the U. S. Navy, a former Secret |
Service agent of the United States
government, who numbers among
his clients the fascist Art Smith,
Khaki Shirt leader, and Little
Augie Pisano, accomplished mur-
derer and all-around gangster of
Brooklyn. Reilly has defended
more than 1,000 murderers, none
of them poor.

The Nazi's prosecutor is Attorney
General Arthur Wilentz, a lackey
of Frank Hague, one of the most
notorious of the American political
hi-Jackers, who differ from the A1
Capones only because they commit

I their thieveries with the open aid
I of the police instead of with their
secret connivance.

Why the Publicity
In the minds of both the defense

and prosecution attorneys the fate
of the Nazi defendant is unimpor-

! tant to the main purposes of the
trial, which are: to use the proceed-

, ings as a distraction to the millions
I of Americans who are desperately
| fighting starvation; to shield the
name of the popular super-sales-
man of imperialism from the
scandal that is deeply imbedded in
the murder of his child; to keep
hidden the evidence which proves
that the Nazis have gathered their
forces to free their colleague; and
to provide the capitalist newspapers
with a relatively inexpensive meth-
od of increasing their circulation.

The proceedings of any of the
court sessions here are relatively
insignificant to these primary ob-
jectives. No one doubts any longer
that the Nazi was connected with
the kidnapping—one only wonders
who is guilty with him. One can
learn nothing at the trial except
that both defense and prosecution
are trying to hide the defendant’s
accomplices. Not a day passes
without some revelation that the

! opposing attorneys are indulging in
a staged-wrestling match in which

j the only loser will be the workers
; who will not be able to get an in-
sight into the events behind the
scenes.

Today's disclosure had to do with
| the establishment of the corpus
delicti. It was necessary for
Wilentz to prove that the body
found in a shallow grave near the
Lindbergh home was really the

! body of the aviator’s child and not
the body of some other child that
had been placed there to hide the
whereabouts of the child who was
alleged to have been murdered. If
Wilentz couldn't prove the body

| found in the grave was the body of
| the Lindbergh baby his legal case

| against Hauptmann would col-
| lapse.

The Question of the Body
But Reilly isn't permitting

Wilentz to be overcome by the diffi-
culties of proving that the body is
the body of the Lindbergh baby,
although only last week he threw
a figurative bomb into the prose-
cution’s camp by proving that
the body found in the grave was
two inches longer than that of the
Lindbergh child. When Reilly’s as-
sistants begin to press the State’s
witnesses by hinting broadly that
the body found in the grave is ac-
tually the body of a child that had

j been incarcerated in a nearby
orphan asylum, Reilly instructs

j them to drop the point. He is
content, he says, that the State’s

| witnesses are truthful. Bu his chief
| assistant, C. Lloyd Fisher, is not
| content. When Reilly makes his
log-rolling move, Fisher, in a white
rage, grasps his overcoat, almost
runs out of the court-room and
doesn’t return until the Nazi de-
fendant, losing control of himself
for a moment, calls a State witness
a liar and then pleads to be com-
forted by his hot-headed junior at-
torney.

And what about the hole in the
baby’s skull which the County
physician said looked as if it had
been made by a bullet when he saw
it the day the body was found?
He never said it was a bullet hole,
he protested: “It merely looked
like a bullet hole.”

This trial merely looks insane.
Actually it is a typical trial in a
capitalist court with the principals
only slightly exaggerated for pur-

| poses of emphasis.

Provide Hunger
Doles For Aged
(Continued from Page 1)

Wagner declared, "the bill rec-
ognizes that, because of divergent
business problems in different sec-
tions of the country, each state
should be free to enact its own un-
employment Insurance law.” Thus,
no employer contribution is nec-
essary, thereby leaving the way
open for the managements to get
their legislatures to pass no unem-
ployment insurance statutes and
take out the federal tax through
higher prices and lower wages.
Concerning the time during which
unemployment “benefits” are to be
paid under any bill, there is noth-
ing in the Wagner proposal which
would prevent employers from pay-
ing benefits for only one day or
one week.

The victory of the bankers’ and
industrialists’ United States Cham-
ber of Commerce and the violently
anti-union National Association of
Manufacturers jn dictating the
dumping of even a vestige of genu-
ine unemployment insurance into
the ocean serves to emphasize the
merits of the Workers Unemploy-
ment, Old Age and Social Insurance
Bill, now H. R. 2827. The Workers
Bill, which was recently endorsed
by Representative William P. Con-
nery, Jr., Chairman of the House
Labor Committee and has the back-
ing of about 2,500 A. F. of L. bodies,
remains the only genuine unem-
ployment measure introduced in 1
Congress.

The Workers Bill would give un-
employment insurance to “all work-
ers and farmers above 18 years of
age, who are unemployed through
no fault of their own.” The Wag-
ner Bill would exclude all the
present unemployed. The Workers
Bill would pay compensation equal
to “average local wages” which In
no case would be less than $lO a
week plus $3 for each dependent
while the Wagner Bill guarantees
no payment. The Workers Bill
would provide the money for the
payment of unemployment in-
surance, at the expense mainly of
the employer class through taxes
on gifts and inheritance and taxes
on annual individual and corpora-
tion incomes above $5,000. Wagner
and Roosevelt propose a measure
which allows taxes on the em-
ployees. The Wagner Bill would be
administered by the Labor Depart-
ment, one of the employers’ most
effective anti-strike organs. The
Workers’ Bill would allow the
Secretary of Labor to “prescribe
rules and regulations” but only in
"conformity with the purposes and
provisions of this Act, through un-
employment insurance commissions
directly elected by members of
workers’ and farmers’ organiza-
tions.”

As for sickness, old age, mater-
nity, industrial injury or any other
disability, the Workers Bill would
provide compensation equal to that
provided for during periods of un-
employment. Under the Wagner
Bill, “an employer contributes the
same amount as his employees,” to
quote Wagner. Under the Workers
Bill women are to be paid compen-
sation during the eight weeks be-
fore and after childbirth. The
Wagner Bill provides a mere $20,000
for each state to do with as it sees
fit. No mother is guaranteed any-
thing.

Wagner’s “national system of
compulsory contributory old age
pensions” provides for eligibility at
the age of 65 if “taxes have been
paid in his behalf for at least 200
weeks over a 5 year period com-
mencing before he is 60” if he is “no
longer gainfully employed by an-
other.” The pension “is 15 per cent
of his average monthly wage if
taxes were paid in his behalf for
200 weeks. .

.

”

Nevertheless, Senator Wagner
would have the workers and fanners

j believe, "If one contrasts the
Economic Security Bill with the
public apathy toward the unfor-
tunate that predominated a few
years ago, he finds it hard to realize
that he is still living in the same
world.”

PUZZLE—FIND THE FRIEND OF HITLER

LOOKING FOR THOSE WHO DO NOT COMPLAIN OF NAZI
TERROR—From Pravda, organ of the Communist Party of the U.S.S.R.

"TheAmerican Workers
Will Heed Lenin—Not
Hearst Says Foster

Veteran American Revolutionary Terms Lenin
“The Greatest Man of Our Time”—Cites

Lenin’s Lessons on Trade Unions
William Z. Foster was one of the first leaders of the

American labor movement to greet Lenin after the Russian
Revolution, Consistently and courageouely Foster has up-
held the policies of Lenin in the United States.

“Bill,” what have you got to say on the eleventh anni-
versary of the death of Lenin?” he«
was asked.

The answer was careful, confi-
dent. Lenin meant too much to
William Z. Foster for a snap opin-
ion.

“Lenin was the greatest man of
our time,” he said thoughtfully. He
suddenly sat up sharp. (He had
been resting on a couch in his mod-
est apartment in the Bronx. Cor-
onary thrombosis doesn’t permit a
man to be too active.)

“The contributions of Lenin to
the science of proletarian revolu-
tion will live long after the lies of
Hearst, along with Hearst, are swept
into the garbage heap of history by
the Iron broom of the American pro-
letarian revolution," he said.

“The American workers will heed
Lenin not Hearst. Particularly
will they learn from Lenin how to
fight the trade union bureaucrats.

®

Bill Green, Matty Woll and Com-
pany, these cancers on the body
corporate of labor.

“Eleven years after Lenin died
Leninism lives and grows,” Foster
continued. “His monuments are
everywhere—the ijsing structure of
the socialist fortress, the Soviet
Union, the heroic underground work
of the Communist Party of Ger-
many, the united front of Socialists
and Communists in France, the
growing Communist influence in
every country.”

Foster leaned back—a bit tired.
He closed his eyes in thought. Per-
haps he was recalling his first visit
to the beleaguered Soviet Russia in
the first few years after the Revo-
lution and his talks with Lenin
and the wise, patient words of ad-
vice that Lenin had spoken on the
American labor movement. . . .

Framed Trial
Os 18 Begins

(Continued from Page 1)

Party, but explained the arrests
with the ridiculous statement that
the Communists “were about to
overthrow the government.” This,
despite his subsequent admission
that the Communists had no arms.

Fred Russ and Ray Kunz of the
police “Red Squad” also admitted
they had no warrants for the ar-
rests they made.

Communist Literature Read
A copy of the program of the

program of the Communist Interna-
tional, seized during the vigilante-
police raids on the Workers School,
was identified by the prosecution,
which read short distorted excerpts
from it.

At the opening of the trial, the
court refused to accept a bail bond
for the release of Norah Conklin,
because the bond was signed by
Anita Whitney, whom the court
called a fugitive from justice follow-
ing the issuance of warrant for her
arrest in connection with an elec-
tion petition frame-up. Whitney, a
candidate in the last elections,
polled over 80,000 votes.

The court also denied an inter-
preter for Lee Hung, one of the
Chinese defendants who speaks very
little English.

Fight Is Urged
For Workers’ Bill
(Continued from Page 1)

legislation beneficial to them,” Lun-
deen agreed.

“The Roosevelt administration’s
Wagner-Lewis ’Economic Security
Bill,’ like so many of the New Deal
measures, provides added security
only for the bankers and industrial-
ists who are firmly opposed to the
Workers’ Unemployment, Old Age,
and Social Insurance Bill” said Lun-
deen in beginning the interview.

He continued, enthusiastically;
“members of Congress are already
hearing from the friends and sup-
porters of the thousands of work-
ers, farmer, intellectual and profes-
sional delegates who rallied around
the Workers’ Bill at the National
Congress for Unemployment Insur-
ance. This combined protest against
the Wagner-Lewis Bill and the de-
mand for the Workers’ Bill must be |
sustained. The demands for sup-
port of the Workers’ Bill must roll
into the offices of the members of
Congress like a mighty wave. Then
you’ll see results. You know Con-
gressmen pay close attention to their
mail.”

Connery Support Significant
“Os course, you know that Chair-

man Connery of the House Labor
Committee has come out for the
Workers’ Bill,” the interviewer in-
formed Lundeen.

“The support of Chairman Con-
nery is very significant,” he replied,
adding, "growing Congressional sup-
port will show the workers and poor
fanners that only by mass action
will they get legislation beneficial to
them. Otherwise they’ll get what
they have gotten in the past two
years—more Roosevelt smiles and
more flowery Roosevelt speeches
about the ‘new order of things,’
the ‘more abundant life,’ and the
‘American plan for the American
people’ while the blue eable bank-
ers and industrialists will continue
in power.”

"Now, Mr. Lundeen, concerning
this talk about the ‘American plan,’
isn't the Workers’ Bill American?”

"If it isn’t American to support a
bill demanded by millions of half-
starving and hard-working Ameri-
can workers and farmers who make
the wheels go ’round, then I’d like
to know what is American,” Lun-
deen shot back warmly.

“Is it American for the Wagner-
Lewis Bill to pass the buck on un-
employment insurance to the
States?”

"I should say not,” Lundeen an-
swered quickly. “The only way the
workers and farmers of this coun-
try will get real unemployment in-
surance is to make the Federal
government and the employers
guarantee it instead of spending
more money for bombs, warships
and airplanes.”

Shortcomings of New Deal Bill
"What are the shortcomings of

the New Deal Wagner-Lewis Bill?”
“In the first place, the Wagner-

Lewis Bill ignores the great mass
of those now unemployed. Second,
besides proposing no unemployment
insurance, it recommends a payroll
tax which will come from the
pockets of the workers and farmers
and which in any event can’t be-
come effective until 1936. Third, it
permits the States to enact any
kind of bill, for any period of time
they see fit to adopt—or no bill at
all. The Workers’ Bill provides a
minimum of $lO a week and $3 to
each dependent for the entire period
of unemployment without any de-
lay.”

"How about the administration of
the two bills?”

"You know, that’s one of the
places where the Roosevelt admin-
istration bill gives itself away,”
Lundeen chuckled.

“How?”
"Why, by giving the administra-

tion of the bill solely to the Depart-
ment of Labor, a department which
opposed militant labor during the
crisis. Our bill, however, provides
for workers’ and farmers’ co-admin-
istration with the department of
labor. And unlike the Wagner-
Lewis Bill, it doesn’t provide for any
large salaries to officials for admin-
istering something that isn’t unem-
ployment insurance.”

Tasks lor Textile Union Shown by Communists
VICTORY POINTS WAY TO IMPROVED STANDARDS

By Jay Anvan
(Communist Party Organizer

of Paterson, N. J.)
In the recent elections of the two

largest local unions of the A. F. of L.
in Paterson, N. J., Green, Gorman
and Company and their local lieut-
enants, Eli Keller tjae Lovestoneite,
and Anthony Ammirato the reac-
tionary president of the dyers, were
defeated. The large vote rolled up
by the rank and file candidates is a
repudiation of the expulsion policy
directed by Green and his Paterson
agents.

The workers have shown that they
recognize the policy of struggle as
the only correct means to win
better living standards, and to
strengthen the unions as a weapon
against the bosses. The rank and
file victory in this important tex-
tile center will also serve as a warn-
ing to the National Textile Labor
Board, which is soon to report on
its findings, that the workers are
ready to renew their struggle for
the demands which caused the gen-
eral textile strike last summer. The
silk and dye workers have elected
such workers to take leadership as
they have found to be the most ac-
tive in the recent strikes, those
against N.R.A. arbitration schemes,

and bureaucratic control in the
unions.

In Local 1733 of the American
Federation of Silk and Rayon Dyers,
with few exceptions, the rank and
file slate headed by Charles Vigor-
ito, was elected. The slate consisted
of those who since the 1933 strike
when the union was established,
have taken a leading part in build-
ing it, and stood for unity with the
National Textile Workers Union
before It was merged into the UTW.

The victory in the Plain Goods
Department of Local 1716, American
Federation of Silk Workers, and
with the election of the entire slate
of fifteen rank and file members
by a three to one majority, consti-
tutes a similar repudiation of the
local agents of Gorman and Mac-
Mahon—the Lovestoneites headed
by Eli Keller, and the reactionary
supporters of the most conservative
wing in the Socialist Party. It is a
repudiation cf their stand at the
recent convention of the Federation
and a determination not to accept
a wage cut.

The-e is no doubt about the deter-
mination of the workers to follow
a line of militant action. The task
now is to lose no time in putting in-
to action the program uron which
the new administrations have been

elected. A summary of the issues
which have held the attention of
the membership in both unions dur-
ing the recent period shows that
the following should be Incorporated
in a program of action, and it
should be the duty of every Com-
munist in Paterson and sympathize
to put all energy behind it.

Every shop must be made into a
100 per cent union shop. The shop
chairman and shop committee
should be chiefly responsible for
leading a fighting policy in the
shops.

In the dye shops it is to force the
bosses to live up to the agreement.
In the silk shops it is to put into
effect the demands recently worked
out in the convention of the Silk
Federation. In the silk union it is
apparent that this will necessitate
the defeat of Keller and the others
who are still in and will hinder
such attempts in the shops.

To initiate a broad educational
program in both unions, train the
active workers to take leadership
in all union functions, and to give
the workers such knowledge as will
counteract the class collaboration
ideology of the reactionaries.

Lay special stress in drawing into
union activity the unemployed,
youth, and women. This should be

especially through developing ac-
tivities interesting to each and
answering their needs.

United action between the two
locals should be developed, with the
aim of establishing a united council.
Such action has already been
aproved at the recent convention of
the silk workers.

To fight against attempts of poli-
ticians and lawyers who present
themselves as friends of the work-
ers, and organize the splendid
united action which was displayed
in the strikes into a campaign be-
hind a united labor ticket in the
coming elections.

The accomplishment of these
tasks will mean the raising of the
standard of living of the Paterson
workers and insuring a powerful
labor movement. From the re-
sponse in the local elections It Is
evident that the workers are looking
to the Communists in the unions
for leadership. The Communists of
Paterson realize their responsibility
in this situation and will put forth
every ounce of energy to make such
a program a reality. Furthermore
many workers see how the Party
leads in struggles and wins the con-
fidence of the workers, and will join
the Communist Party to help carry
through the big advance.

Win a Free Trip to the Soviet Union!

HUNGER INCREASED
AS JAPAN RUSHES
WAR PLANS IN 1935

Peasants Starving as Colossal Farm Debt Mounts;
Sixty Thousand Peasant Girls Sold

Into Prostitution in Year
(Special to the Daily Worker)

TOKYO, Jan. 18.—Acceleration in the preparations for
war and terrible misery among the peasant population were
Japan’s outstanding features for 1934. According to official
statistics, the Japanese economic outlook is a rosy one. This
official optimism is provoked by incredibly large profits

Zinoviev, Kamenev
Get Prison Terms

(Continued from Page 1)

persons who In the course of many
years repeatedly betrayed the In-
terests of the party and hypocrit-
ically repented only to resume
afresh their struggles against the
Soviet power. Now they are re-
duced to a miserable bunch of
rogues who long since became de-
generate in their final ruin. They
made fresh attempts but were
caught.

“We declare the’-e cannot be mercy
for those who put the revolver in
the hands of the murderer of our
dear Comrade Kirov.”

The workers in the Lenin plant
declared:

Caught Red-Handed
"Zinoviev and the other counter-

revolutionaries were caught red-
handed and are beginning to re-
pent. Now they will deceive no one
any more. The "Moscow Center” cf
the Zinoviev-Kamenev group is
responsible for Kirov’s death to no
less a degree than the ‘Leningrad
Center’ whose hands are stained
with the blood of our Comrade Ki-
rov.”

The resolution of the workers of
the Kirov plant, the former Red
Putilov works, demand that the
proletarian court apply the severest
punishment to the bourgeois degen-
erates who wrenched Comrade
Kirov out of the Leninist ranks.

Professor Knippovitch, prominent
scientist whose fiftieth anniversary
of scientific activities is being
celebrated throughout the entire
Soviet republic, said, in one of his
many meetings:

“Long ago we experienced the ex-
tremely heavy feeling for the great
loss, and a feeling of great repulsion
and indignation connected with the
treacherous murder of Comrade
Kirov. But still heavier is the con-
sciousness that this is the work of
persons who once belonged to the
Party and betrayed it, and then
repented, only to continue their
dirty work. We know our duty and
will fulfill it to the end.

(Special to the Daily Worker
MOSCOW, Jan. 18( By Wireless)

—Forced by the weight of the evi-
dence to admit their crime against
the working class, the Zinoviev,
Kamenev and the other seventeen
despicable counter - revolutionists
tried with them deserve only the
wrathful contempt of the whole
working class, declared “Pravda,”
central organ of the Communist
Party here in an editorial today.

“They were obliged to admit that
the poison of the Zinoviev under-
ground, counter-revolutionary cess-
pool used white guard methods of
struggle against the Soviet govern-
ment. As a result, an open terrorist
frame of mind arose, was strength-
ened, and resulted in the atrocious
murder of our Comrade Kirov.

“The culprits of this crime, which
stirred not only the Soviet country,
but the worklngclass of the whole
world, appeared before the prole-
tarian court in all their loathsome
nakedness. They are cursed by the
toilers everywhere.

"Only the counter-revolutionary
white guard emigres fascist hang-
men applaud the Zinoviev dregs.
It is not accidental that this miser-
able, despicable heap of rouges in
their struggle against the Party,
against the Soviet government,
against the collective fqrm system,
against socialism, plunged into
bloody white-guardism.

Evdokimov Statement “Deadly”
“The accused Evdokimov’s state-

ment was more than enough to con-
firm all the charges. Evdokimov’s
statement is deadly.

“This document is deadly, not
only for himself, but for all his con-
temptible companions in the dock.
Their counter-revolutionary activi-
ty did not cease a single moment.
The estimation of the decisive vic-
tories of the Party and the Soviet
government by the Zinoviev coun-
ter-revolutionary group did not
differ from the white-guardists and
fascists.

See Evdokimov's statement pub-
lished in yesterday’s Daily Worker.

“The members of the Zinoviev
counter - revolutionary group con-
sidered that the Party would en-
counter insurmountable hinderances
with collectivization and rejoiced
beforehand.

“We, equally, with the interna-
tional counter-revolutionary black-
guards waited for failures. We
lived in hopes of these failures,”
declared the accused Evdokimov.

“This group waited for failure.
Then they knew there would be no
failure. For this reason they were
urged on by blind hatred and wrath
against the Party leadership,
against Stalin’s genius, the con-

I tinuer of Lenin’s work.
Aided Enemies of U. S. S. R.

i “The Zinoviev counter - revolu-

realized by the armaments and tex-
tile Industries which have profited
by the inflationist “war revival.”
But in spite of various measures,
the trade balance has remained
stationary. The exportation of gold
reached a very high point owing to
the extensive purchase of raw ma-
terials from abroad and the devalu-
ation of the yen.

As Japanese exports depend on
foreign raw materials, the policy of
dumping and boom reflect an un-
healthy economic situation and a
heavy fall In the national revenue.
The most important article for Jap-
anese export, raw silk, lost many
of its former markets, which caused
a serious depression in Japanese ag-
riculture. The bad rice harvest in
fifteen districts of northern Japan
makes the rice crop the worst in
t'-enty years. The Japanese official-
dom admits this frankly and in
great consternation.

Farmers Starve
While waiting for the relief

which never comes, fanners and
their families are starving. Along
uie mountain passes across the
center of Japan, along the single
narrow-gauge railroad track
through the mountains, children
oesiae tne trains begging lor
bread, for any kind of food.

Vast regions have been brought
to the verge of famine. Two mil-
lion peasants are literally starr-
ing. Sixty thousand peasant girls
were sold in 1»34 to nouses or
prostitution and to various fac-
tories, in order to pay something
on tne colossal larmers’ debt,
which amounts to 10 billion yen
—»3,WOU,UUU,IMH!.
In spite of this the budgeted ex-

penditures for 1935 surpasses those
of 1934. Friction between the lead-
ing groups In Japan as to the
budget ended in a compromise, giv-
ing unheard-of advantages to the
military concerns and leading to
even greater chaos in public finance.

Foreign policy has shown no ten-
dency during the past year to aban-
don or even to abate Japanese ag-
gression. The measures taken by
the Japanese authorities in Man-
churia are openly directed against
the Soviet Union. Negotiations with
the United States ended abruptly
as soon as Japan published her dec-
laration on April 1, proclaiming
China as her exclusive domain and
refusing to allow the mixing of any
other foreign powers in Chinese af-
fairs. This policy found its logical
conclusion In Japan’s demand for
naval parity, faced as she was with
the unprecedented war preparations
of American imperialism. Hence
the denunciation of the unfavorable
Washington Treaty.

If one adds to this the breaking
off of negotiations with the Soviet
Union, the interminable maneuver-
ing in regard to the Chinese Eastern
Railway, the arrests of Soviet citi-
zens in Manchuria, and constant
incidents on the frontier provoked
by the Japanese, Japan’s foreign
policy in 1934 bodes no good for the
future.

To any survey of Japan in 1934
must be added the fact which even
the official press has not been able
to conceal—that hardly a day passes
that tha discontent among the
population does not make itself felt
in some way or another, by means
of strikes in armaments factories,
peasant attacks against the land-
owners, disturbances among the
students, and the growing strength
of the Communist Party. A very
significant fact is the growing num-
ber of arrests for "political of-
fenses.”

The entire Japanese press affirms
that the year 1934 was the year im-
mediately preceding the "national
crisis of 1935-36.” Thus one sees
the external and internal diffi-
culties which Japanese imperialism
has encountered—difficulties which
reached the climax of the lull before
the storm in 1934.

Subscriptions are the backbone
of the Daily Worker, Become a
Daily Worker shock brigader. So-
licit lor subs.

tionary gang actively assisted the
enemies of the U. S. S. R. to prepare
war against the Soviet Union.

’’The bandit fascist dogs raised
their arms against our Comrade
Kirov. They were educated and
demoralized by the traitors and be-
trayers of the Zinoviev counter-
revolutionary gang. These traitors
and betrayers covered themselves
with Party cards and utilized the
high title of the Party membership
for their criminal anti-party aims.

"Evdokimov’s statement convicts
the whole criminal group. It nails
them to the pillory of shame.

‘The circle of their crimes was
completed, but the counter-revolu-
tionary gang will not escape this
circle.

‘The curse of millions of work-
ers have fallen upon this criminal
gang. The whole country demanded
severe punishment. The proletarian
court will hear this voice, and wiii
take it into consideration in its
sentences.”

ENTER THE DAILY WORKER
SUBSCRIPTION CONTEST
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BROWDER DISCUSSES PROBLEMS OF LABOR PARTY IN U. S.
Political Changes

Determine Review
Os C. P. Attitude

Labor Party Must Be
Based On Mass

Organizations
By Earl Browder

AUR resolution points out that thev political changes that have taken
place in 1934 among the masses de-
mands that we review our whole
attitude towards the question of the
Labor Party. One feature of our
approach to this question has re-
mained constant throughout the
whole period since 1928. The correct
basic approach to the question
which we have never changed as
formulated by the Sixth World
Congress in 1928. At that time we
were faced with a situation in which
practically there was no mass move-
ment for a Labor Party. We had
to determine how we should read-
just ourselves towards this question
when there was no mass movement
for it.

The question was greatly dis-
cussed in the commissions of the
Sixth World Congress, and finally
the decision which was written into
the thesis of the Congress was that
proposed by Stalin. I will read it
to you—it is brief, only a few lines
—but it stands as an essentially
correct approach for this whole
period, when we opposed practical
proposals for a Labor Party, as well
as now when we decide again to
revive the question.

“On the question of the organ-
izing of the Labor Party, the Con-
gress resolves that the Party con-
centrate its attention on the work
m the trade unions, on organiz-
ing the unorganized, etc., and hi
this way lay the basis for the
practical realization of the slogan
of a broad Labor Party organized
from below.”
In 1929, a year after the Sixth

World Congress, In discussing what
this means practically in our con-
crete work in the United States, we
came to the conclusion that this
correct orientation required that we
should come out against all of the
current proposals then being made
for the organization of a Labor
Party. We declared that any prac-
tical steps towards organizing a
Labor Party in those conditions
could only result in the building of
a new appendage of the old parties.
The only ones who were practically
for a Labor Party would have been
the Communists, the narrow move-
ment of the Socialist Party and a
few scattered burocrats. True, the
process of radicalization of the
masses under the impact of the
crisis was already beginning then,
but this radicalization of the masses
was not taking such forms as to
give promise of any immediate mass
Labor Party emerging. The best
proof that our judgment was cor-
rect at that time is the fact that
in the five years that have inter-
vened, nobody has been able to do
anything practical with the idea
of a Labor Party.

Situation is Changing
It is clear now when we look back

over these years that if we had
been playing around with the slogan
of a Labor Party in the absence of
a mass movement it would not have
advanced us one step. We would
not have developed a Labor Party
and we would have taken attention
away from the basic tasks of the
movement directly connected with
what was going on among the
masses. The question which we

possible variations serve to illus-
trate the various relation of foroes
of the struggle between the revo-
lutionary trends and the reformist
trends and how they would result in
given circumstances in the different
types of parties, with a different
type of leadership and program
and towards which our attitude
would have to be different. We
cannot take one and the same atti-
tude towards all the various forms
and crystallizations which the break
away from the old capitalist parties
may take on. Our attitude must
be varied according to the form
which it does take. Especially now
In this early stage of the develop-
ment our attitude has to be directed
towards helping to determine in
advance what kind of form this
movement will take so that we
become an active factor in deter-
mining what will be the result.

It Is clear that we cannot be pas-
sive towards this mass break away
from the old parties. We must have
a positive attitude towards it. We
must change our negative position
towards the Labor Party question
which was determined by the ab-
sence of a practical mass movement
which made it a practical problem.
Now there Is a mass movement and
it is a question of our Party’s parti-
cipation among these masses and
Influencing their course.

In our resolution wa say that the
Party must declare Its support for
the movement for a labor party and
fight within this general mass break
away from the old parties to deter-
mine that the party form and char-
acter which is taken by the move-
ment shall correspond to this fourth
possible variation we have listed and
not to any of the others, that it
shall be a labor party organized
from below, reflecting in the closest
possible way the mass struggles and
bringing forward the militant ele-
ments as an Integral part of the
leadership of such a party.

Our resolution points out very
sharply that within this general
movement we must carry on a
systematic struggle against all at-tempts to direct it into the chan-
nels of the progressive party or a
similar party which only masks
itself as Farmer Labor or Labor
Party, and so on. In order to ac-
complish this, of course, in order to
influence this movement at all, we
have to be in it and have positive
proposals to make. We cannot par-

have to answer now is whether in
1934 this situation is changing
in such away as to require us to
revise our practical attitude to-
wards this question. We say, when
we look over the situation of the
past year, definitely: Yes, the situ-
ation is changing. There has be-
gun in this year the clearly discern-
able beginnings of a mass disin-
tegration of the old Party system
the beginnings of the break-up of
the old parties, the distinct possib-
iity appears now that a new mass
party may come forth out of this
disintegration of the old parties, the
Democratic and the Republican
parties. This Is something new in
the political life of our Party which
we have not seen Since 1923-24
when in the period following the
post-war crisis, a similar break-
away movement developed which
was finally corralled into the La-
Follette movement.

Under present conditions in 1934
what can we say about the possible
character and form which such a
mass break away from the old par-
ties will take? What are the pos-
sible variations which such a new
mass party will take? It is clear
that there is a large number of pos-
sible forms in which this movement
might emerge. In our resolution we
point out four possible variations,
four possible types which this move-
ment could take.

What Kind of Labor Party?
First of all it may become a

popular, populist or progressive
party of the type of the LaFollette
party in Wisconsin, of the Sinclair
movement, of the Olsen, Long move-
ments, crystallized as a new mass
party on a national scale. Or
secondly, it might be a party similar
in composition and character to
that, but which would put forward
a name of Fanner Labor Party, or
Labor Party even, differing only in
its name and in the degree it devel-
oped the demagogy which would
come with such a name. The third
possible variation, might be more
concretely a Labor Party with a
predominant trade union base, with
a program concerning immediate
demands, possibly with a vague
demagogy about the cooperative
commonwealth such as even Olson
carries on in Minnesota, but domi-
nated by a section of the trade union
bureaucracy organized from above,
with the assistance of the Socialist
party and excluding the Communist
and the militant elements. The
fourth possibility is that this mass
break away might crystallize in the
form of a labor party built from
below, as pointed out by the Sixth
World Congress resolution, on pre-
dominantly a trade union base in-
cluding also all mass organizations
of the workers, but in conflict with
the bureaucracy or with the larger
part of it, putting forward a pro-
gram of demands closely connected
with the mass struggles, strikes,
unemployment, and so on, with the
leading role being played by the
militant elements Including the
Communists.

Os course you must not under-
stand these four types we list as
rigid, fixed things. They can de-
velop in all possible varieties
with even parallel developments
of different types and at various
stages the movement might reflect
one type and then another. But
these four types that we give as
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directly to the Communist Party.
We have nothing in our political
experiences which would lead us to
expect that we, still a small party,
can overnight bring these masses

j to Communism.
i We know that before they come

ticipate in it effectively If we stand
merely as Inactive critics of it.
Neither can we expect that with
such a mass break away of millions,
in which millions will be shifting
from old political allegiances over-
night, that these millions will come I

to us they will have to go through
a process of struggle and education
out of their own experiences. We
know that this process will be much
faster and more complete if at all
stages of their development these
masses see the Communists fight-
ing shoulder to shoulder with them,
working together with them in the
development of the broadest phases
of their mass struggle. That Is what
predetermines our decision that it
is necessary to declare positively in
favor of the support for and par-
ticipation in a Labor Party of that
fourth type which we have de-
scribed.

In our participation in this broad
mass movement, of course, our cen-
tral task is to bring the clear differ-
entiation into two distinct camps,
those who want on one hand to de-
velop this mass movement along the
moderate, liberal, social reformist
channels and on the other hand
those who want to develop the
struggle of the masses for their im-
mediate interests without regard to
or in direct opposition to the in-
terests of private property and the
profits.

In the struggle for this differen-
tiation within this movement, we
will have two dangers which we
must avoid, two possible deviations
on our part. On the one hand we
will have the danger of sectarian
narrowness on our part which would
only play Into the hands of the
reformists. This means, first of all,
that the basis for gathering to-
gether of the workers into such a
Labor Party must be the immediate
demands with the broadest mass
appeal. We must not allow the re-

! formist leaders to split the masses
with speculations on these differ-

! ences among the masses between
those who accept the class struggle
clear up to and including the dic-

i tatorship of the proletariat, the rev-
olutionary section, those that follow

: the Communist Party, and on the
other hand that larger section of
the masses which accepts the class
struggle for the immediate issues,
but is not yet prepared to go the
whole way up to the dictatorship of
the proletariat.

Must Avoid Sectarian Danger
The sectarian danger, the danger

of limiting down this movement to
only the revolutionists and their
sympathizers must be at all costs
avoided. At the same time the
open right danger will be the great-
er danger if we reach the stage of
crystallization on a national scale
of a mass Labor Party, the danger
of opportunistic capitulation, sur-
render to the rerormist trends, prac-

What Will Be Role
Os the Communists

In the Labor Party?

C. P. Summons
Relief Meeting
On Iron Range

VIRGINIA, Minn., Jan. 18.—The
Communist Party of the Mesaba
Range region has issued a cadi to
all members of the Mine Mill and
Smelter Workers Union, unemployed
organizations and members of the
United Units to organize local strug-
gles for increased relief and against
discrimination which wiH lead up
o a Range-wide Demonstration for
relief in this city on February 16.

In calling for a fight against the
steel trust, the Communist Party
points out that the United Units,
an organizaion which has recently
come into existence as a labor or-
ganizations, is only a means in the
hands of steel trust to confuse the
workers and prevent a struggle for
better conditions. Its organization
is very much shaped as a fascist
form, with units of 32 each headed
by a captain which could be used by
the trust to break strikes and
against the militants in the labor
movement. Its program is based
on the idea that “the interests of
tiie bosses and workers are identi-
cal.”

I tices and habits which will be a very
! strong factor at work within such
a mass Labor Party.

| It is clear, as our resolution points
I out, that in this situation the simple
I slogan for a Labor Party under
jwhich we operated years ago would
express such conflicting tendencies
that it is not sufficient to be the
effective banner for our struggle.
Yes, we are for a Labor Party, but
we are for a particular kind of La-
bor Party. We are for a Labor
Party of the nature that we speci-
fied in the resolution under point
D, the fourth possible type. We are
against this movement being or-
ganized under the leadership of the
LaFollettes, with the program of
the Progressive Party. We are
against all of these various com-
promises between the idea of a mass
Labor Party and such a progressive
bourgeois party. We Communists
enter the movement for the Labor
Party only with the purpose of
helping the masses to break away

from the bourgeois camp, break
away from social reformists and
find the path to the revolutionary
class struggle.

This means also that all prema-
ture organizational moves must be
very carefully avoided. In this
early stage of the movement it Is
especially our enemies within this
movement that will press most en-
ergetically for quick reorganiza-
tional crystallization of the new
party, before the masses find out

| what it is all about and while they
will still by habit put their old
leaders in the positions of respon-
sibility and power.

Our Tasks
On the other hand we must be

speeding up the political differen-
tiation within this movement so
that when we come to the stage of
organization the masses will already
have a basis for political choice be-
tween the class collaboration and
class struggle. We must already
have a broad section of this move-
ment crystallized on issues of the
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NEWARK, Jan. 18.—Newark au-
thorities have threatened to make
an example of Frank Carlson, ar-
rested together with 11 other youths
last Saturday for picketing the
Newark C.C.C. headquarters in
protest against military discipline
invoked against the West Orange
C.C.C. strikers.

Carlson, who is District Organizer
of the Young Communist League,
has been singled out for special
persecution. Captain Michael
Quinn, in charge of the Second
Precinct police station, evpressed his
determination to railroad Carlson
to jail in a talk with Sol Golat,
attorney, and Sam Stein, district
organizer of the International La-
bor Defense. Quinn complained
that Carlson was the most militant
on the picket line, and that when
asked at the station to stop his ac-
tivities against the registration of
young workers in the C.C.C., he
firmly refused to betray the inter-
ests of the working class youths.

Carlson’s trial had been set for
Tuesday morning, Jan. 22, at the
Second Precinct court, Seventh and
Summer Ave. The IL. D. has or-
ganized a telephone and post-card
barrage of protests against the ar-
rest of the 12 anti-militarist youths,
and is urging workers to pack the
court on Tuesday in solidarity with
the youths.

Telegrams, post-cards and resolu-
tions should be addressed to Judge
Seymour Klein, 24 Commerce St.,
Newark N. J. Telephone, Market
2-2660.

Full Time Employes
Decrease 33.8% Since
1929, Report Shows

WASHINGTON, D. C„ Jan. 18.—
According to a report from the De-
partment of Commerce Bureau of
the census issued here on Jan. 14,
the number of full-time employes
decreased 33.8 per cent since 1929
in independent stores or from 2,833,-
915 to 1,908,401. The number of
full-time employes in chain stores
decreased 17.3 per cent between 1929
and 1933 or from 829,291 to 685,207.
Both independent and chain stores
increased their part-time payroll,
the independents by 44.5 per cent
and the chains 69.9 per cent. The
total payroll decreased 48.9 per cent
in the independent stores and 30.8
per cent in the chains.

Lubm Admits 10.9%
Rise In Food Prices
Over Last Year

WASHINGTON, d7 C„ Jan. 18.—
Retail prices of food went up 1.5
per cent during the two weeks ended
Jan. 3, it was admitted by Com-
missioner Lubin of the U. S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics. The price of
food, according to this under-esti-
mation of tlie government, was 10.9per cent higher than the corres-
ponding period a year ago.

In two weeks time fruits and veg-
etables went up 3.5 per cent andpotatoes went up 5.9 per cent. Egg!
prices, during this two weeks period,
went up 1.9 per cent.
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Browder Outlines Tho
Tasks of the
Communists

class struggle so that a class strug-
gle leadership will be developed in
the organizational crystalization of
such a Party. The Communist Party
therefore must not now take the
initiative in me organization of a
Labor Party on a national scale. In
the various states however, the sit-
uation will be of many sorts, ac-
cording to the various stages of ths
development of the movement. It
will be necessary to study the sit-
uation in each place, study the rela-
tion of forces, the tempo of develop-
ment and give a concrete answer
In each state and even in each city,
Very often we will find in certain
cities It will be much farther de-
veloped than the state as a whole.In those states and cities where tha
conditions have matured for the
formation of a mass Labor Party wa
must be prepared to ourselves in-
itiate the organizational steps eitherdirectly or through people and or-
ganizations close to us.

While we have warned against
premature organizational moves, atthe same time we must emphasize
this does not mean slowness of in-itiative on our part or lack of in-itiative. The development in this
movement does not necessarily taksits first steps with organizationalmeasures. We have immediately
taken political initiative on this
question directly from the PoliticalBuro with the speech which I made,on the decision of the Political Buro,
In Washington at the Unemploy-
ment Congress. In this sense ws
want the greatest initiative dis-
displayed. Only when the massessee the Communists as the politicalinitiators of those steps which they
themselves will conclude are races*-sary for their own life’s Interests,only then will we begin to win them
for our whole program.

Extract from Report of Earl
Browder to Central CommitteeMeeting January, 1935.
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HOW LENINISTS FIGHT FOR SOCIAL INSURANCE
Washington Congress
JSotable Achievement
Os United Front Policy

Despite Sabotage of A. F. of L. Officialdom, Many
Unions As Well As Broad Group of Organic

zations United Around Program
By I. Amter

fPHE National Congress for Unemployment and Social In-
represented the broadest united front of arty

character that has been held in the United States in recent
years. This united front, despite the opposition of all the
reformist and reactionary leaders in the country, brought
together a large number of trade <3
Unionists of the A. F. of L., inde- j
pendent and T. U. U. L. unions, of ;
fraternal organisations, unem-
ployed, veteran, professional, white 1
collar, Negro, church organisations. !
etc.' Despite the sabotaging actions
of the reactionary leaders, members
of the A. F. of L. and independent
unions sat side by side and dis-
cussed most earnestly the problem
that had brought them together in
Washington—the need of some se-
curity under the present system, the
demand for the enactment of the j
Workers Bill H. R. 2827.

William Green did everything in j
his

_ power to prevent the united
front and the participation of A.
F. of L. unions in the Congress.
During the period of the prepara-
tions of the Congress, and prior to
it,' he circularized the locals and
central labor bodies, calling the
Workers Bill a Communist bill and
asserting that the Communists are
not "interested in the enactment of
any bill but are carrying on the
campaign and holding the Congress
only to promote their political pro-
gram. During the preparations for
the Congress. Green and Frank
Morrison tried to stop the discus-
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I sion of the Congress and the elec-
tion of delegatee, by again slander-

j ing the Congress. In some cases,
j where in the locals there were no
effective rank and file groups,

I Green succeeded in intimidating
the locals. But despite this, 306
locals sent delegates. Many more
would have sent delegates, but they

1 had no funds.
Green's Maneuvers

Green thought he could confuse
| the rank and file of the A. F. of L.,
by putting forward “his own” bill,

j This bill tried to approach the de-
mands in the Workers Bill. “His"

j bill called for unemployment com-
pensation equivalent to 50 per cent
of the worker’s wage, but no less
than sls a week, and to continue
over a period of 26 weeks. Green
put this forward on December 11.
He called on the locals of the A.

: F. Os L. to consider this bill their
bill. Three days later, Green voted

| for the bill proposed by the Ad-
i visory Council of the National Com-
mittee on Economic Recovery, which
called for 50 per cent of theworker's
wage, but not to exceed sls a week
and to continue for a lesser period.
The Advisory Council' proposal pro-
vided for one week's compensation
for each four weeks’ of previous
woTk. Thus if a worker had worked

; for 20 weeks, he would be entitled
to compensation for one fourth of

I the number of weeks he had
I worked, namely 5 weeks, and then

| would have no further claim. Sim-
ilarly to the provisions of the Green

: bill, the fund would be created byj means of a tax on the payroll,
which would be handed on to the
consumer, in the form of a con-
sumers’ or sales tax. In other
words, the workers would have to

| pay for their own insurance. Both
| bills excluded the present unem-
) ployed.

This was Green’s grandstand play
in order to prevent the rank ana
file and local unions of the A. F. of
L. from uniting their forces with
the workers of other organizations
in the struggle for genuine unem-
ployment and social insurance.

Frank Gorman, of the United
Textile Workers, who at the U. T.
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W. convention a few months ago in
New York unanimously endorsed
the Workers Bill, toured the south
speaking at one local after the
other against the sending of dele-
gates to the National Congress. This
Is the aarne Frank Gorman who
sold out the textile strike, and did
everything in his power to prevent
the rank and file from fighting for
the carrying out of their own de-

j cisions. Despite his sabotage and
J threats to the locals, southern tex-
tile workers attended the Congress.

The Socialist-controlled unem-
ployed organizations had endorsed

i the Workers Bill, but their leaders
both refused to participate in the

i sponsoring committee for arranging
the Congress, and also sabotaged
the participation of their organ-
izations in the Congress. David
Lasser, allagedly speaking for the

' group, tried to prevent the sending
I of delegates—but they came none-
theless. He himself, attended the
Congress as an “observer'’ sent by
his own local Central Committee of
New York City. What were the ob-
jections of these leaders? They al-
ledged that the National Unemploy-
ment Council believes and promotes
“dual unionism.” This supposedly
would prevent A. F. of L. unions
from participating in joint action.
What a disappointment it was to :
Lasser who saw and heard A. F.
of L. union representatives speak
at the Congress, pledging their full
support to the Workers BUI and
the plan of action to force enact-
ment of the Bill!

Other Saboteurs
A. J. Muste, William Truax and !

Anthony Ramuglia, now part of the
Trotzkyite counter - revolutionary I
American Workers’ Party, tried to
split the forces of the working class
in the struggle for the Workers’
Bill, by promising their supporters
in the National Unemployed League
“Independent action” on the Bill on
Jan. 21. Then they postponed It
to Jan. 24, and again to Feb. 12.
Anything to prevent united action
for their own counter-revolutionary
purposes! Despite the complete
sabotage of the preparations for the |
Congress, to which they likewise !
were invited, despite their efforts to
expel militant leaders of the N.U.L.
who went as delegates to the con-
gress (Lehigh Valley, Pa., and Mus-
kingum County, Ohio), the dele-
gates came and will fight out at
home the sabotaging, splitting tac-
tics of these so-called “revolution-
ary” leaders.

How stupid it sounds when one
reads in the organ of these people
the following from the pen of Ar-
nold Johnson, national secretary of
the National Unemployed League!

“Another asemblage at Wash-
ington which deserves only sus-
picion from the unemployed is the
so-called Congress for Unemploy-
ment and Social Insurance, which
is in reality a masquerade pre-
liminary to the second annual
convention of the discredited Un-
employment Councils of the Com-
munist Party.”
Johnson and his colleagues boy-

cotted the Congress, refused to add
the forces of the National Unem-ployed League to those of the
unions, unemployed organizations—

It is flying in the face of reality
to expect a broad movement spon-
sored on the one hand by only
one section of the unemployed
organizations in this country, the
hopelessly sectarian Unemployed
Councils, and on the other hand,
having as signatory to the con-
gress call the dual T.U.U.L.
unions, which can only alienate
the broad masses of workers and
the unions affiliated to the A. F.
of L.”
In spite of the “hopeless sec-

tarianism” of the National Unem-
ployment Council, and the cooper-
ation not only of T.U.U.L. but also
of A, F. of L. and independent
union* in the sponsorship and In
the work of organizing the con-
gress, the record stands as follows:

A. F. of L. delegates: 328.
Independent union delegates: 142.
T.U.U.L. delegates: 218.
All told, there were 1,180 union-

ists in the Congress, this including
628 members of the A. F. of L.

How “hopelessly sectarian.” the
Communists and the National Un-
employment CouncU are! How
prophetic the Lovestoneites were!
What asses they made of themselves
at the Congress!

and at the same time they carried
on a campaign of terror against the
locals of the N. U. L. that refused
to accept this splitting policy.

What does it mean when the
Lovestoneites, who are being
thrown out of the leadership of
unions, where their shady methods
and collaboration with the reaction-
ary A. F. of L. officials have cost

them the confidence of the rank
and file, come to the Congress with
a finished mimeographed leaflet de-
claring that:

“The manner in which the
present National Congress for
Unemployment and Social Insur-
ance was cslled and the orienta-
tion of its leadership has hindered
the building of a broad movement.

Workers’ Unemployment, Old Age
And Social Insurance Bill, HR2827

The Workers Unemployment and Social Insurance bill, formerly
H. R. 7598 in the last Congress, and now numbered H. R. 2827, is here-with given in full.

The Workers’ Bill was presented to Congressman Lundeen by theNational Sponsoring Committee for the National Congress for Unem-
ployment insurance, which convened Jan. 5. The bill was improvedby the Sponsoring Committee In line with suggestions of thousands of
workers and their organisations, congressman Lundeen, against thedesires of the Sponsoring Committee, made several changes in the bill.
The Workers Bill, with the few changes made by Lundeen, which is nowbefore the present Congress follows:

SEC. I. Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, thatthis Act shall be known by the title "The Workers’ Unemployment,Old Age and Social Insurance Act.”
SEC. 3. The Secretary of Labor Is hereby authorized anddirected to provide for the immediate establishment of a system ofunemployment insurance for the purpose of providing compensationfor all workers and farmers above 18 years of age, who are un-employed through no fault of their own.
Such compensation shall be equal to average local wages insuch occupation but shall, in no case, be less than *lO per week plus3 l°r vTh dependent

" Worker». w»»ng and able to do full-timework, but unable to secure full-time employment, shall be entitledto receive the difference between their earnings and the averagelocal wages in such occupation for full-time employment. The mini-mum compensation guaranteed by this Act shall be increased inconformity with rises in the cost of living.
Such unemployment insurance ahail be administerd and con-trolled, and the minimum compensation shall be adjusted by work-ers and farmers under rules and regulations which shall be pre-scribed by the Secretary of Labor in conformity with the purposesand provisions of this Act, through unemployment Insurance com-missions directly elected By members of workers’ and farmers’

organizations.
SEC. 3. The Secretary of Labor is hereby further authorizedand directed to provide for the immediate establishment of othersystems of social insurance for the purpose of providing compensa-

tion for all workers and farmers who are unable to work becauseof sickness, old-age, maternity, industrial injury or any other dis-ability. uch compensation shall be the same as provided by Sec-
tion 2 of this Act for unemployment Insurance and shall be admin-
istered in like manner.

Compensation for disability because of maternity shall be paid
to women during the period of eight weeks previous and eight
weeks following childbirth.

SEC. 4. All moneys necessary to pay the compensation guaran-
teed by this Ac( and the cost of establishing and maintaining the
administration of this Act shall be paid by the Government of the
United States. All such moneys are hereby appropriated out of
all funds in the Treasury of thfe United States not otherwise appro-
priated. Further taxation if necessary to provide funds for the pur-
pose of this Act, shall be levied on Inheritances, gifts, and individual
and corporation incomes of $5,000 a year and over. The benefits of
this Act shaU be extended to workers, whether they be industrial,
agricultural, domestic, office or professional workers, and to fanners,
without discrimination because of age, sex, race, color, religious or
political opinion or affiliation. No worker or farmer shall be dis-
qualified from receiving the compensation guaranteed by this Act
because of past participation in strikes, refusal to work in place of
strikers, or at less than average local or trade union Wages, or under
unsafe or unsanitary conditions, or where hours are longer than the
prevailing union standards of a particular trade or locality, or at
any unreasonable distance from home.

What Congress Showed
The National Congress showed

What can be done on the issue of
the Workers Bill. It showed that
the masses of workers in their or-
ganizations are ready to join ranks
in the fight for genuine unemploy-
ment and social Insurance. It
showed that the pressure has been
exerted by the militant organiza-
tions in this country on the ques-
tion Os the Workers Bill has forced
not only Green and other reform-
ists to make hysterical efforts to
behead the movement—and unsuc-
cessfully—but has also compeHed
the Roosevelt government to adopt
high-speed methods In an effort to
Stem the movement for genuine un-
employment insurance. The readi-
ness of the Congressmen and U. S.
Senators to listen to the delegations
of the Congress, the answers they
were forced to give to the earnest
men and Women who composed the
delegations, show that no longer can
they play around with the issue.
Unemployment and social insurance
has become the central issue before
the country—and the National Con-
gres* was a high point in uniting
and consolidating the forces fight-
ing for the Workers Bill.

Much work Is still to be done.
The hearings before theLabor Com-
mittee of the House of Representa-
tives, the chairman of which has
expressed his support of the Work-
ers Bill, must be well prepared. We
must and will show the U. S. Con-
gress knd the country that we know
whereof we speak when we demand
the enactment of the Workers Bill.
It Is necessary to get the bill also
before the state legislatures and to
prepare for open hearings in simi-
lar manner. This is a most serious
task which the fighters for the
Workers Sill must organize to carry
out without a moment’s delay.

But, above all, the organizing of
committees in all localities for the
Workers Bill; the transformation of
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I the sponsoring committees into such
| committees; the widening of the

| committees by the broadest discus-
sion in all organizations; the ar-
rangement of debates and symposi-
ums; the adoption of resolutions;
the sending of telegrams to Roose-
velt, the Congressmen, and state
legislators; the organizetioh :of
demonstrations, marches and strikes
—these are only part of the task of
popularizing and mobilizing behind
the Workers Bill, H. R. 2827, and
making it the central Issue before
every working class organization.

More than 3,000 locals of the A. F.
bf L. and independent unions en-
dorsed the bill—but their leaders
have done nothing further in the
f"uggle for the adoption of the
Workers Bill. Large fraternal or-
ganizations endorsed the bill and
sent delegates to the Congress. They
end their branches must be rallied
to active support of the Bill. We
must get into the American frater-
nal organizations that face the
same situation in regard to benefits
for their membefs. ~ ....

For Unity of Action
The Muste and Socialist con-

trolled organizations must be drawn
into the struggle for the Workers
Bill. They endorsed It—but the
leaders are preventing them from
uniting in the fight for it. Only
wide pressure from below—despite
all intimidation—will force the lead-
ers of these organizations to re-
verse their position. The fight IS
now on—let these leaders show their

sincerity. They say they stand for
the Workers Bill. Arnold Johnsonstates that we “have degraded the
fight of the unemployed to the par-
liamentary sphere <!).” We declare
that we will use also this "sphere”
just as the Musteiias used tt c»-
Nov. 26 when a delegation went W
Washington to see Miss Perkins.

There is ample room for. .unite*mass action. We invite you to joig.us. The “hopelessly sectarian”- Na-
tional Unemployment Council, witi
the assistance of the militant and
leftward-looking workers and their
organizations brought about the
broadest Congress that this coun-
try has witnessed in years. If you
are sincere, you will come in, and
above all, you will bring all your lo-
cals and followers Into the fight for
the Workers’ Bill.

Less forecasting more united
action. Now is not the time for
Splitting tactics. The workers will no
longer tolerate it. ,

To those workers we particularly
address ourselves: Your leaders de-
nied you the right to work jointly
with your brothers in the A. F. of
L., independent and T. U. U. L.
unions, with the unemployed in the
National Unemployment Council
and other unemployed organiza-
tions, with the fraternal and pro-
fessional organizations. Is not unity
of action our greatest need? If your
leaders cannot choose correctly,
then you should make the choice for
UNITY OF ACTION AGAINST
ALL SPLITTERS!

Organizer Tells How Victory
On Scottsboro Stirred South

(The following incident reported
to the Daily Worker in a letter
from a Southern organizer, is
published as a human decument
of the class struggle which tells
graphically how the Communist
Party Is striking roots among the
Negro workers of the South. The
name of the writer is withheld
for Obvious reasons.)
BIRMINGHAM, Ala., Jan. 18.—

It Was a cold, dark night, about
nine o’clock. I had been sent across
town to deliver a message to one
of the Negro comrades.

I crept up the alley so narrow
that I could almost touch the shacks
on each side. I walked lightly, cau-
tiously, and finding the right house
I tapped gently on the door. No
answer. I tapped again.

I heard movements Inside, and
krieW that the comrades were get-
ting out of bed. Soon the door
was opened and I went in.

The shack had one small room.
The light from the smoldering fire
threw shadows over the placet-two
beds, a table, a cupboard, and clothes
hahglng bn the wall. A dog lay in
front of the fire.

Welles Lauds
Cuban Policy
In CollegeTalk

ATLANTA, Ga., Jan. 18. Just
when the Mendieta regime declares
Cuba Will be ruled by the army
with all constitutional guarantees
suspended for 90 days, former
United States Ambassador Welles
takes occasion to affirm the Roose-
velt regime’s support to the Wall
Street puppet government in the
island. i

Speaking at the first annual meet-
ing of the American colleges at the
Biltmore Hotel here last night
Welles, now assistant Secretary of
State, sought to conceal the declara-
tion of war against the working
class made by President Mendieta
and Col. Batista of Cuba.
“I am happy to say,” Welles de-

clared, “that during the last year
since the assumption of office by
President Mendieta there has been
unmistakable progress towards po-
litical peace and towards economic
recovery.”

This was said at a time when or-
ders were issued to the army to
shoot down any worker or peasant
who went on strike or in any way
stopped the harvest of the sugar
crop in protest against starvation
wages.

won t waste a single copy o*
the Daily Worker. Pa:&> it on to
someone else.

We huddled around the-fire to
keep warm and to read the instruc-
tions I had brought. We talked in
Whispers. Suddenly there' was a
knock on the door. We looked at
each other, but nobody said a word.
Another knock. "Who’s there?”
“Smith,” came the answer. We
breathed easily again as the com-
rade opened the door and Comrade
Smith came into the room. He was
a tall, gaunt Negro in overalls. His

face was beaming as he pulled a
paper out of his pocket. “Great news
in the - paper, comrades! Great
news!” he whispered. We spread the
Daily Worker out on the hearth,
and all read the headlines at once:
“I.L.D. Wins Hearing On Scotts-
boro.” .

As I walked home I thought of
Comrade Smith. I knew that he
couldn’t read a word, but' he was so
anxious to know what Was in the
Daily that he had gone to another
comrade’s house to have hijn read
the headlines. Then he had walked
on to this place to bring the good
news, ahd to hear the rest of the
story. -

-

Guild Makes
WageDeniands
AtNRASession

WASHINGTON, D. 0,, Jan. 18.—
The American Newspaper .Guild
proposed a minimum weekly wage
of $45 and a forty-hour work week
for all news department employes
in an N.R.A. hearing yesterday on
amendments to the Daily Newspa-
per Publishers Code.

The Guild offered its proposal
as a substitute for one submitted
by the code authority which would
establish minimum wages of sl2 to
$25 for news Workers.

Jonothan Eddy, secretary of the
American Newspaper Guild, Robeft
Buck Os the Washington Guild
chapter, and Morris Ernst repre-
sented the Guild at the hearings.
Eddy said the scale proposed by the
pubishers was “entirely inade-
quate to overcome present, condi-
tions.” Ernst showed that the
publishers’ proposals would mean
less than $2 per newspaper in-
crease for all those Covered by the
publishers’ survey.

WANTS BIGGER NAZI POLICE
BERLIN, Jan 18.—In a recent

report, Daluege, the chief of police
for the entire country, opposed the
theory that Germany possesses too
numerous a police force. He pointed
out tht the police force at present
numbers 160,000 men, while it ought
to number 200,000, or even 300,000
men, if it is to follow England’s
example.
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Against the 'New Deal’ of Hunger, Fascism and War!
For the Revolutionary Solution of the Crisis!

THE crisis of the capitalist system
* is becoming more and more a ca-
tastrophe for the workers and toiling
masses. Growing millions of the ex-
ploited population are faced with in-
creased difficulties in finding the
barest means of livelihood. Unem-
ployment relief is being drastically
cut and in many cases abolished al-
together. Real wages are being re-
duced further every month, and labor
is being speeded up to an inhuman
degree.

The vast majority of the poor
farmers are slowly but surely being
squeezed off the land and thrown on
the “free” labor market to compete
with the workers. The oppressed
Negro people are loaded down with
the heaviest economic burdens, espe-
cially of unemployment, denied even
the crumbs of relief given to the
starving white masses, and further
subjected to bestial lynch law and
Jim-Crowism. Women workers and
housewives are especially sufferers
from the crisis, and from the fascist
movements to drive them out of in-
dustry. Millions of young workers
are thrown upon the streets by the
closing of schools and simultaneous-
ly are denied any chance to earn their
living in the industries.

What the “New Deal” Has
Given the W orkers

The suffering masses have been
told to look to Washington for their
salvation. Mr. Roosevelt and his
New Deal have been decked out with
the rainbow promises of returning
prosperity. But the bitter truth is
rapidly being learned that Roosevelt
and his New Deal represent the Wall
Street bankers and big corporations
—finance capital—just the same as
Hoover before him, but carrying out
even fiercer attacks against the liv-
ing standards of the masses of the
people. Under Roosevelt and the
“New Deal” policies, the Public
Treasury has been tui-ned into a huge
trough where the big capitalists eat
their fill. Over ten billion dollars has
been handed out to the banks and
corporations, billions squeezed out of
the workers and farmers by inflation
and by all sorts of new taxes upon
the masses. Under the Roosevelt
regime, the main burden of taxation
has been shifted away from the big
capitalists onto the impoverished
masses.

The N.R.A. and the industrial
codes have served further to enrich
the capitalists by establishing fixed
monopoly prices, speeding up trusti-
fication, and squeezing out the
smaller capitalists and independent
producers.

The labor provisions of the N.R.A.,
which were hailed by the A. F. of L.
and Socialist leaders as “a new char-
ter for labor,” have turned out in
reality to be. new chains for labor.
The fixing of the so-called minimum
wage, at below starvation levels, has
turned out in reality to be a big effort
to drive the maximum wage down to
this point. The so-called guarantee
of the right to organize and collective
bargaining has turned out in reality
to be the establishment of the com-
pany unions. The last remaining
rights of the "workers they now pro-
pose to take away by establishing
compulsory arbitration under the
Wagner Bill, camouflaged as an at-
tempt to guarantee workers’ rights.
Roosevelt has given official govern-

mental status to the company unions,
in the infamous “settlement” in the
auto industry. This new step toward
fascism is announced as a “new
course” to apply to all industries.

All these domestic policies are
openly recognized as identical in their
content with the measures of pro-
fessed fascist governments. This
rapid movement toward fascism in
the United States goes hand in hand
with the sharpening of international
antagonisms and the most gigantic
preparations for war ever before wit-
nessed in a pre-war period. More
than a billion dollars has been ap-
propriated for war purposes during
this year. A large proportion of this
has been taken directly out of the
funds ostensibly appropriated for
public works. Hundreds of millions
are being spent on military training
in the so-called Civil Conservation
Camps, run by the War Department.

The policies of the government in
Washington have one purpose, to
make the workers and farm°rs and
middle classes pay the costs of the
crisis, to preserve the profits of the
big capitalists at all costs, to estab-

lish fascism at home and to wage im-
perialist war abroad.
A. F. of L. and Socialist Party
Leaders Support Roosevelt
How can the workers and farmers

fight against these policies which are
driving them into starvation? The
leaders of the A. F. of L. have open-
ly identified themselves with the poli-
cies of the Roosevelt administration.
To the extent that these leaders con-
trol the trade unions, they prevent
or demoralize the struggles of the
workers and deliver them helpless
into the hands of the. capitalists,

j The Socialist Party supports the A.
F. of L.leaders and endorses and ac-

i tively supports every particular
policy of the New Deal: inflation,
N.R.A., A.A.A., P.W.A., C.W.A.,
C.C.C., Wagner Bill, etc., hailing
these fascist and war measures as
“steps toward Socialism.”

It is clear that the workers and
farmers cannot fight back the capital-
ist attacks unless they break away
from the policies of the A. F. of L.
and Socialist Party leaders. As
against the united front which these
leaders have set up with the capi-
talist government, the toiling masses
must establish their own working
class united front from below, against
the capitalist class and the Roosevelt
administration.

Only the Communist Party
Fights for the W orkers

Only the Communist Party has
consistently organized and led the re-
sistance to the capitalist attacks.
The enemies of the Communist Party
try to scare away the workers and
farmers from this struggle by shout-
ing that the Communist Party is in-
terested only in revolution, that it is
not sincerely trying to protect the
living standards of the masses. They
do this in order to hide the fact that
they, one and all, pursue the single
policy of saving the profits of the
capitalists, no matter what it may
cost in degrading the living standards
of the masses.

The Communist Party declares that
wages must be maintained no matter
what is the consequence to capitalist
profits.

The Communist Party declares that
unemployment insurance must be pro-
vided at the expense of capitalist
profits.

The Communist Party declares that
the masses of workers and farmers
must not only fight against reduction
in their living standards, but must

j win constantly increasing living
i standards at the expense of capital-

ist profits.
The Communist Party declares, if

the continuation of capitalism re-
quires that profits be protected at the
price of starvation, fascism and war,
for the masses of the people, then the
quicker capitalism is destroyed the
better.

Only Unemploymenl Insurance
Bill Is That of the Com-

munist Party
It is no accident that the only seri-

ous project for unemployment insur-
ance that has come before the Con-
gress of the United States is the
Workers Bill, H.R. 2827, which was
worked out and popularized among
the masses by the Communist Party.
Only the Communist Party has made
a real fight for unemployment insur-
ance and by this fight finally forced
before the Congress the first and only
bill to provide real unemployment in-
surance.

It is no accident that the Workers’
Unemployment Insurance Bill is be-
ing bitterly fought not only bv the
Republican and Democratic parties,
but also by the American Federation
of Labor and the Socialist Party lead-
ers, as well as by little groups of their
satellites, Musteites, Trotskyites, andLovestoneites.

It is no accident that whenever a
big strike movement breaks out, the
capitalist press shrieks that it is due
to Communist influence, and the A.
F. of L. and Socialist Party leaders
wail that the masses have gotten be-
yond their control.

It is true that all struggle for daily
bread, for milk for children, against
evictions, for unemployment relief
and insurance, for wage increases, for
the right to organize and strike, etc.,
are directly connected up "with the
question of revolution. Those who
are against the revolution, who want
to maintain the capitalist system, are
prepayed to sacrifice these struggles
of the workers in order to help the
capitalists preserve their profits.

Only those can courageously lead

and stubbornly organize the fight for
the immediate interests of the toiling
masses who know that these things
must be won even though it means
the destruction of capitalist profits,
and who draw the necessary conclu-
sion that the workers and farmers
must consciously prepare to over-
throw' capitalism.

The crisis cannot be solved for the
toiling masses until the rule of Wall
Street has been broken and the rule
of the "working class has been estab-
lished. The only way out of the crisis
for the toiling masses is the. revolu-
tionary way out—the. abolition of
capitalist rule and capitalism, the es-
tablishment of the Socialist society
through the power of a revolutionary
workers’ government, a Soviet gov-
ernment.

Example of the Revolutionary
Way Out

The program of the revolutionary
solution of the crisis is no blind ex-
periment. The working class is al-
ready in power in the biggest coun-
try in the wrorld, and it has already
proved the great superiority of the
Socialist system. While the crisis
has engulfed the capitalist countries—-
at the same time in the Soviet Union,
w'here the workers rule through their
Soviet pow'er, a new' Socialist society
is being victoriously built.

The Russian working class, from
its own resources and its Socialist
system, restored <the national econo-
my which had been shattered by six
years of imperialist war and inter-
vention. It overcame the age-long
backwardness of Russia and brought
its industrial production to the first
place in Europe, to more than three
times the pre-w'ar figure. It rooted
out the last breeding ground of capi-
talism by the successful inclusion of
agriculture in the Socialist system.
It completely abolished unemploy-
ment and tremendously raised the
material "well-being and cultural stand-
ards of the toiling masses. Upon the
basis of its Socialist system, the So-
viet Union has become the most pow-
erful influence for peace in an other-
wise war-mad w'orld.

Its victories are an unending source
of inspiration and encouragement to

the toiling masses of every country.
They are the living example of the
possibility of finding away out of the
crisis in the interests of the toilers,

i The experience of the victorious
workers of the Soviet Union before,
during and after the seizure ofpow'er,

j throw a brilliant light showing the
path which must be followed in every

j land, the path of Bolshevism, of
Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin.

The Workers Took the Wrong
Path in Germany and Austria

In the same period of successful
testing of the Bolshevik road in the
Soviet Union, we have also the ex-
ample of the results of the policies of
the Socialist Parties of the Second
International. The Socialist Parties
stood at the head of the majority of
the working class in Germany and

j Austria. The revolutionary upheavals
I of 1918 in these countries placed

power in the hands of the Socialist
! Parties. Their leaders repudiated the

| Bolshevik road, and boasted of their
i contrasting “civilized,” “peaceful,”

“democratic,” “gradual transition to
Socialism" through a coalition gov-
ernment together with the bour-

j geoisie on the basis of restoring the
! shattered capitalist system. To this

end they crushed the revolution in
1918.

They followed the policy of “the
lesser evil,” supported the govern-
ment of Bruening with its emergency
decrees against the workers, disarmed
the working class, led the workers to
vote for Field Marshal von Hinden-
burg, and finally crowned their infamy
by voting in the Reichstag for Hitler
after having paved the way for fas-

| cism since 1918. In Austria they sup-
-1 ported the Dollfuss fascist govern-

ment as the “lesser evil,” until the
moment when Dollfuss turned his
cannons aainst the homes of the Aus-
trian workers.

Their “civilized” methods opened
wide the gates for the most barbarous
regime in the modern history of Eu-
rope. Their “peaceful” methods gave
birth to the most bloody and violent
reaction. Their “democracy” brought
forth the most brutal and open capi-
talist dictatorship. Their “gradual
transition to Socialism” helped to re-

THE GENIUS OF REVOLUTION
By JOSEPH STALIN

Lenin was born for revolution. He was, in truth, the genius of
revolutionary outbreaks and a great master in the art of revolution-
ary leadership. Never did he feel so free and happy as in the epoch
of revolutionary upheavals. By that I do not w’ant to say that Lenin
equally approved of all revolutionary upheavals, or that he advocated
revolutionary outbreaks at all times and under all conditions. Not in
the least. I merely w'ant to say that never was the profound foresight
of Lenin revealed so fully and distinctly as during revolutionary out-
breaks. In the days of revolutionary uprisings he blossomed out, as
it were, became a prophet, foresaw the movement of classes and the
probable zigzags of the revolution, saw them like the lines on the palm
of his hand. It was not for nothing that it used to be said in our Party
circles that “Ilyich is able to swim in the waves of revolution like a
fish in water.”

First fact. The period before the October uprising, when millions
of workers, peasants, and soldiers, la-hed by the crisis in the rear and
at the front, demanded peace and liberty; when the militarists and
the bourgeoisie were preparing for a military dictatorship in order to
pursue the “w'ar to the bitter end”; when the whole of so-called “public
opinion,” all the so-called “social parties” were opposed to the Bol-
sheviks, charged them with being “German spies”; when Kerensky
tried, and to some extent succeeded, in driving the Bolshevik Party
underground; when the still powerful, disciplined army of the Austro-
German coalition stood confronting our weary and disintegrating
armies and when the West European “socialists” lived in happy al-
liance with their governments for the purpose of pursuing the “war
to final victory. .

.
.”

What did raising a rebellion mean at that time? Raising rebel-
lion in such circumstances meant staking everything on this one card.
But Lenin did not fear to take the risk, because he knew, he saw with
his prophetic eye. that rebellion was inevitable, that rebellion would
be victorious, that rebellion in Russia would prepare for the end of
the imperialist war, that rebellion in Russia would rouse the tortured
masses of the West, that rebellion in Russia would transform the im-
perialist war into civil war, that rebellion would give rise to a republic
of Soviets, that a republic of Soviets would serve as a bulwark for the
revolutionary movement of the whole world.

Second fact. During the first five days after the October Revolu-
tion. when the Council of People’s Commissars tried to compel the
mutinous general. Commander-in-Chief Dukhonin. to cease military
operations and open negotiations for a truce with the Germans. I
remember that Lenin, Krylenko (the future Commander-in-Chief) and
I went to General Military Headquarters in Petrograd to speak by
direct wire to Dukhonin. The situation was very tense. Dukhonin
and the General Staff categorically refused to carry out the orders of
the Council of People’s Commissars. The army officers were entirely
in the hands of the General Staff. As for the soldiers, it was impossible
to foretell what the twelve-million army, which was subordinate to
the so-called army organizations which were hostile to the Soviet
government, would say. In Petrograd itself, as is well known, the
mutiny of the Junkers was maturing. Moreover, Kerensky was march-
ing on Petrograd. I remember that after a slight pause at the tele-
graph wire. Lenin’s face lit up with an extraordinary light. It was
evident that he had come to some decision. “Come to the radio station,”
he said, “it will render us a service: we will issue a special order
dismissing General Dukhonin and appoint Krylenko in his place as
Commander-in-Chief and appeal to the soldiers over the heads of the
officers—to surround the generals, stop military operations, establish
contact with the Austro-Oerman soldiers and take the cause of peace
into their own hands.”

Brilliant foresight, the ability rapidly to catch and appreciate the
inner sense of impending events—this is the feature of Lenin that
enabled him to outline the correct strategy and a clear line.of conduct
at the turning points of the revolutionary movement-

store the uncontrolled rule of finance
capital, the master of Fascism. The
German and Austrian working class,
after 16 years of bitter and bloody
lessons of the true meaning of the'
policies of the Socialist Parties, of the

| Second International, have now final-
ly begun to turn aw'ay from them at
last to take the Bolshevik path.

V.S.A. Is Ripe for Socialism
In every material respect, the

United States is fully ripe for Social-
ism. Its accumulated w ealth and pro-
ductive forces, together with an inex-
haustible supply of almost all of the
raw' materials, provide a complete
material basis for Socialism. All ma-
terial conditions exist for a society
w'hich could at once provide every
necessity of life and even a degree of
luxury for the entire population, with
an expenditure of labor of three or
four hours per day.

This tremendous wealth, these gi-
gantic productive forces are locked
away from the masses w'ho could use
them. They are the private property
of the small parasitic capitalistic class,
w'hich locks up the warehouses and
closes the factories in order to com-
pel a growing tribute of profit. This
paralysis of economy in the interests

; of profit, at the cost of starvation
and degradation to millions, is en-
forced by the capitalist government
with all its police, courts, jails and
military.

There is no possible way out of the
crisis in the interest of the masses ex-
cept by breaking the control of the
State pow'er now in the hands of this
small monopolist capitalist class.
There is no way out except by estab-
lishing a new government of the work-
ers in alliance with the poor farmers,
the Negro people, and the impover-
ished middle class.

There is no way out except by the
creation of a revolutionary democracy
of the toilers, which is at the same
time a stern dictatorship against the
capitalists and their agents. There
is no way out except by seizing from
the capitalists the industries, the
banks and all of the economic institu-
tions, and transforming them into the
common property of all under the di-
rection of the revolutionary govern-
ment. There is no way out, in short,
except by the abolition of the capital-
ist system and the establishment of
a Socialist society.

W hat Is “Americanism”?
The necessary first step for the es-

tablishment of Socialism is the set-
ting up of a revolutionary workers’
government. The capitalists and
their agents shriek out that this revo-
lutionary program is un-American
But this expresses not the truth, but
only their owrn greedy interests.
Today, the only party that carries for-
ward the revolutionary traditions of
1776 and 1861, under the present-
day conditions and relationship of
classes, is the Communist Party.
Today, only the Communist Party
finds it politically expedient and
necessary to remind the American
working masses of how, in a previous
crisis, the way was found by the path
of revolution. Today, only the Com-
munist Party brings sharply forward
and applies to the problems of today
that old basic document of “Ameri-
canism,” the Declaration of Indepen-
dence.

Applying the Declaration of Inde-
pendence to present-day conditions,
the Communist Party points out that
never was there such a mass of people
so completely deprived of all sem-
blance of “the right to life, liberty
and pursuit of happiness.” Never
was there such “destructive” effects
upon these rights by “any form of
government,” as that exerted today by
the existing form of government in \
the 1 nited States, Never have the
exploited masses suffered such a “long
train of abuses” or been so “reduced
under absolute despotism” as today
under capitalist rule. The “principle”
which must provide the foundation of
the “new' government” mentioned in
the Declaration of Independence is, I
in 1934, the principle of the dictator-
ship of the proletariat; the new form ,
is the form of the workers' and farm- \
ers’ councils—the Soviet power. The
“new guards for their future secur-
ity,” which the workers must estab-
lish, are the installing of the working
class in every position of power, and
the dissolution of every institution of
capitalist class rule.

W hat a W orkers' Government
W ould Do

The first acts of such a revolution-
ary workers’ government would be to
open up the warehouses and distribute

among all the w-orking people the
enormous unused surplus stocks of

i food and clothing.
It would open up the tremendous

accumulation of unused buildings—-
now withheld for private profit—for
the benefit of tens of millions w'ho now
wander homeless in the streets or
crouch in cellars or slums,

j Such a government would immedi-
ately provide an endless flow’ of com-

; modifies to replace the stores thus
used up by opening up all the factor-

! ies, mills and mines, and giving every
person a job at constantly increasing
w’ages.

All former claims to ownership of
the means of production, including
stocks, bonds, etc., would be relegated
to the museum with special provisions
to protect small savings. No public
funds would be paid out to anyone
except for services rendered to the
community.

Unemployment and social insurance
would immediately be provided for all,
to cover all loss of work due to causes
outside the control of the workers,
whether by closing of factories, by
sickness, old age, maternity, Or other-
wise, at full wages without special
costs to the workers.

Such a government would immedi-
ately begin to reorganize the present
anarchic system of production along
Socialist lines. It would eliminate the
untold w'aste of capitalism; it would
bring to full use the tremendous

! achievements of science, which have
been pushed aside by the capitalist

j rulers from consideration of private
: profit. Such a Socialist reorganiza-

tion of industry would almost imme-
j diately double the existing productive

forces of the country. Such a revo-
! lutionary government would secure to
i the farmers the possession of their

| land and provide them with the neces-
sary means for a comfortable living;
it would make it possible for the farm-
ing population to unite their forces in
a co-operative socialist agriculture,
and thus bring to the farming popu-
lation all of the advantages of mod-
ern civilization, and would multiply

! manifold the productive capacities of
American agriculture. It would pro-
ceed at once to complete liberation of

j the Negro people from all oppression,
secure the right of self-determination
of the Black Belt, and would secure
unconditional economic, political and
social equality. I

With the establishment of a Social-
ist system in America, there will be
such a flood of wealth available for
the country as can hardly be imagined.
Productive labor instead of being a
burden wr ill become a desirable privi-
lege for every citizen of the new’ so-
ciety. The wealth of such a societv
w'ill immediately become so great
that, without any special burdens, tre-
mendous surpluses will be available
which can be used as free gifts t<*the
economically more backward nations,
in the first place, to those which have
suffered from the imperialist exploi-
tation of American capitalism. Cuba,
Latin America, Philippines, China.'to
enable these peoples also to build a
Socialist society in the shortest pos-
sible time.

Fight for Brerul Is a Fight
Against Capit'ilism

The capitalist way out of the crisis
lies along the way cf w’age cuts, speed-
up, denial of unemployment insurance,
fascism and w’ar. The revolutionary
W’ay out of the crisis begins with the
fight for unemployment insurance,
against wage cuts, for wage increases,
for relief to the farmers—through
demonstrations, strikes, general
strikes, leading up to the seizure of
power, to the destruction of capital-
ism by a revolutionary workers’ gov-
ernment.

The Communist Party calls upon
the workers, farmers and impover-
ished middle classes to unite theirforces to struggle uncompromisingly
against every reduction of their liv-
ing standards, against every back-
ward step now beingforced upon them
by the capitalist crisis, against the
growing menace of Fascism and war.
The Communist Party leads and or-
ganizes this struggle, leading toward
the only final solution—the establish-
ment of a workers’ government.

The establishment of a Socialist so-
ciety in the United States will be at
the same time a death blow' to the
whole world system of imperialist op-
pression and exploitation. It will mark
the end of world capitalism. It will
be the decisive step towards a classless
society throughout the world, towards
World Communism!
Manif-sfn of th# eighth Vatinnal C«n„n.
*!o?> of the Communist Psrty of the Unite*
States,
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Answer Kirov Assassins
By Defense of the US.S.R.I

Murderous Deed Shews
Frenzy of USSR

Enemies
By JOHN WILLIA MSON

THE assassination of Sergei Kirov.
outstanding leader of the Com-

munist Party of the Soviet regime
by the degenerated renegade
elements of the former Trotzkyist-
Ztnovlev group, in league with cir-
cles of world imperialism, reflects
once more the capitalist encircle-
ment of the workers’ fatherland—-
the Soviet Union.

While comparatively few Ameri-
can workers were acquainted with
the life and activities of this Bol-
shevik leader, tens of thousands of
them instinctively felt the great
blow dealt against the Soviet Union
and Communist Party and joined in
mourning. But mourning is not
enough. We must see in this bloody
terrorist deed the frantic efforts of
a dying system of capitalism, to
initiate a new attack upon the
Soviet Union. Once more, the lie
factories work overtime, led in this
country by the prostitute Hearst
press and all their fascist allies. We
must answer the assassination of
Kirov and the new Anti-Soviet cam-
paign by strengthening every ac-
tivity in defense of the Soviet
Union.

The defense of the Soviet Union
rests on two pillars. There is the !
Soviet Union itself, with its So- j
cialist indCßtry, backed enthusias-!
tically by a united working class, 1
defended by its unparalleled Red
Army—all of which is possible be- |
cause of the guidance and leader-
ship of the Bolshevik Party. The
other pillar is that of the toilers of
the capitalist and colonial countries,
who, suffering under the economic
lash of the sixth year of the crisis
and the fury of the Fascist butchers,
see in the Soviet Union a fortress
of victorious Socialism, a bulwark
of peace, the protector of the prole-
tarian world revolution and a bea-
con which inspires them to sharper
and more effective struggle against
capitalism.

A Many Sided Task
To strengthen the defense of the

Soviet Union among the American
toilers is a many sided task. It
consists not only in popularizing the
achievements of the Soviet Union in
contrast with the decaying capitalist
world, but in teaching the American
workers on the basis of their own
daily experiences, the theory and
practices of Marxism - Leninism,
which has made possible the birth,
continuous existence and growth of
the Soviet Union. Furthermore, it
demands that the American workers
be made conscious of the plans for
armed intervention of the imperial-
ist world and of their duties as
American workers in defense of the
Soviet Union in time of actual war.

Above all, It calls for an intensi-
fied struggle against the sharpened
many-sided attacks of capitalism on
the living standards of the masses
with the shadows of fascism lurking
in the background. This will lead
to a growth of revolutionary con-
sciousness among decisive strata of
the American working class, par-
ticularly in the steel, mining, auto,
rubber and railroad industries and a
recognition that Soviet Power in
America will unlock the stranglehold
of capitalism over the great wealth
end productive forces now separated
from the masses of the people, al-
though it is the product of their toilas a class.

To withstand the maneuvers, plots
and demagogy of the capitalist class
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Death mask of Kirov, slain by class enemies of U. 8. S. R. workers
and peasants.

and their reformist apologists who [
have acquired a mushroom growth,
the defense of the Soviet Union
also demands a strengthening of the
revolutionary ideology of Leninism
and daily concrete exposure of the
nationalist Fascist theories, of the
Social Democratic theories of “grad-
ualism” and “lesser evils,” as well
as of all the anti proletarian coun-
ter-revolutionary ideology of Kirov’s j
assassins, transplanted to the
United States of America in the j
perverted Trotskyist Musteite Work- !
ers Party,

The American workers are ready I
to defend the Soviet Union in ever j
larger numbers as the achievements j
of the Soviet Union are popularized j
and stand out in contrast with the I
conditions in capitalist America. In !
the sixth year of the crisis, Ameri- j
can toilers are in a position never ]
before experienced.

Fifteen million are unemployed, j
wages have been cut forty per cent, j
cost of living has increased twenty- j
nine per cent, new systems of speed-
up have been introduced into the |
factories, millions of young work- j
ers have never seen the inside of a
factory, three million working class j
children of school age are kept out :
of school, sales taxes have been in- j
troduced on a city and State scale, j
lynching of Negro workers con- 1
tinues and terror against the em-
ployed, unemployed, Negroes, home-
owners and poor farmers increases.

Behind a screen of beautiful
phrases and demagogy, the Roose-
velt government is carrying through
what Hoover failed to do success-
fully enough restoration of the
profits of the biggest corporations
and aggressive struggle against
America’s imperialist competitors.
Capitalist profits in 1934 increased
by 70 per cent. Over 10 billion dol-
lars was handed over to banks and
corporations. Two billion dollars
were spent on war preparations. All
this is done at the expense of the
toiling masses. But still the Manu-
facturers Association and the
Chamber of Commerce demand
more, and Roosevelt’s message to
Congress echoes their demands.

Unemployment relief is to be cut.
Unemployment insurance remains
an empty promise. Company unions
get greater support; compulsory

arbitration and no-strike legislation
is the order of the day. Behind it
all stand the grim outlines of Fas-
cism, nurtured by Wall Street.

Economic Rise of U. S. S. R.
In contrast with these conditions

in. the richest country in the world,
the Soviet Union under the dicta-
torship of the proletariat and guided
by the policies of Leninism as em-
bodied in the Communist Party,
has founded the basis for the steady
increase of the economic well-being
and culture of the toiling masses.

Unemployment does not exist,
wages have been increased in the
last five years by 40 per cent, new
factories are opened, the seven-hour
day exists for all, with the six-hour

: day for youth and dangerous work.
An all embracing system of social

i insurance is administered by 50,000
I delegates with a fund of over five
billion roubles at their disposal.

Illiteracy has been abolished
\ and new schools open yearly. The

I Socialist reorganization of agricul-
j ture has rooted out the last breeding
place of capitalism and has guaran-
teed the collective farmers an in-

I creased standard of living and cul-
i ture. Soviet Power has freed pre-

| viously oppressed national minori-
! ties and united 150 nationalities in
\ close fraternal bonds. On the in-

j temational arena, the Soviet Union
I is the most powerful force fighting
for peace in th« world today.

It is the recognition that Soviet
Power—the state force of the dic-
tatorship of the proletariat liberates
the toiling masses from the oppres-
sion, exploitation, starvation, war
and fascism, of capitalism that
mobilizes ever larger toiling masses

| in defense of their Workers’ Father-
land—the Soviet Union.

Defend the Soviet Union
While leaving nothing unturned

in their struggle to delay imperial-
ist war against the Soviet Union,
the workers in the course of this
present-day struggle must acquire
the full knowledge of what its tasks
will be in the event of such an im-
perialist attack upon the Soviet
Union.

This is stated most explicitly in
the following quotations from the

; Resolution of the Sixth Congress of
the Communist International:

‘•lmperialist war against the
Soviet Union is open, bourgeois,
counter - revolutionary class war
against the proletariat. Its prin-
cipal aim is to overthrow the pro-
letarian dictatorship and to intro-
duce a reign of white-guard terror
against the working class and the
toilers of all countries. The basis
for the tactics of the proletariat
in capitalist countries in the
struggle against such a war is
furnished by the Bolshevik pro-
gram of struggle against the im-
perialist war, i. e„ transform the
war into civil war. The methods

I and tasks of this struggle, prior to
the outbreak of the war and
during the war must, however, be

: adapted to the concrete conditions
under which it was prepared for,
and to its openly class character.
The fact that, in this case, the
‘enemy’ is not an imperialist
power, but the proletarian dicta-
torship, introduces certain impor-
tant modifications in anti-war
tactics.****

“The International working
class, and the toilers generally,
look to the Soviet Unkm as their
champion, and their attitude to-
wards the Soviet Union is one of

i growing sympathy.****
“The possibilities of preventing

war against the Soviet Union by
intensifying class struggles to the
point of revolutionary, mass ac-
tion against the bourgeois govern-
ments are much greater at the
present time than the possibilities
for such action were in 1914. An
example of revolutionary action
was given by the British workers
in 1920 when, hy forming Councils
of Action, they forced their gov-
ernment to abandon their inten-
tion of declaring war against the
Soviet Union.

“The conditions favorable for
transforming a war against the
Soviet Union into civil war against
the bourgeoisie will be much more
splendidly created for the prole-
tariat than in an ordinary im-
perialist war.****

“In the event of an attack upon
the Soviet Union the Communists
in oppressed nations, as well as
those imperialist countries, must
exert all their efforts to rouse
rebellion or wars of national
liberation among the national
minorities in Europe and in the
colonial and semi-colonial coun-
tries against the imperialist ene-
mies of the Soviet State.

“In view of the fact that the
‘enemy’ in such a war is the
Soviet Union, i. e„ the fatherland
of the international proletariat,

i the following changes must be
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WE ARE A PARTY
OF YOUTH-LENIN

“‘M e Need Special Program for National
Secretary of Y.C.L. Declare*

By GIL GREEN
IN 1906, when Larin (at that time
I a Menshevik) attacked the Bol-
sheviks for bringing into the revo-
lutionary movement wide masses of
youth and receiving support from
these youth, he received the fol-
lowing reply from Lenin:

“Larin complains, 'for example,
that’ there is a prevalence of
working youth in the Party, that
there are few married workers in
our ranks, that they leave the
Party, This complaint of a Rus-
sian opportunist reminded me of
one place in Engels (I think it was
in the ‘Housing Question’). In re-
futing some disgusting bourgeois
professor Engels wrote:

“ ‘ls It not natural that youth
form the majority of our ranks,
in the Party of the revolution?
We are the Party of the future,
and the future belongs to the
youth. We are a Party of inno-
vators most willingly. We are a
Party of self-sacrificing struggle
against the old rotten system, and
it is the youth above all who
enter into self-sacrificing strug-
gles.’ M

Lenin never tired to emphasize
the importance of the youth, realiz-
ing that from the ranks of the
youth, especially the working youth,
the Party could get its greatest sup-
port and most active fighting forces.
In the days before 1906 Lenin, wit-
nessing the rapid growth of the
revolutionary upsurge, especially
emphasized the need for improving
the work among the youth. He
appealed to the active leading
people of the Party In the follow-
ing words:

“I assure you that among us
there is some kind of idiotic,
philistine, boorish fear of the
youth. I beg of you to fight
against this fear with all your
strength
And further:
“Wider and more boldly, more

boldly and wider, still wider and
still more boldly recruit the youth,
not fearing them. These are
war times. The youth decide the
outcome of the struggle, both the
student youth and still more the
working youth.”
Some thirty years have passed

since Lenin gave these words of
advice to his Party. They were well
taken. For seventeen years now
the Party of Lenin has been the
Party of the victorious Russian
Revolution. From stage to stage
of the struggle for power and for
socialism the Bolshevik Party re-
membered and followed the teach-
ings of Lenin. And today more than
ever before the Bolshevik Party of
Lenin, under the leadership of
Stalin, receives the support of the
entire Soviet young generation—a
generation which participates en-
thusiastically in the fulfillment of
the words of Engels, “We are the
Party of the future, and the future
belongs to the youth.”

Applies in U. St
In the United States, we must

also learn and apply the teach-
ings of Lenin on the youth, if we
are to follow the footsteps of the
Bolshevik Party. The words of
Lenin In 1906-06 have special bear-
ing for our Party today as by no
means have we as yet “a prevalence
of working youth in the Party.”
While we have made considerable
headway in the past year in build-

j ing tile Young Communist League
| and improving our mass work
! among the youth, ths field of work
still remains extremely weak.

We, too, have In our ranks some
j who have an "idiotic, philistine,
boorish fear of the youth.” Al-

i though we do not have any Larins
who openly speak against work
among the youth, we have these

' same views and fears expressed in
! a more cloaked fashion. ThisI cloaked underestimation of the
youth question is reflected through-
out our Party in the tendency to
believe that work among the youth

j is no different than work among
adult workers, it does not require
special activities, special demands
and special organizational forms.

This tendency, of course, finds
its sharpest expression in an under-
estimation of the importance and
role of the Young Communist
League. What is the root of this

tendency? In an article written Ui
! December, 1916, Lenin answers thisvery question. Lenin said:

"Frequenty representatives of
the generation of the middle aged
and old do not know properly
how to approach the youth, who
of necessity are compelled to ap-
proach socialism by a different
path and not in the same form
and the same conditions as their
fathers.”
How important is a full under-

standing of these words of Lenin
today! Do we not also have rep-
resentatives of the middle aged and
old who do not know how to ap-

j proach the youth because they
; come to Communism under other
conditions?

Especially ii this true of the
| United States. Here, we not alone
have the general problem as stated

| by Lenin, but the additional fact
that a laifge portion of the adult
working class population are for-
eign born workers. These foreign

J bom workers, especially, find it dif-
| flcult to understand the youth of
today. In most cases these adult
workers went to work at nine and
ten years of age. They did not go
through an intensive school sys-
tem which feeds the youth the
special American brand of patriot-
ism and chauvinism. They were
not influenced by the powerful
American organizations built by the
ruling class for winning the youth—-
the “Y,” Settlement Houses, etc.
They, as youths, In the main did
not go through a long period of
unemployment, etc., etc. In other
words these workers cannot under-
stand the American youth because
they grew up under entirely differ-
ent conditions. It is not surprising
then that they brand youth as
frivolous and Irresponsible. They
cannot or will not see the growing
radicalization among youth—their
tremendous revolutionary poten-
tialities.

Must React to Problems
This, in the main, is the reason

why often good revolutionary work-
ers find it impossible or difficult
to win their own sons and daugh-
ters for the revolutionary move-

: ment.
If we connect this correct obser-

| vation with the fact that our Party,
i despite its progress is still greatly
a Party of foreign born workers, we
can better understand why it has
been especially difficult to win the
whole Party for a correct under-
standing of youth work. But this
makes it all the more necessary for
our Party to learn how to approach
the masses of youth on their own
ground. We must react to the spe-

j rial demands of the youth and
j must give them such organizational

! forms as will permit them to de-
! velop their initiative to the fullest

l extent.
Lenin, in the same article writ-

ten In 1916, says on this point:
“For that reason (the reason

that youth must travel to Com-
munism under different condi-
tions than their parents.—G. G.),
we must unconditionally support
the organizational independence
of the youth leagues, not merely
because the opportunists are
afraid of this Independence, but
because it is necessary in itself;
for without complete indepen-
dence the youth will be unable
to train themselves into good
socialists, or train themselves for
the purpose of carrying socialism
further."
This is why we need a Young

Cohimunist League and a special
program for the youth. This is
why we favor the building of youth
sections in unions and mass or-
ganizations. We favor these, not
because we want to divide the youth

I from the adult workers, as say some
I comrades, but because we want the
jyouth who are coming to Commu-
nism “not in the same form and

| the same conditions as their
| fathers.” to have the opportunity
|to discuss their own problems,
j formulate their demands, organize

; their own activities and In this way
! break down the artificial barriers
between the old and new genera-
tions of the working class.

The enemies of our Party try to
utilize the special conditions and
problems of youth to divide them
from their class. We must utilize
these to tie them to their class.

made in tactics as compared witli
the tactics employed in ‘purely’
imperialist war:

“The proletariat in the 1m- !
perialist countries must not only
fight for the defeat of their own
government* in this war, but must
actively strive to secure victory for j
the Soviet Union.

"Therefore, the tactics and the
choice of means of fighting will
not only be dictated by the inter-
ests of the class struggle at home
in each country, but also by con-
siderations for the outcome of the
war at the front, which is a bour-
geois class war against the prole-
tarian State.”

Leninist Theory, tha
Greatest Force

As the crisis of international
capitalism deepens and the Fascist
rule of the bourgeoisie sharpens the
war preparations, especially against
the Soviet Union, there is developed
a high-powered propaganda against
the Soviet Union and its basic work-
ing principles. This not only takes
on the form of abuse and distortion
as evidenced by Hearst and Com-
pany, but of a more subtle nature,
as in the ideologists of the bour-
geoisie, who oppose the Soviet sys-
tem in the name of democracy.

To withstand all this propaganda,
the revolutionary theory of the
proletariat Marxism-Leninism
must be popularized. Without a
firm grasp of revolutionary theory,
the working class or its o.gamza-
tiolis will be like a ship without a
rudder—the victim of every storm,
wave, or tide. To avoid this, the
occasion of Lenin Memorial must
be used to distribute and popularize
the fundamental theoretical works

New Forces Must Be
Developed As Vital

Party Task
By F. BROWN

The Eleventh Anniversary of the
death of Lenin, the greatest leader
of the working class, the builder of

! the World Communist Party, finds
|Lenin’s World Party stronger todayI than ever before. Let the enemies,
! the counter-revolutionary Trotzky-
i ites, and the renegades of all stripes
talk about the destruction of the
Leninist Party. The pupils of Lenin,
following in his path, steeled in
class battles all over the world,
in the struggles against capitalism,
in the struggle for building So-
cialism on one-sixth of the world's
surface, are marching forward,
guided by the theoretical and or-
ganizational principles laid down by
their great teacher.

Cleansed of the renegade elements
who for years fought against the
principles of Lenin—either by try-
ing to revive inside the Communist
International distortions of Marx-
ism or by smuggling in (under the
cloak of Communism) their petty-
bourgeois theories the Leninist
World Party stands today a rock,
challenging the waves of attacks
from the Fascists, from the cap-
italists and combating within the
working class ranks the attacks of
the Second International, the rene-
gade groups, and all other concilia-
tors to capitalism. It is strong be-
cause it is unified by the theoretical
and organizational principles of
Lenin.

“Lenin, while establishing the
theory and tactics of the proletar-
ian revolution in general, and the
dictatorship of the proletariat in
particular” (Stalin) in the struggle
against the Mensheviks, against the
revisionists of the Second Interna-
tional, gave to the working class its
iron Party, able to readjust itself
quickly to the demands of the cur-
rent struggle, able to lead the work-
ing class to victory.

It was at the time trie parties of
the Second International, following
their revisionist program, were re-
duced to an electoral campaign ap-
paratus, to an organization unfit for
the revolutionary struggle of the
proletariat that Lenin developed
the teachings of Marx and laid
down the fundamental principles of
the Party of the working class:

1—The Communist Party as the
vanguard of the working class.
2The principle of the forma-

tion of cadres of the Party, the so-
called professional revolutionists.
3The principle of making of

each Individual Party member an
active, direct participant in the
work of the organization.
4The principle of laying the

basis of the Party organization in
the factories, in the form of shop
nuclei.
5The principle of establishing

Communist fractions in the non-
Party workers’ and peasants’ or-
ganizations (through which the
Party is cosely connected with the
organized masses of workers and
peasants) and participating ac-
tively as the driving force in all
their struggles against their op-
pressors.
6The principle of democratic j

centralism in the Party and the 1
Communist International.
7The principle of Iron discipline

of the Communist Party.
- Self-Criticism

It is along these fundamental
principles that our Parly, like the
other sections of the C. 1., is or-
ganized. It is by following these
principles that our Party has gained
In strength, and in influence,
among the masses. Our Party is
the organized detachment of the
American working class, guiding the
proletariat in its daily struggles,
and becoming more and more

|strongly connected with the tolling
i masses. Yet, the moment that we
analyze the conditions and activities
of pur Pa,rty wth the yardstick
of the fundamental principles of
Lenin, we can immediately see the
many weaknesses still confronting
us.

While It. is true that in the het
few years we have made a gigantic
step forward in the development of
new cadres, these cadres are, how-
ever, insufficient. The cry for ca-
dres. for leaders, able to strengthen
the Party in the concentration dis-
tricts, to build the Party in hun-
dreds of new places, continues. Our
National Training schools, district

of Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin.
No one can over-emphasize what
Stalin says on this subject:

“Theory becomes the greatest
force in the working class move-
ment when it is inseparably linked
with revolutionary practice; for it,
and it alone, can give the move-
ment confidence, guidance, and
understanding of the inner links
between events; it alone can en-
able those engaged in the prac-
tical struggle to understand the
whence and whether of the work-
ing class movement.’’
For seventeen years, the Soviet

Union has withstood every attack,
internal and external, by world im-
perialism and its agents. Today,
the Soviet Unton Is more powerful
than ever before. That explains the
desperateness of the class enemy as

| expressed in the latest attacks In
j the form of cowardly assassination.

To those responsible, the Soviet
proletariat will give its unwavering
answer, despite all the howls of the
hypocritical bourgeois Fascist and
Socialist press. We revolutionary
workers in the United States under-
stand the defense and strengthen-
ing of the Soviet Union not only as
a fraternal duty of “friends of the
Soviet Union” but as a class duty
towards the Workers’ Fatherland—-
where Socialism, representing the

! ultimate interests of the world's
| working class, is being built.

Get your friends to start So-
j cialist competition in the Daily

Worker subscription contest. The
first prize Is a free trip to the
Soviet Union: other attractive
prizes are offered. Start In the
contest today!

World Party of Lenin
Qrowing in Strength

’' *

JOSEPH STALIN

training schools, and other forms
of schools, do not yet meet ths
needs. The cry for leaders comes
not only from the districts and sec-
tions, but especially from the lower
organizations: the units and frac-
tions. It is precisely in the leader-
ship of the lower organizations of
our Party that we find our major
weakness. The Party is growing,
the basic units are multiplying
every day—yet the leadership of
these basic organizations is not
developing with the same pace.

Training Active Leaders
Here we see immediately that we

are yet far from having fulfilled
the principle of Lenin: the develop-
ment of hundreds, thousands of the
best and loyal elements into a lead-
ing, functioning capacity. It is
thus clear that our task is to im-
prove all the schools already exist-
ing, especially the district schools,
section schools, and thereby to de-
velop the forces needed locally.

At the same time, there must be
more educational activities in the
basic organizations, in the units and
fractions, inasmuch as it is through
the raising of the educational level
of the Party members that we de-
velop Bolsheviks who will under-
stand the importance of their tasks,
and who will be able to convince
their fellow-workers of the correct-
ness of our program.

We must have Communists who
will be recognized by the workers
as leaders. This means that our
Party will be more and more rec-
ognized as the only Party of the
working class, as the. real vanguard
of the working class.

Shop Nuclei
How’ do we stand with our shop

nuclei? The shop nuclei are more
numerous than they were 6 months
ago. Yet the majority of the Party
is still organized on a neighborhood
scale. And, furthermore, many of
the shop nuclei are not yet con-
scious of their role, namely, that
of being the Party in the particu-
lar shop. They are not yet clear
on the activities through which
they must establish themselves as
the leader of the struggles of the
masses in the shops, mines, mills,
and factories. The mere fact that
the building of new shop nuclei
takes so much pains, shows that in
many instances we are still con-
fronted wdth a lack of understand-
ing of the Importance of this basic
organizational form of our Party;
and that where we do understand
this problem, not all the neces-
sary measures are taken to guar-
antee the development of the exist-
ing nuclei, the building of new ones.
Here again the importance of en-
lightenment on this problem, the
importance of -raining of cadres
from the top down, is revealed to
its full extent.

Have our fractions in the trade
unions and mass organizations be-
come real instruments of the Party
through which we are closely linked
with the masses, and exercise lead-
ership in involving these organiza-
tions in the daily struggles against
the exploiters and oppressors? Here
also we must state: Yes, we have
fractions.

Yet our fractions are still func-
tioning very poorly, due primarily
to the fact that there Is no clear
understanding of their role. Again,
we cannot solve this problem by
mechanical organization of the
fractions. The organization of the
fractions must go hand in hand
with the education of the fractions
as to their role and tasks. They
must avoid, on the one hand, fol-
lowing at the tail end of the organ-
ized workers, and on the other, tak-
ing the attitude of commanding, m-

j* *

Loain’g Teachings Show
Way to Build

Party
stead of leading the workers. At
this point, we have still to solve
the problem of getting all the Party

j members inside the trade unions, in
| other words, we are confronted with
the task of making every Party
member understand the role of the
individual Communist, the role of

| the Communist Party among the
organized masses. A clearer under-
standing of the role of the frac-
tions will strengthen our position
tremendously among the masses or-

: ganized in the trade unions.
How do we stand in regard to ths

I Leninist principles of democratic
| centralism and Iron discipline us

| our Party? Let the Trotzkyita
; counter-revolutionists and Love-

i steneite renegades shout about the
1 lack of democracy, about the bu-
:eaucracy in our Party. We ara
following the Leninist principles cn

! the basis of which the solid unity of
the Party is established.

Os what kind of democracy da
these gentlemen talk? Os the lib-
erty asked for by Trotzky through-
out his political career to convert
our Party into a discussion club, to
smuggle under the cloak of Inner
democracy distortions of Marxism-

| Leninism, to smuggle into our Party
Trotzky’s theories of permanent
revolution, condemned by Lenin, to
deny the possibility of builling So-
cialism in one country. Os the lib-
erty to slur the dictatorship of the
Communist Party of the Soviet
Union, to slur the dictatorship of
the proletariat in the Soviet Union,
and to advocate the necessity of a
second revolution—thereby arming
the hands of counter-revolutionary
assassins, uniting with White
Guards and Fascists to deprive the
Soviet Union, the world proletariat,
of their best leaders? No, gentle-
men, from 19024 on, Lenin fought
against the Martovs and Trotzkys
on these vital problem, in order to
prevent the opportunists, reformists,
the petty-bourgeois elements, from
smuggling their theories into the
Party, and in order to build the
Party into a Party of iron discipline.

In our Party there Is discussion;
but discussion kept in the frame of
Leninist inner democracy and Party
discipline. Discussion? Yes; more
discussion on how best to conduct
our activities, on how more effi-
ciently to attack our enemies; but
not discussion for the revision of
the program of the Lenin World
Party. It is In the democratic cen-
tralism and iron discipline based on
the ideological unity of the program
of our Party that our strength lies.
This the bourgeoisie knows, and
this Is what the bourgeoisie fears.

Let the renegades shout that the
Communist Party is the tool of
Stalin. Following the Communist
International and the leadership of
Stalin means following Lenin,
means serving the cause of the
working class under the banner of
the Third International established
by Lenin, means following Lenin's
best disciple. Comrade Stalin. Yes,
this is a great task and a great
honor, which the renegades from
the cause of the working class, can-
not share. Let them’ be com-
plimented and honored for their
struggle against the Lenin and
Stalin World Party by their mas-
ters—the bourgeoisie.

Strengthen the Party
The sharpening of the attacks

against our Party, against the work-
ing class, demands the tightening
up of the whole Party apparatus,
means concretizing into action the
line of the Open Letter to the Party
and the decisions of the Eighth
Party Convention.

The strengthening of our Party,
building it into a mass proletarian
Party, is the best guarantee 10
withstand all attacks by the
enemies. The experiences of many
sections of the Lenin World Party
—which today, in spite of having
been suppressed, in spite of Fas-
cism. are maintaining a strong con-
nection with the masses—shows us
that our Party cannot be destroyed:
that the strength of our Party
when the highest pressure is exer-
cised against it by the enemy, lies
in the extent to which the Party is
connected with the masses in the
factories and in the trade unions.
The line of our Party as worked
out at the last Party convention,
and extended by the last plenum, is
the Leninist line of more decisive!!
leading the workers in the daily
struggles, in the building of the
broadest united front movement, of
more strongly being connected with
the masses as a prerequisite to
march forward and prepare our-

-1 selves for the future battles for
power.

The Eleventh Anniversary of
Lenin's death comes In the period
of a new round of wars and revo-
lutions, at a moment when the at-
tacks against the Soviet Union,
against the working class in all cap-

i italist countries, are sharpening; at
' a moment, when in the United
States, our Party is under the sharp
attack by the government, and
growing Fascist elements, by the
reformist bureaucratic, leaders of
trade unions, by the renegades from
Communism, by the Social-Dem-
ocratic leaders; at a moment when
the working class is under th*
sharpest attack by the New Deal.
It therefore becomes necessary thatone of our major tasks is to take
more vigorously the leadership in
the daily struggles of the workers,
by building trie broadest united
front. It is through their own ex-
periences on the correctness of the

| Communist policies that the mil-
! lions of toilers will go over to Com-
munism. This is the way to build
our Party to a real power. To do
this, we must lea. n to master all the
teachings of Lenin, and in line with
libs teachings, improve our Party or-
ganizations, make of our Farty an
iron Party able to withstand ail at-
tacks and march forward at the
head of the masses. Make of it

I the American mass BolshevikI Party!Defenders of the U. S. S. R,
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Worker'Travelers Turn to U.S.S.R.
In Qreater Numbers; Travel Dollars
Buy More in the Land of the Soviets
Countless Interesting

Tours Now Being
Provided

By L. A. Williams
Workers and sympathizers

with the revolutionary move-
ment sometimes find them-
selves able and anxious to
travel. When they do find it
possible to go abroad, their j
choice almost always falls on!
the Soviet Union. In past
years, even during the depres-
sion, Moscow residents were
not surprised to find the New
Moscow Hotel across from the
Kremlin jammed with workers not
only from Western Europe, but
from across the Atlantic as well.

True, three or four years ago a
goodly number of these were in the
land of the Soviets in search of a
job. At that time many were suc-
cessful in locating places of work at
their trades. More recently this has
been less true. Workers bound for
the U. S. S. R. are warned that i
jobs are not forthcoming. Still, they j
go.

Many of those going from the i
United States are workers, profes-
sionals and middle class people of
Russian origin. Often they go to
visit relatives. Just as often they
are drawn back to see what has be-
come of the country they knew be-
fore the revolution.

Travel Inexpensive
Fortunately, travel in the Soviet t

Union for limited periods is not ex- I
pensive, considering the distances |
traveled and the time spent. Trans-
Atlantic fares have been sharply
reduced since 1929 and steamship
companies make further concessions
for through round trip passages
New York and return.

Let us suppose we are going. What
is the procedure? First a passport.
This is secured in main cities from

Soviet Steamers From London
How to go? During the Summer

months the favorite route is by any
one of a number of lines touching
at British ports. Thence to London
and by Soviet steamer to Leningrad.
A five day boat leaves Hays’ Wharf
at London Bridge every Saturday.
It is usually easy to find a trans-
Atlantic boat calling at South-
ampton or Plymouth that will make
connections. This is the best route
because life on a Soviet ship is a
good introduction to the Union it-
self. The absence of class-distinc-

I tion—except that higher prices are
j charged for better accommodations,
jthe unorthodox comaraderie between
jpassengers and crew, the Soviet or-
ganization of the working-force, the
lectures, dancing and singing—the
entire atmosphere is as if one step-
ped off London Bridge directly into
Nevsky Frospekt.

In addition to being the recom-
mended route, it is also the cheap-
est. Route trip through fares from
New York to Leningrad and return
are quoted by various lines as low
as $177. Those wishing to visit
continental cities have a choice—-
at, of course, extra outlay—of book-
ing straight through to Paris, Ber-
lin. or Rotterdam and thence by
train to Moscow or Leningrad.

High European rail fares in view
of a depressed dollar add consider-

| ably to the cost. An alternative,
not so expensive, is to go one way

jby Soviet steamer and back by rail
to an English Channel port for re-
turn passage. Other routes may be
booked through Norway and Sweden,
by boat to Helsingfors, Finland, and
short train ride into Leningrad;
or to Copenhagen and by Baltic
ports.

In a word, getting to the Soviet
Union is determined only by sea-
son (the Soviet Steamers stop run-

jning in late November and don’t
resume until April), preference and

j purse. The numerous ways of get-
ting there are attested by the large
number of steamer services and rail
routes available and the fact that
there are no fewer than ten west-
ern points of entry on the Soviet
border.

Soviet Tours Different
Now comes the choice of a tour

in the U. S. S. R. itself. This is

A>fc aUSseI?.

This array of modern American limousines In the Red Square,
Moscow, fa an example of the manner ht which Intourfat conoidera
the convenience and comfort of the tourist.

the passport divisions at sub-treas-
ury buildings; in smaller cities
from the clerk of a U. S. district
court. Non-citizens must have either
their national passport or an af-
fidavit of identity. Both the latter
should be accompanied by a re-
entry permit secured from the Labor
Department in Washington.

Agents Named by Intourist

Any travel agent hi the country
will book the steamer passage and
provide the coupons necessary for
a tour iij the U. S. S. R. The
coupons are issued to the agent by
Intourist, Inc., U. S. representatives
of the Travel Company of the U.
S. S. R. The agent Is required to
sell the services at the prices
quoted in literature furnished him
for his clients by Intourist. The
steamship fares likewise are quoted
in literature supplied by the vari-
ous lines. Tariffs, however, vary
with the size and speed of the
steamer and are listed by classes
at minimum rates. This means that
outside rooms and cabins containing
less people are priced higher.

entirely a separte item from the
passage to the border and the fare
from the border point to the city
at which the tour begins. But why
take a tour? Why not Just go into
the U. S. S. R. the way you would
go to England and pay your way.
Because, dear friend, the Soviet
Union fortunately, fa nothing like
England. The Soviet Union Is an
organized economy and makes no
provision for foreigners coming
from abroad with money earned,
the lord only knows how, and using
it any way they please.

But provision is made for them
to come. There is nothing to hide.
On the contrary, there is much to
show. But the visitor Is a guest of
the Soviet Union and his travels
and Ills money difficulties are solved
for him in an organized fashion.

To begin with, it is illegal either
to import or export Soviet currency.
This is necessary to avoid specula-
tion.

So what do you do? Simple. Youspend the dollar Itself. There are
plenty of places to spend it at fair
rates and, anyway, most of your

rAUCI II T ITP “®* buy any steamship ticket* be-lUnMJLI U!> .egret it
We Will Show You How to Travel

Comfortably at Low Rates
Visit 1h« SOVIET UNION
We will arrange for you a round trip, steamship ticket A J AH
third class, to the Soviet Union (Leningrad), also for iL | « I
the MAY DAY CELEBRATION for as low as -

-
- 0 f U I

The tour in the U.S.S.R., we will arrange as per your
desire without service charge through Intourist.

GM^WE/^ei^NER-POPULAR. PRICED UjHt I TOURIST AGENCY1123 BROADWAY CHelsea 3-5080

Scenery and Climate
Add to Industrial

Interest
expenses are covered by the tour \
which you bought way back in
Cleveland or New York.

Complete Travel Service
Intourist, the organization in

charge of travel by foreigners in the
U.S.S.R., arranges tours extending
from five to thirty-one days and
covering most of European U.S.S.R.
It has hotels in all important cen-
ters, its own cars, buses, guide- |
service, farms, to supply its guests
with food—a compact tourist or- j
ganization the like of which can
exist in no capitalist country.

The tours comprise thousands of
kilometers and touch at every place j
an interested foreigner could pos- j

. ..

View of the famous Peterhof
Fountains In the gardens of the
palace by that name in Leningrad.

sibly want to visit. These tours
are priced on a basis of $5 per day
third class; $3 per day tourist class
and sls per day first class. Some-
times there is a variation in the
total tour price away from these
figures due to an excess of kilometer
distances covered. There is a mini-
mum rate of $40—no tour can be
bought for less. This is because the
cost of Soviet entrance and exit
visas are included—a total of $22.
But for this S4O, for example, you
can go to Leningrad for three days,
take a train to Moscow for four
days and receive meals, hotels, two
hours’ sightseeing daily by bus with
trained guide-interpreters, transfer
from station to hotel and vise versa
and have your visa charge thrown
in.

Dollar Buys More In U.S.S.R.
Because of the present low state

of the dollar, you can travel as
cheaply in no other European coun-
try.

But don’t let anyone tell you
that solid comforts are not pro-
vided for third class visitors. They
are. And the truth is that the worker
traveling third class in the U.S.S.R.
learns more about the country In
seven days than Mrs. John Smith-
Jones of New York and Newport
learns on a thirty day de luxe jaunt
from Moscow to Vladivostok.

Ask anyone interested in the

;

The clubhouse of the Sovtorg workers at Baku. This Is one of
the many examples of modern architecture that is to be found in
government buildings, workers' clubs and apartments.

Soviet Travel
125% Greater
During 1934

40% of Tourists Wore
Americans; Increase
Expected for 1935

By A. K. DAWSON
Forty per cent of all tourists who

visited the Soviet Union in 1934
were Americans. The remainder
were 15 per cent French, 15 per cent
British, 10 per cent German. 7 per
cent Austrian and Czechs and 6 per
cent from the Scandinavian coun-
tries.

While the total number of tour-
ists from all countries exceeded the
1933 total by a large percentage, the
number from America was more
than double that of the previous
year, the actual increase in Amer-
ican travelers over 1933 was 125 per
cent. The Americans also stayed
longer on the average and spent
more per oapira than did their
European cousins.

| The Soviets welcome this influx
| of American visitors as a sign of
better understanding and an im-

i provement in the friendly relations
between the two nations. The plan

| for 1935 takes into account a still
i further increase in American tourist

J travel. The study of English is now
i given first place In the Moscow
! school for guides. The tastes of
Americans in the matter of food
and entertainment are also carefully
considered.

Eleven cruising steamers visited
Bovlet ports in 1933; in 1934 the

stage where the best theatres are
and he will say Moscow before your
question Is completed.

Leningrad is a technical and
scientific center. literally hun-
dreds of institutes carry on their
work in as many fine public build-

; ings. It is a beautiful city, planned
j and surrounded by numerous
wooded islands where the workers
and their families play on free day.

One could go on like this for
hours. But if you have ever talked
to one who has come back, you
know already that you can ask more
questions than he has time to an-
swer.

Have Not Changed

Planning your vacation abroad for this coming Summer implies
serious consideration of the Soviet Union, Trane-Atlantic
steamer rates through to Lenbigrad are low. The travel dollar
ta the Soviet Union remains at the same level It held before
the dollar went off gold. Itineraries on a basic daily rate of
$5.00 Third Class, SB.OO Tourist extend from five to thirty-one
days and cover all important centers of European U.S.S.R. . , .

Leningrad, Moscow, Gorki, Kharkov, Stalingrad, Kiev, Odessa,
Crimea, the Caucusus. See a new world in the making . . .

any
travel agent will consult with you about low costs for the trip
of a lifetime.

INTOURIST. Inc.
U. S. Representatives of the Travel Company of the U.S.S.R,

545 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK. N. Y.
ANY TRAVEL AGENT WILL BOOK YOU

number wa.s increased to twenty, j
Great interest is being shown in the ;
International Physiological Congress
to be held in Moscow in the summer i
of 1935, the travel arrangements for
which are in the hands of the Amer-
ican Express Company.

Bail Fares To Be Reduced
Reductions of approximately 50

per cent for the first class Vladi-
vostok to Moscow rail fares will be
announced during the early part of
this year. The first class fare from
the Soviet capitol to Vladivostok in
Wagon-Lit type of sleeper will be
about $139. This will include the
usual charges for drawing-room and
for linen. These trains carry Eng-
lish-speaking interpreters.

The cost of the dining car service
will also be reduced so that a book
of coupons covering breakfast, lunch-
eon, dinner and afternoon tea will
cost about $3.00 per day. The jour-
ney from Vladivsotok to Moscow re-
quires nine days. The distance is
about six thousand miles, or at the
new rates, at a fraction of over
two cents a mile, including Pullman.

Bid For World Travelers
The Soviets, by establishing the

lowest first class train rate in the
world, hops to attract many round-
the-world travelers to this route. A
round-the-world trip can now be
made for about SBSO first class and
$490 tourist class. The actual travel
time by train and boat is only
thirty-five days, well within the
span of a vacation.

Mr. A. K. l)nw»on In mnnnucr of
thr RuftNlnn Travel Division of the
American Rvpre*« Company.

Letters Hail
Progress ol‘
Soviet Union

Travel Agency Receives
Comments From Many

Tour i s t s

In response to its inquiry. World
Tourists, Inc., has received many
letters from American workers who
visited the Soviet Union during the
last year. What did they think of
the U. S. S. R.? Were they im-
pressed by the progress being made
lin industry and agriculture? Did
jthey enjoy their tour? Were the
accommodations satisfactory? etc.

Those who make a practice of
| slandering the Soviet Union and br-
j littlir.g its many achievements
would have a difficult, time of mak-
ing any impression upon these en-
thusiastic tourists, who saw, with
their own eyes, the triumphs of
Socialist construction. Not only
were they amazed at what they
saw% but the accommodations pro-

-1 vided by Intourist,, Inc., the official
travel bureau of the U.S.S.R., also
came in for its share of praise.

A typical letter received contains
j the following summation: “The
j propaganda that has been carried
jon within the U. S. A. since the

| Revolution, implanting poison and
hatred within the minds and hearts
of the populace of the U. S. A.
against Soviet Russia, all or nearly
all emanating from Europe, what
diabolical lies! I for one am glad
Soviet Russia has thrown down the

I bars and opened wide the gates ofj Soviet Russia to the people of the
w’orld to come and see for them-
selves. What a field for education,
what a field for enlightenment, rich
jin history and literature, for the

: tourist Soviet Russia is! A mostJ gigantic task unprecendented in the
j history of the world, nearing com-
jpletion! Let me congratulate you—-

:! and you,in turn, congratulate the
j workers and comrades who wr ork
! together wdth a will and with a
1spirit of unanimity for success in
jthe realization that the eyes of theI entire world is focused on them!..

Please mention the DAILY WORKER when patronizing advertisers
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SOVIET UNION IN 1935
New, great achievements of social planning .

.

. cities
rising: to the sun. intense with eager activity ...relaxing
resorts . .

. glorious scenic regions: sunny Crimea . . .

the wild and thrilling Caucasus .
. . historic towns and

villages beside the slow-flowing Volga! No wonder
they're saying; “Who hasn’t seen Russia hasn’t seen
the world!”
1935. r»*ht now or lat-r on in the summer is the time to indulge
that dream to visit the Soviet Union. Hotels, transportation and
travel facilities generally have been improved. INTOURIST prices
are still low. The American Express Company, special representative
of INTOURIST, is exceptionally well qualified to serve you. *

Independent travel can be arranged according to your
wishes, and an itinerary specially prepared for you by
experts on Rus-ian travel submitted to you for your
approval without any obligation on yrur part.

ECONOMY TOURS to the principal cities of the U.S.S.R. have
been worked out and are described in a new book now being printed.
Write for it. to the nearest American Express office address listed
below. It will b? sent to you as soon as ready.

A BEAUTIFUL NEW MAP OF THE SOVIET UNION
HAS JUST COME OFF THE PRESS! WRITE FOR
IT. IT WILL BE SENT YOU FREE OF CHARGE.

AMERICAN EXPRESS TRAVELERS CHEQUES, the
safe, convenient form in which to carry your travel funds, can now
be cashed in dollars through the Soviet Union.

TORCSIN ORDERS —for the benefit, of your friends and
relatives In the U.S.S.R. The American Express has special arrange-
ments with TORC-SIN. and through the American Express you can
send Torgsin Money Orders by mail, cable or radio. Direct service
with all Torgsin stores in the Soviet Union.

An eaperienred (ravel ataff and wnrld-wldp (ravel erganizatino
at vonr service for impartial Information and reservation* on
travel to Frisia or anywhere.

American Express Travel Service
85 Broadway l5O West 41st St. 551 Fifth Ave„ New York City
898 Broad St., Newark, N. J. l7OB Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

In 1934 . . .

• W& O j of Soria Tourists
4Wsr W ere Influenced

Hy /lif* DAILY WORKER

PR EPA R E NOW
For That Trip to the

m.oo Special winter excursion rates
are now in effect, Complete third

ROUND class round trip ticket to the
R* p Soviet Union from New York

with eight days in Leningrad and Moscow, including hotels,
meals, sightseeing and visa is available at Ihe above price.
See the new way of life in the two foremost cities of the Soviet
Union, Parks of culture and rest: the theatre at its height in
the winter season; the communal life of the new So\ iet citi-
zen; factories; workers* clubs and the relics of another day
in sharp contrast to the new. An experience of a lifetime.
WORLD TOURISTS, Inc., offers also travel rates to Europe,
France and England as low as 1110.00 round trip.

Torgsin orders executed in the quickest and most direct wav

WORLD TOURISTS. I\r.
175 FIFTH AVENUE # ALgtmquin T-6656-7-8 # NEW YORK, N. Y.

CHICAGO office SAN FRANCISCO office
fi N. Clark Street C 580 Market Street

Room 1003 Room 304
Telephone: Dearborn 5331 Telephone: Garfield 7700
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ROOSEVELT 'NEW DEAL’ PAVES
THE WAY FOR WAR AND FASCISM

Crisis Speeds Growth
of Fascist Forces

in the U. S,
S’ bill gfbert

ONE of the outstanding char-
acteristics of the Rosevelt New

Deal government is the feverish
preparations for scar. As part end-
parcel of it, the New Deal curries
in it an element of fascism.

In the recent budget, proposed to
the 74th Congress. President Roose-
velt demands big increase for ear
preparations. He demands, for Na-
tional Defense 5792.484.25 S for the
year 1936. ?s compared with $61?.-
685.795 for 1935 end 5479.594.307.99
for 1934. Here we see clearly how
appropriations for war have been 1
increased by the Roosevelt New j
Deal government.

This, however, does not rover the j
entire military appropriations.
There are many other appropria- i
tions, with hundreds of millions of I
dollars expended for war.

Campaign of Jingoism
The preparations for war do not

confine themselves to increased I
armaments, increased building of
the Navy, the sir-fleet, to the in- j
creased army, to the improvement
of motorization of the army, chem- j
leal warfare preparations, etc. The |
American bourgeoisie knows that to j

! carry on war. to pave the way for
i; fascism, and prepare for it, it is nec-

essary to have the mass support of,
the idling population. Without this
all cf the preparations for war;
wilt be a failure. That, is why j
In the recent period the capitalist
class more than ever carries on
mass propaganda for war prepara- ,
tions. Especially has this been in- j
creased now with the collapse of the ,
London Naval Conference (between
the United States. Great Britain. :
and Japan). A chauvinist cam- i
paign has been undertaken, espe- I
daily against Japan, as well as
Great, Britain, and combined with
the most vicious anti-Soviet cam-
paign that has been witnessed for
years in America.

American imperialism is paying
special attention to the militariza-
tion of the youth and is trying to
win ttiem ideologically. This can

■ be seen in the militarization of the
C.C.C. camps, in the attempts to
militarize the schools, in mass pro-
paganda through the movies, glori- ;
tying war, mass propaganda for fas-
cism through the capitalist press,
especially by Hearst. and the form-
ing of terroristic bands, such as
vigilantes, etc.

These preparations for capitalist
war are combined with prepare-
tions for civil war against the work-
ers. Special training is taking place
among the officers of the United
States Army (and not, only the Na-
tional Guardi on how to suppress
workers’ demonstrations. A de-
tailed study is being made and mili-
tary strategy worked out on meth-
ods for attacking workers.

These are the plans of the hour- |
geoisie; these are the plans of t.he
Roosevelt New Deal, swathed with
all kinds of demagogy’ for the pur- i
pcse of covering up the real class
and imperialist character of the■ Roosevelt New Deal.

Fascism Intensified by Crisis
How the working class can defeat.,

the plans of American imperialism,
is the problem confronting t,hp
w’hole American working class.
Negro people, impoverished farm- j
e:s and the toiling population of the
entire country.

; To answer this, we must under-
stand that chauvinism, fascism and
war preparations have bepn inten-

. sified by the present economic crisis
of capitalism. As Comrade Stalin '
declared at, the 17th Congress of the
Communist Party of the Soviet
Union:

"The victory of fascism in Ger-
many must, be regarded not only
as a symptom of the weakness of
the working rlaes and as a result
of the betrayal of the working
class by Social-Democracy, which
paved the wav for fascism; it
must also be regarded as a symp-
tom of the weakness of the bour-
geoisie, as a symptom of the fact
that the bourgeoisie is already
unable to rule by the old meth- ;
ods of parliamentarism and bour-
geois democracy, and. as a con-
sequence. is compelled in its home
policy to resort to terroristic
methods of administration; it
must be taken as a symptom of
the fact that it is no longer able
to find away out of the present
situation on the basis of a peace-
ful foreign policy, as a conse-
quence of which it is compelled to
resort to a policy of war.

"That is the position.
"Thus yon see that things are

meving towards a new imperial-
ist war as away out of the pres-
ent situation.

"Os course, there are no
grounds for assuming that the
wa>- ran prnvidp a real way out.
On the eontrary. it must confuse
the situation still more. More
than that, it will certainly un-
leash revolution anit put In fin's
tion the very existence of capi-
talism in a number of countries
as was the case in the course of
the first imperialist, war. And. if,
notwithstanding the experience of
the first imperialist war, the bour-
geois politicians clutch at war as
a drowning man clutches at a
straw, it shows that they have
become utterly confused, hare
reached an impasse, and arc
ready to ni'h headlong over the
precipice.”
This characterization of Com-

rade Stalin fits in to the present
situation in the United States in
this respect in that, it shows that
f+v», position of American imperial-
*sa..jjo- been weakened at home, that

minds of millions of work-
ers there is maturing the idea of
iFormin: capitalism, which breeds
fascism and war. The struggle
against war and fascism earner be ■separated and there can h* no i
struggle against vjr and fascism j
without a struggle against capital- J

r* * ———~

Battleship* built by Roosevelt, who can find no money for unem-
ployment, insurance

ism. Only the overthrow of the j
capitalist system and establishment!
of a revolutionary workers govern- j
ment can eliminate the causes of!
war.

But it wmuld be utopian to think
that capitalism will collapse of it- j
self. Comrade Lenin put this ques-
tion already at the Second World j
Congress of the Communist Inter- j
national:

‘We have now come to the ques- |
tion of the revolutionary crisis as |
the basis of our revolutionary ac-
tion. And here we must first of

all note two widespread errors.
On the one hand, the bourgeois
economists depict this crisis simply
as ‘unrest.’ to use the elegant ex-
pression of the English, On the
other hand, revolutionaries some-
times try to prove that there is
absolutely no way out of the crisis.
That is a mistake. The bour-
geoisie behaves like an arrogant
brigand who has lost his head, it
commits blunder after blunder,
thus making the position more
acute and hastening its own doom.
All this is true. But it cannot lie

'We Cannot Go Forward
Wi t hou t the \\ oin en*

By GRACE HUTCHINS |
TO LENIN the woman question was!

never a subject to be avoided or ;
laughed at.

Those men and women In the \
workers' organizations today who :
keep the special problems of women
workers shut up in a bureau drawer
to be taken out only once a year!
just before March Bth, International
Women’s .Day, find themselves criti- j
cized in Lenin’s vigorous words on
the subject:

“Their occasional recognition of;
the necessity and value of a power-
ful. clearheaded Communist worn-;
en’s movement is a platonic verbal
recognition, not the constant care!
and obligation of the Party."

Outlining the necessity of reach-'
ing the millions of women without;
whom the workers' movement “can- j
not go forward,” Lenin continued:

“Our national sections still lack!
a correct understanding of this mat- |
ter. They are standing Idly by
while there is this task of creating
a mass movement of working women
under Communist leadership. They
don't understand that the develop-
ment and management of such a
mass movement is an important part
of entire Party activity, indeed, a
half of general Party work. .

. .

“Agitation and propaganda work
among women, their awakening and
revolutionization. is regarded as a.n
incidental matter, as an affair which
only concerns women comrades.
They alone are reproached because
work in that direction does not pro-
ceed more quickly and more vigor-
ously. That is wrong, quite wrong!”

After stating this criticism of
those who would reproach only
women workers themselves for not
building a stronger movement among
the masses of women, Lenin showed
how well he knew the intimate daily
life of the working class family
"and not only from books,” as he
himself declared. He talked with
Clara Zetkin, veteran leader and
organizer of women workers, about
“the calm acquiescence of men who
see how women grow worn out in
the petty, monotonous household
work.” He suggested that men
workers should lend a hand in this
household work:

"So few men—even among the
proletariat—realize how much effort
and trouble they could save women,
even quite do away with, if they
were to lend a hand in 'woman’s
work.’ But no. that is quite con-
trary to the 'right and dignity of a
man.’ They want their peace and
comfort. The home life of the
woman Is a daily sacrifice to a
thousand unimportant trivialities.
The old master right of the man
still lives in secret.”

In the U. S. S. R.
It Is no accident that women en-

joy greater freedom in the workers’
republic, the Soviet Union, than in
any other country in the world
that they receive fuller recognition
for their work and achievements
and take a more important and
more creative part in the life of the
country as a whole.

The attitude of the Soviet gov-
ernment on the subject of women
is wholly different from the attitude
of capitalist governments. As Lenin
pointed out in speaking at a con-
gress of working wome% in Moscow
In 1919. one cf the first end most
important tasks of the Soviet power,
as the power of the toiling mantes,
wa-. to make a complete transform" -

tion in legislation relating to
women:

“Not a trace remains In the Sov-

iet Republic now of the laws that ]
placed women in a subordinate po-;
sition. I am new speaking of those j
laws that took particular advantage
of the weaker position of women,
that deprived her of equal rights |
with men. and that were often de- i
grading, as. for instance, the divorce
laws, those relating to children born
out of wedlock and to the right of
a woman to sue the father of her j
child for the child’s support,"

Even only two years after the Bol-
shevik Revolution it was possible!
for Lenin to report “with pride and i
without any exaggeration" that the
Soviet power had realized democracy j
by the very fact, that not a single
trace of inequality for women was
left in its laws.

Laws alone, of course, were not
sufficient to bring about, the com-
plete equality of women. Along
with legislation in the workers' state
there went the building of model in-
stitutions, dining rooms .and nurs-
eries, “for the purpose of liberating
the woman from household eco- j
nomy.” This work of construction ;
Lenin predicted, would last for many j
years to come. It could not be ex-
pected immediately to show “quick
results, nor brilliant effects.” But
each year in the Soviet Union finds
increasing numbers of women freed
from drugery to take part in bull-
ing Socialism.

No Intoxication Needed
As part, of the woman question. [

Lenin criticized strongly any ten-j
dency toward "dissoluteness in sex-
ual life.” He saw the resolution as
demanding concentration, increase
of forces, “clarity, clarity and again
clarity." This ideal is inconsistent
with any intoxication whether of sex
or of alcohol:

"Dissoluteness in sexual life Is
bourgeois, is a phenomenon of decay.;
The proletariat is a rising class. It. i
doesn’t need intoxication as a nar- :
cotic or a stimulus. Intoxication as
lit.tle by sexual exaggeration as by
alcohol. . . .

“And so I repeat, no weakening,
no waste, no destruction of forces.
Self-control, self-discioline is not
slavery, not even in love.”

•You Must Find a Way”

Nothing can be allowed to stand
in the way of reaching the millions
of women, as yet unorganized, Lenin
declared. His statements on this
point, as set forth in Clara Zetkin’s
pamphlet, Lenin on the Woman
Question. 'lnternational Publishers.
5 cents, should b° required leading
for every class in even’ workers'
school.

“One must he enthusiastic to ac-
complish great things.’’ he said, and
proceeded to ask Clara Zetkin what
would arouse the enthusiasm of Ger-
man working women. How could
they and the millions of women
workers in other countries be made
enthusiastic for the revolution?

"There can be no real mass move-
ment without women.”

“Os course we shan’t put for-
ward our demands for women as
though we were mechanically count-
ing our beads."

“. . . We cannot go forward with-
I out the women.”

So. we “must set to work, and that
hard,” he said, to reach the women
masses. Women must come forward
“Not lispingly. like kind aunties, but
speaking rut loudly as fighters,
speaking clearly.”

And again. 'The women masses,
so. . . . You must find away of
reaching the women who have b=en
thrust br capitalism inte frightful
misery. You must, must find it.
That necessity cannot be evaded.”

Workers* Struggle?
Must Be Based On

United Front
proved' that there are absolutely

no possibilities whatever for it to '
j lull a certain minority of the ex-

; ploited with certain concessions. ;
! for it to sunnress a certain move- i

ment or uprising cf a certain sec-
tion of the oppressed and ex- i

j ploited. To try to 'prove' before- j
hand that a position is ‘absolutely’ :

! hopeless would be sheer pedantry
or playing with concepts and

I catchwords. Practice alone can 1
j serve as a real 'proof in this and
j similar questions. The hour- |
j gents system all over the world is j

experiencing a great revolutionary j
! crisis. Anri the revolutionary :

parties must now 'prove' hv their j
practice that they are sufficiently
intelligent and organized, have !
contacts with tile exploited j
masses, are sufficiently deter-
mined and skilful to utilize this i
crisis for a successful and vie- I
torious revolution."
Lenin, during the imperialist war j

of 1914-18 declared also that one j
of the major tasks confronting the j
working class In the struggle!
against Imperialist war is the de- J
feat of “their own government.” do- j
claring. "A revolutionary class in i
a reactionary war cannot help wish- |
ing the defeat of its government. It j
cannot fail 1o see the connection be-
tween the government’s military re- j
serves and the increased opportunity |
for overthrowing it."

United Front Is Basis
Th.p American working class can

effectively fight against, imperial- j
Ist war and approaching fascism by I
the means of a united front of all |
the working class organizations, es- !(
pecially trade unions of the Amer- j
ic.an Federation of Labor, Railroad I
Brotherhoods, by organization of
the workers in the shops, Negro peo-
ple. toiling masses. We must under-
stand the power that rests in the | ■hands of the workers in such unity, j
which can deliver a smashing blow
against war preparations, by initiat-
ing struggles against war prepara-
tions, by exposing each and every
attempt in that direction, by resist-
ing the execution of the war prep-
arations today by answering each
and every maneuver on the part, of
the bourgeoisie in* that direction.
This must be combined with the
struggle of each and every right of j
the workers, such as the right to
strike, organize, picket, smashing in- |
junctions, smashing the criminal ‘
syndicalist law, and similar legal
and extra-legal means of suppres-
sion of the working class. But the j
basic task confronting us is to en-
trench the Party in the basic in-
dustries of the country, such as steel,
railroad, packing, mining, auto,
etc. As the Open Letter of the Cen-
tral Committee declared:

‘The entire work of the Pariv
and the best forces of the Party j
were to be directed first of all to i
building up and consolidating the
Party and revolutionary trade
union movement in the most im-
portant industrial centers of the
country, to effectively and sys-
tematically win the decisive see- I
tions of the American workers,
free them from the influence of
the reformist and bourgeois par-
ties, mobilize for the struggle
against the bourgeoisie, and get
our influence solidly established
in these centers.”
Basing ourselves in the shops arid

trade unions the Communist Party
must take advantage of pacifist
tendencies that exist in the toiling
population. As Lenin declared:

“A mass sentiment for peace
often expresses the beginning of
a protest, an indignation and a
consciousness of the reactionary
nature of the war. It is the duty
of ail Social-Democrats to take
advantage of this sentiment. They
will take the most ardent part in
every movement and in every
demonstration made on this basis,
but they will not deceive the peo-
pie by assuming that in the ab-
sence of a. revolutionary move-
ment it is possible to have peace
without, annexations, without the
oppression of nations, without
robbery, without planting the seed
of new wars among the present
governments and the ruling
classes. Such deception would
only play into the hands of the
secret diplomacy of the belligerent
countries and their counter-revo-
lutionary plans. Whoever wishes
a durable and democratic, peace
must be for civil war against the
governments and the bourgeoisie.”
Our Party correctly places the

i question when it gives maximum
support to the united front move-

I ment of the American League
Against War and Fascism. By par-

; ticipating in this movement, which
unites Communists, trade unionists,

j Socialists, pacifists, etc., it unites
with the Communists the forces who
are not as yet clear as to thp very

j nature of the war, but are In op-
position to imperialist, war, utiliz-

i ing this for the purpose of welding
it into a movement, against im-
perialist, war and against fascism.

And finally, we wish to bring at-
I tention once more to the teachings
of Lenin on the struggle against

, war to prepare the Party for every
and all eventualities in struggle

| against war. While we must take
advantage of, and fight for, every
legal advantage in such struggle
for every mass open form we must
remember the teachings of Lenin,
which place before us the task of
being prepared for illegal organi-
zation.

The Communist Party is the only
revolutionary force in the working
class movement which not only
fights against imperialist war. but
it prepares to turn the imperialist
war into civil war. Rally around
the banner of the Party of Lenin
and Stalin! Join the ranks of the
Communist Party! There is no

: other way for the workers of Amer-
j ire but th® way of Lenin and
Stahn. s he way of the proletarian

i revolution, for a Soviet America.

News Guild
Lauds Parley
On Insurance

Guild Reporter* Calls
National Congress
Dynamic Meeting

That the recent National Con-
gress for Unemployment and Social
Insurance has won mass support on
a wide scale is indicated in the
report on the congress which ap-
pears in the current issue of the j
Guild Reporter, news organ of the j
American Newspaper Guild.
Francisco Guild to the congress. l

Five n®ws columns are devoted I

to the congress with the lead article
of three and a half columns writ-
ten by Evelyn Seeley, staff writer
of the New York World-Telegram,
and representative of the San
The article urges support of the

' Lundeen Workers Bill and says of
the delegates that they "provided

i a dynamic cross-section of the
manual and professional workers of

| the country. For the first time in
i this country, professional workers
! lined up with other workers in a
common cause.”

Another feature of the issue is a
piece showing how the reinstate-
ment of Dean Jennings, who was
forced out of his job with the San
Francisco Call-Bulletin because of

( his Guild affiliations, has been
i balked by the N.R.A. The charge is

made that the N.R.A. has been csr-
j rying on negotiations with the pub-

! Jishers designed to spike the col-
| leciive bargaining activities of the
( editorial employes.

WHAT*S ON
Philadelphia, Pa.

' Philadelphia. Attention' Al! organi-
zations are asked to keep Friday,
Feb 22. open. The I.L.D. is giving
on that, day its third Labor Defender
Concert and Dance."

Chicago, 111.
Tto Plays—"Yockhe" and "Th?
Brain Trust" null be presented at
West Bide Workers Forum. 1118 W
Madison St.. Sat., Jan. 19, 8 p.m.
Also lecture: "The New Masses and
the American Revolution” by Joe
Edelman. attorney-at-law. Adm. 10c.
Election Rally. Concert and Dance pt
3739 W. Division St.. Saturday, Jan.
19. ft p.m.. Theatre Collective. Good
orchestra. Good food. Adm. 20c Aus-
pices. Sec. 9 C.P.
Alfred Haves will speak on "Poetry
and Revolution" at. the John Reed
Club. 505 S. State St,., Saturday. Jan.
19. 8 p.m.

#

Due to the Lenin Memorial Meeting
thr lecture on Dynamite in the
Saar" at the Pen and Hammer
Forum. 20 E. Ontario St., scheduled
for Sunday, Jan 30. 8 p.m.. has been '
postponed to the followin* Sunday. I
Jan. 27. p-.me time and place.

Superior. Win.
Daily Worker Comm la holding tn
affair Feb. 3 at Vasa Hall. 11th and
John Ave. Good program, refresh- !
ments. dancing.

Cleveland, Ohio
Daily Worker Masquerade Ball given j
by Russian Women's Prcr. Club pt i
Polish Falcon Home. 7146 Broadway. I
Good orchestra. Adm. 25c.. Saturday, j
Jan. 19, 7 p.m.

Alew Bedford, Mass.
Tom Mooney Br. I.L.D. haa called '
city-wide conference of workers or-
ganisations for Sunday, Jan. 2(1. 3
p.m. at Cricket Club rooms, cor.Kcmpton and Ash Sts. to plan out
local action in defense of Scottsboro
boys. All organizations urged to send
delegates.
Meeting Sunday. Jan. 20. 7:30 p.m.
at Mount Royal Hall. Kenyon St...
cor. Acushnet Ave. Sam Winn, ofBoston, will be the speaker.

Lenin
Memorial Meetings

Miami, Fla.
International Workers Order cele-
bration at its hall. 323 N.w. 2nd AveSunday, Jan. 20. 8:30 p.m,

Baltimore. Md.
Memorial Meeting at Elks Hall. 1528
Madison Ave.. cor. MrMechen St..Friday. Jan. 25 at Bp, m Main
sneaker, Msnnin? Johnson, nation-
ally known Negro Labor leader. Pro-
gram: Freiheit Singing Society. High-
land Vanguards. Acrobatics, PoliticalCartoons, W.I.R. Band.

Buffalo, N. Y.
Meeting at Labor Educational Club
Hall. 760 Main St.. Sunday, Jan 20.8 p.m. Pat Toohey, editor LaborUnity, will be the speaker Out-standing program of revolutionary
music and dancing.

Omaha, Neb.
Meeting Sunday evening, Jan. 30.
8 p.m. at. Workers Cultural Center.
2404 Parker St. Program includes jinstrumental music and singing, a ;
play by the newly organized troopof Young Pioneers, and speakers. Ad- \
mission free.

Cincinnati, Ohio
Meeting Sunday. Jen 30. 8 p.m. at
Workers School. 139 Opera Place A
musical program has been arranged
and Henry Mack, organizer of Hamil-ton, Ohio, will be the main speaker, j

Washington, D. C.
First. Showing "Life of Ernst Thael- '
mann." Sunday Jan. 20th, at 212 H !
Street, N.W. 3 to 11 p.m. 25 cents, j

Philadelphia, Pa.
Unit 302 House Party Sunday, Jan.
30th. 8. p.m.. at 4034 Girard Ave.Swell time promised.
ORGANIZATIONS ATTENTION! The
Friends of the Soviet Union will hold
their fifth annual Russian Tea Party
on Friday, March 29th, at, Broad St.
Mansion. Noted celebrities will per-
form. Kindly leave this date open.

JOSEPH DUBOW
TOP, BODY AND FENDER REPAIRS

DUCO AND E.EFINISHING
CHROME PLATING

338-4(1 North 13th St.
Philadelphia. Pa. R.lttenhouse 5927

Pea body Unit of C. P.. U. S. A. I
PEABODY, MASS.

Roxbury Branch Cultural
League

ROXBURY, MASS.

Party Unit I—Party Unit 2
Toimis Feder’n Women's Club

Y, C. L, and Pioneers j
FITCHBURG, MASS.

International Workers Order
Branch 510

YONKERS. N. Y.

DREWSVTLLE, N. H,
Eugene Mann

Workers N. E. Provision Co.
Boston, Mass.

Ashby Unit
Ashby, Mass.

Quincy Unit C. P,
Quincy, Mass.

Joe Kline
Brockton, Ma„s,

Group of Harvard Students
National Student Leaeue

Cambridge, Mass.

Russian National Mutual
Aid Society—Branch 29

Boston, Maas.

Marius Martinsen
and Friends

Long Cove, Maine

BOSTON, MASS.
Albin Yurchus A. Ross
Paul Shepard Frank Kinistet
B pn G. Mika.van
W. H. Taylor EtnilienKazir
John Munteon FredEtlmchuk

MALDEN. MASS.
Malden Unit C. P

MAYNARD, MASS.
Maynard Unit Louis Grondahl

C. P. Raymond Loija
Frank Mark Tom Kallio
F. Stasinkevich Sukha Loija
G. Denisevich I. & V. Kaski
Eino Hautala Paul D.
Edna Nelson Ernest Steinman
O. Von Schlop Urko Aho

| Oiva West Waino Pekkala
ROXBURY. MASS.

Women’s Icor Study Club

HAVERHILL. MASS.
Russian Natl. Mutual Aid Society
P. Pantely E. Podhorny
U. Baram D. Federuk
E. Smith J. Finenvo. Jr.
A. Sychevsky T. Bondaruk
W. Sladkovsky P, Bachur
E Natlniak J. Kalaus
D. Zacharchuk S. Parfemo’dch
A. Uzuck F. Chervona

K. Stepanchuk J. Kotik
G. Kalaus B. Pankevtch
M. Fedoruk P. Kachuk
R. Meeseenko Chelsea. Unit C.P.

REVERE, MASS.
S. Fisher Moffie

FITCHBURG, MASS.
E. & S, Maki L. & J. Mattson
M. & T. Winikka H. & J. Salo
E. & Wm. Eskeli David Raita
Elsie Malinem Kusti Maki
I. & N. Hattausi Anni Waivo

NORWOOD. MASS.
Friends of Soviet Norwood Unit

Russia
PEABODY, MASS.

Dr. H. Halpern J. Roji
Dr. B. Salsta W. Shevduk
U. Hingerman Adolph Otovic
J. Kostuk Bakers Unit C.P.
Wrks Cultural League of Dorchester

Boston, Mass.
J Weiner W Krasnapiuvo
J Karpinski Back Bay Unit j
Stepan N Sheldon
G Uskas Barbara Reed
A Musilowski M Giovanni

Freiheit, Gesangs Ferein. Dorches-
ter Section:
Lubow H Katz
B Pitkof Soorkis
E Appel Rosenberg
Loftes Cohen
H Weiner

Dorchester, Mass,
Roxbury Unit 1 S Y

H Jacobs M Meltzer
R Fraidus

BOSTON, MASS.
Friendly Stationer

Roxbury Unit No. 1 C. P. Boston
Workers School of Boston

William Cacciola O. Hood
R. Graham L. Jacobs
R. Y. A. L. Sternberg
Rex and Bruce Friend
ROXBURY UNIT 2 C.P.. BOSTON

Theodore Walter Stevens
Carl Carlson
Friend of Daily Worker
West End Br, of Workers Cultural

League
G. P.
Friend

Qnincy Unit C. P.
Kay Art Roxbury Unit 1
H. J. P. Sarah Gruber
Jenny D. Bona J. Mahona
Mathilda Wesala D. Talbert
Kasklet, S. Ross
Sabina B.jork M. Marzoto
Heikkiset S. Ross
Fokiset

Bryantiiie Unit C. P
Taivo Anttila Vaino Mehtala
Arvit Sulku A. E, N.
Waivo Anttila M. Laine
Matti Anderson. Tony Radriele

WAKEFIELD. MASS.
Harry Larkin Ingrad Wibug
E. Bacon Pauline Whistler
G. Underwood C. Bacon
Anna Caughlin Mary Fisher
Mike Flynn James Lynch

STOUGHTON, MASS.
William Doda

Roslindale Unit
J. Eglitt. F. Niedre
M. Eglitt Sonberg
A. Kale P. B. K.
Oldtimer

MAYNARD, MASS.
Finnish Women’s Club
Finnish Workers Club
Finnish Fraction C. P.
WORCESTER. MASS.

Workers’ Cultural League
Unit No. 1

I Bill Gould
I Helene Frank

NEWPORT, N. H. I
Ralph B. Sairio Fino Eskola
V. &A. Jakimen Mandy Anttila
■J. & E. Wsst I. F. K. Palin
Gertrude Loiren

GUILD, N. H.
E. and F. Lagrin

MILFORD, N. H.
Finnish Federation

WILTON, N, H.
Finnish Federation

TOWNSEND, MASS.
Finnish Federation

GARDNER. MASS.
Gardner Finnish W'orkers’ Club
Gardner Working Women’s Club

Gardner Youth Club

City Committee
OF THE

Women’s League
Philadelphia, Pa.

Freiheit Gesangs
Farein

Philadelphia, Pa.

Jewish Children’s
Schools LW.O.

1331 Franklin Street
Philadelphia, Pa.

International Workers Order
Karl Liebknecht Branch 76

Philadelphia, Pa.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
IAV.O. Branch 101 1.W.0.Branch 169
1.W.0.Branch 48 Section No. 1
1.W.0. Branch 173 Andor Paul
Greek Workers Club:

A. Kevosvites Charles Dnitre
A. Paulos M. Philips
Louis Michael M. Philips
Peter Lrrkles P. Bleecher
C. Dafness T. Gregory

Philadelphia, Pa.
G. Weavalos Mark Ou
C. Panayiotao K. Y. Tseng
F.van Damond Unit 308
James Pepps Max Rubin
J. Wm. Pepps Isie Weisberg
•J. Dabnes Ben Gordon
Fite Schlies J, Mangimurte
Jake C. Miller
Dave 1.W.0. Br. 30
Joe B. Lipshutz
Israel M. Bass
Green H. Boonin
Oche Sussman E. Schwager
Morris Kline P. Harris
Neidleman Dr. Coplin

Unit 306 Holmes
Wone Ling Greek Club:
Chen Kiao P. Vekriako
Daniel H Woo< S. Vokrakos
Wong Wing Taete
Cheng Kin Costa. Kitaras
Cheng Fu S. Kappas
Teng Chao E. Opgavos
Chu Kin Chow G. Mavros
E. Portnoff A1 Kitavlis
Mr. Spivak Ant Rorr.as
Ray Mierson Nick Andreadls
Paulin Jr. Costamichalinos
H. Weinberg Orapitis
H. Leabloom J. Costales
E. Shaiman Costa Tells
A. Comrade

Un 4. Sec 5 TWO Br 1,530

NEWARK. JT. J.

LEN I \
MEMORIAL MEETING

Sunday, January 20th, 2:30 p. m.
Royal Garden, 457 Springfield Avenue

NEWARK. N. J.
Program:

“3 SONGS ABOUT LENIN”
famous Soviet Film

CARL REEVE. Daily Worker Staff
Young Italian Violinist Accompanied by Mae Globerman

ADMISSION 15c. - UNEMPLOYED sp.

Detroit. Mich.

i7k~sti> 1

MEMORIAE MEETING
SUNDAY. JANUARY 20th

at 3 P. M.

ARENA GARDEN
WOODWARD AT HENDRTE

I. AMTER, Main Speaker
EXCELLENT MUSICAL PROGRAM - - ADMISSION 25 CENTS

Boston. Mass.

New Tendencies in Soviet Culture
A Series of Eiprht Illustrated Lectures by

H. W. L DANA
Wednesday Evenings at 8:15 o’Clock

Beginning January 23, 1935

At the WORKERS’ SCHOOL. 919 Washington St.. Boston
COURSE TICKETS $1.50—SINGLE LECTURES 20 CENTS

Dr. G. O. Vennesland
Dentist

4816 N. Western Avenue
LOngbeach 0757

Chicago, 111.

Readers Greet Daily Worker on 11thAnniversary
READING. PA.

Comrades and Friends
WASHINGTON, D. C.

Section Com. of the C. P.

OFFICE WORKERS
UNION

PHILADELPHIA, Pa.
Jack Billing

Unit 205
Joseph Woods

NO. EAST, MD.
J. and A. Stein

BALTIMORE, MD.
S. Nordes, Kiroff Br. 1.W.0.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
International Book Shop

BINGHAMTON, N. Y.
M. J. Motz

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
Mike Pappas Van Guch*
Larry Laner Herman
An. Roidos Anonymous
Prophy Pasko Anonymous
G. George Joe
Ar Harvey Sowia Grilla
An. Thomas Mary Clarey
Cris Tanasoff Chet Kenyon
Tom Osleff John Reitz
Harry Ellison Chas. H.
Stanley Worris Hollander
Drexel Jewish W. W. O,
Gray ' Chicho Serli
D. Rosenbloom Louis Singer
Wm. Sinnls T. Elia

BUFFALO, N. Y.
N. Kaplanoff E, Drozen
R. Kaplanoff A. Friend
A1 Norwood Oscar Dinson

BUFFALO, N. Y.
John Zabadal E. Edwards
John Hirvela W. E. Falk

Women’s Culture Club
Scranton, Penn.

PITTSBURGH, Pa.
Peter Miravalle

PITCAIRN, Pa.
John DeVirgilio
Joe Marino
William A. Ka.iry

CLEVELAND, OHIO
Unit 6 and 7

Lettish I. L. D. D. Atonasoff
| G. Sarkoff G. Staneheff

j S. Minkoff G. Traicoff
I A Worker W. Traicoff
] D. Mileff P. Nicofoff
G. Vasiloff H. Vasileff

j P. Nedenoff R. H. Tailor
' S. Pnpoff P, Popof
K, JonoLs P, Ruseff

I P. Arpoka J. A.
J. Vabgeloff
Unit 6-7 j. Vabgeloff
Lettish I.L.D. D. Atonasoff
G. Sarkoff G. Staneheff
S. Minkoff G. Traicoff
A Worker w. Traicoff
D. Mileff P. Nicofoff
G. Vasiloff H. Vasileff
P. Nedenoff R. h. Tailor
S. Popoff p. Popof
K. Jonols P. Ruseff
P. Arpoka J. A.

LORAIN. OHIO
G. M. Bechkoff

PORTSMOUTH. OHIO
A. Liskaes

MARTINS FERRY, OHIO
Wm. F. Halley

YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO
~

Comrade B. Oster
Collected by Sam Essman

farrellfa.
' Mary Dlzdar
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LENIN ON THE SUBSTANCE
OF PROLETARIAN DICTATORSHIP

Communist Party i 9
Vanguard of the
Working Class

By V. I. LENIN

THE victory of Socialism—as the
4 first stage of Communism over
capitalism—requires that the pro-
letariat, as the only really revolu-
tionary class, should accomplish the
three following tasks: first—to over
throw the exploiters and in the first
instance the bourgeoisie, as their
chief economic and political repre-
sentative; to defeat them complete-
ly, to crush their resistance and to
render impossible attempts on their
part to reimpose the yoke of capital
and wage slavery.

Second—to induce not only the
entire proletariat or its overwhelm-
ing majority but also all the toil-
ing masses exploited by capital to
follow the leadership of the revolu-
tionary vanguard of the proletariat,
the Communist Party; to enlighten,
organize, train and discipline them
during the very course of the im-
measurably bold and mercilessly
firm struggle against the exploiters;
to wrest this overwhelming ma-
jority of the population in all cap-
italist countries from their state of
dependence on the bourgeoisie; to
inspire them, through practical ex-
perience with confidence in the
leading role of the proletariat and
its revolutionary vanguard.

Third—to neutralize or render
harmless the inevitable vacillations
between the bourgeoisie and the pro-
letariat, between bourgeois democ-
racy and the Soviet power, on the
part of that class—still quite nu-
merous in almost all advanced
countries although constituting a
minority of the population—of small
proprietors in agriculture, industry
and commerce, as well as the cor-
responding stratum Os intelligentsia,
employees, etc.

The first and second tasks are in-
dependent tasks, each requiring its
special methods of action in regard
to the exploiters and in regard to
the exploited. The third task re-
sults from the first two, requiring
only a skillful, timely, and supple
combination of the methods of the
first and second, depending on the
concrete circumstances of each sep-
arate case of vacillation.

• # *

IN THE present situation—which
throughout the world and espe-

cially in the most advanced, power-
ful, enlightened, and free capitalist
countries has been created by mili-
tarism and imperialism, by the
strangling of the Colonies and weak
nations, by the imperialist world
slaughter, by the Versailles “Peace”
—to harbor any thought of a peace-
ful submission of the capitalists to
the will of the majority of the ex-
ploited, of a peaceful, reformist
transition to Socialism, is not only
proof of extreme petty bourgeois
stupidity but is an outright decep-
tion of the workers, is to gloss over
capitalist wage slavery, is to con-
ceal the truth.

This truth consists in the fact
that the most enlightened and
democratic bourgeoisie even now
does not shrink from any deception
and crime, from the slaughter of
millions of workers and peasants,
in order to retain the right of pri-
vate ownership in the means of
production. Only the forcible over-
throw of the bourgeoisie, the con-
fiscation of its property, the de-
struction of the entire bourgeois
state apparatus from top to bottom

—parliamentary, judicial, military,
bureaucratic, administrative, muni-
cipal, etc.—up to banishment or in-
ternment of all the most danger-
ous and stubborn exploiters, the es-
tablishment of strict supervision
over them for the repression of in-
evitable attempts at resistance and
restoration or capitalist slavery—-
only such measures can guarantee

| the real subjection of the whole
; class of exploiters.
| Moreover, just such a glossing-
j over of Capitalism and bourgeois

j democracy, just such a deception of
! the workers, is the view commonly
I entertained by the old parties and

the old leaders of the Second in-
ternational, that the majority of the
toilers and exploited will be able
to acquire under conditions of capi-
talist slavery, under the bondage of
the bourgeoisie, a bondage which as-
sumes an endless variety of forms
and which is the more refined and
at the same time the more cruel
and merciless the more cultured the
given capitalist country—to acquire
fUll clarity of Socialist conscious-
ness and firmness of Socialist con-
victions and character.

In reality, only after the vanguard
;of the proletariat, supported by the
whole or by the majority of the pro-

LENIN AND BEST DISCIPLE

’‘jPCfwL- 1- , .

Johnstone to Speak
At Lenin Memorial
Rally in Pittsburgh
PITTSBURGH, Pa., Jan. 18.—

Jack Johnstone, District Organizer
of the Communist Party in Pitts-
burgh, will be the principal speaker
at a Lenin Memorial Meeting to be
held here under the auspices of the
Hill Section of the Party at Pythian
Temple, Room 5 (Wylie Street en-
trance) on Saturday, Jan. 19.

The life’s work and teaching of
Lenin will be the subject of John-
stone’s talk. Ben Carruthers, Dis-
trict Organizational Secretary, will
talk on the significance of Lenin’s
writings to the Negro workers.

Tom Myerscough, Section Organ-
izer here, will be chairman of the
meeting. There will be no admis-
sion charge to the meeting.

Robert Minor To Talk
At Lenin Memorial
Meeting in Rockford

ROCKFORD. 111., Jan. 18.—Robert
Minor, well-known working class
leader, will be the main speaker at
a Lenin Memorial Meeting to be
held here on Wednesday, Jan. 33
at 7:30 p. m. at Lyran Hall.

Hundreds of workers who came
here to a meeting last year to hear
comrade Minor were disappointed
because of a terrific storm that dis-
rupted the meeting. A large gath-
ering of workers Is expected to hear
Minor on Wednesday.

The program of entertainment
will include orchestral and vocal
music. Admission to the meeting
will be ten cents.

Lenin’s Teachings Once Again
Borne Out by Recent History
Leninist Analysis of

NRA Contrasts With
Socialist Theories

By Harry Cannes
Whether It Is the course erf the

New Deal, or the heroic, world blaz-
ing battle of the Spanish miners in
Asturias, the genius of Leninism re-
ceived brillant confirmation.

The intense and bitter struggles
of the working class and colonial
peoples throughout the entire world
during the past eventful year,
proved again to the hilt the cor-
rectness of the revolutionary teach-
ings of Lenin.

Examine, for instance, the So-
cialist Party’s theorizing on the NewDeal and the N. R. A. and see into
what miserable swamps it led the
working class. Contrast to it the
clear foresightedness, the brilliant
and accurate penetration of the
Communist Party analysis, based on
Leninism. The Socialist Party lead-
ers saw in the N. R. A. a possible
peaceful path to socialism along
with a gradual improvement of the
American workers. The Communist
Party, on the contrary, with the
scientific tools forged by Lenin, was
able to lay bare the real inner
significance of Roosevelt’s program.
With the sharp knife of Lenin’s
teachings, it was able to cut away
the rotten demagogy concealing the
real inteht of the big bankers of
the huge monopolies and trusts.

Clearly forseeing the N. R. A.
road of assault against the Ameri-
can toilers, the Leninist Party in
the United States with the tactics
of Marxism-Leninism was able to
direct and lead the workers along
the path of day-to-day struggles, on
the road to revolutionary resistance
to capitalism.

Where the struggle® of the ex-
ploited masses were the sharpest,
there Lenin’s teachings, the highest
advancement of Marxism, proved
themselves most.

The tenth year after the death of
the great working class leader was
especially rich in revolutionary bat-
tles. In Austria and Spain the
highest question before the exploited
and oppressed in their fight against

capitalism was raised, that is, the
question of the seizure of state
power.

The failure to gain the victory in
both of these countries was due to
the fact that the working clas6 did
not have at its head the party
trained in Leninism and fully
versed in the greatest accomplish-
ment of Lenin's genius, the prole-
tarian revolution in Russia.

In Austria the workers, saddled
by the death grip of the social-
democratic old men of the sea, the
Bauers and Adlers, were held back
from the fight against fascism until
the master class had insured itself
Os the victory.

The working class of Austria de-
sired a fight to the finish. It hero-
ically proved its ability to make the
greatest sacrifices for the over-
throw of capitalism, but it was
forced into defensive armed upris-
ing, resulting in its defeat. This
defeat has now led the majority of
the Socialist workers of Austria to
realize that the Leninist goal of the
proletarian dictatorship, the strug-
gle for Soviet power, is the only
guarantee for the defeat of fascism.

While the Austrian workers had
learned from the treacherous be-
trayals of the German Social-dem-
ocratic leaders, and did not sub-
mit without an inspiring battle,
Shoulder to shoulder with the Com-
munist Party, the Spanish workers
carried to still greater heights their
revolutionary fight against fascism.

In the province cf Asturias. Spain,
where the workers followed one
hundred per cent the banner of
Leninism, the road of Soviet power,
the victory was won. It was only
because the Socialist leaders, and
more particularly the Anarchist be-
trayers, prevented the complete ap-
plication and carrying out of
Lenin’s revolutionary program and
strategy, that the red flag of the
victorious proletarian revolution
does not today fly over Spain.

All mistakes made in the course
of the October armed battles in
Spain, which impeded the triumph
of the revolution, were precisely the
failure to carry into action the his-
torical revolutionary experience of
Communism, developed to its
highest point by Lenin’s genius.

In both Austria and Spain the

Austrian and Spanish
Struggles Show Truth

of Leninism
proletariat now stand a head taller,
its ranks stronger, steeled for great-er decisive battles, because in its

failures and mistakes it has learned
more thoroughly the Correctness of
Lenin’s way, the only way which
achieved victory for the working
class in one sixth of the globe, and
the only way which holds that vic-
tory against every counter-revolu-
tionary assault.

In the rapid strides of the whole
imperialist world toward® a new,
bloody imperialist war, Lenin’s
analysis of imperialism receives
daily a thousand-fold confirmation.

In the fight against fascism, the
Communist Parties in Germany,
Italy, Austria are forging the in-
struments which inevitably will give
a death thrust to fascism, and its
rotten source, decaying capitalism.
These Parties drank deeply from the
well of Leninist teachings on under-
ground revolutionary work, the
combination of legal and illegal ac-
tivities; the preliminary prepara-
tion for illegal existence and strug-
gle, and the building of the united
front for the storming of capitalism.

The Soviet Union, with its So-
calist construction, is a living, tow-
ering monument to the correctness
of Lenin’s teachings. Despite all
the howlings of the Trotzkyites
about the failure of Socialism in the
Soviet Union, in which chorus they
bay in unison With the coyotes of
the Czarist remnants and the fas-
cists enemies, Socialist upbuilding
speeds ahead from victory to vic-
tory, firmly guided by the teach-
ings of Lenin through his foremost
disciple, Stalin.

Nowhere have Lenin’s ideas and
thoughts proven more fruitful than
in the revolutionary peace policy of
the Soviet Union. Every move for
peace has followed Lenin's way. The
Soviet Union has been able to uti-
lize every contradiction, every
breech among the imperialist ban-
dits to block and stave oft war, to
assist the workers throi :hoUt the
world to strengthen and steel their I

Proletariat Must Be
Organized for New

Social Order
letariat, as the only revolutionary
class, will have overthrown the ex-
ploiters, crushed them, freed the ex-
ploited from their state of slavery,
improved their living conditions im-
mediately at the expense of the ex-
propriated capitalists—only after
this, and during the very course of
the acute class struggle, will it be
possible to bring about the enlight-
ehmeht, education, and organization
of the broadest masses of toilers and
exploited under the influence and
leadership of the proletariat, to lib-
erate them from their egoism, their
lack of solidarity, their vices and
weaknesses, which are being engen-
dered by private ownership, and to
transform them into free workers
freely allied together.

* * •

FiR the success of the victory over
capitalism it is necessary to have

a correct interrelation between the
leading Communist Tarty, the revo-
lutionary class, the proletariat, and
the masses, i.e., the whole body of
tollers and exploited. Only the Com-
munist Party, If it really is the van-
guard of the revolutionary class, If
it includes in its ranks all the best
representatives of this class, if it
consists of fully conscious, devoted
Communists, schooled and steeled
by the experience gained in the
stubborn revolutionary struggle, if
it has known how to link itself up
indissolubly with the entire life of
its class and through the latter With
all the exploited masses and how
to inspire this class and these mass-
es with full confidence—only such
a Party is capable of leading the
proletariat in the most merciless,
final and decisive struggle against
all the forces of capitalism.

On the other hand, only under
the leadership of such a Party will
the proletariat be able to deply the
whole force of its revolutionary on-
slaught, nullify the inevitable
apathy and in part the resistance
of the small minority of the labor
aristocracy corrupted by capitalism,
of the old leaders of the trade
unions, cooperatives, etc.; only then
will it be able to deply sll its force,
Which—by reason of the very eco-
nomic structure of capitalist society
—is immeasurably greater than its
share in the population. Lastly,
only when actually liberated from
the bondage of the bourgeoisie and
of the bourgeois State apparatus,
only after acquiring the possibility
of freely (unhampered by the ex-
ploiters) organizing in their own
Soviets will the masses—i.e., all the
tollers and exploited—be able for
the first time in history to utilize
all the initiative and all the energy
of tens of millions of people now
crushed by capitalism.

• • »

ONLY when the Soviets become
the only State apparatus, will

real participation in administration
be -achieved for all the exploited
masses, who even under the most
enlightened and freest bourgeois de-
mocracy were always, in 99 cases
out of 100, actually excluded from
participation in administr ati on.
Only In the Soviets do the exploited
masses begin really to learn—not
from books, but from their own
practical experience—how to under-

| take the work of Socialist construc-
tion, the creation of a new social

I discipline, of a free alliance of free
workers.
(Lenin “Theses on the Basic Tasks
of the Second Congress of the C.1.”)

ranks for the inevitable offensive
against the war-mad bosses. Every
day of peace, forced by the mighty
power of the invincible armed forces
of the Soviet Union plus the revo-
lutionary diplomacy of the U. S.
S. R., helps the advance of Socialist
construction in the U. S. S. R.,
raises higher the walls of the fort-
ress of the world revolution.

This is the way of Lenin.
The near futu re, certainly

fraught with even greater storming
of the heavens of capitalism, will
raise to greater heights the power
of Lenin’s teachings as the greatest
weapon for victory in the entire
arsenal of the working class and
colonial peoples of the whole world.

No wonder the slimy Hearsts rave
and rant against Lenin, the mas-
ter guide of the path to the dic-
tatorship of the proletariat. No
wonder the Hearsts and the Trotz-
kys, each in his own skillful and
specialized way, try to sully the true
teachings of Lenin.

This eleventh anniversary of the
death of the great revolutionary
leader emphasizes, in the course Os
the bitterest experiences of the class
struggle, the correctness, the abso-
lute indispensibility of lessons that
Lenin so ably taught.

To know Leninism, the Marxism
of the epoch of imperialism and the
proletarian revolution, is to know
the only road to the victory of the
world revolution.
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Strelitamsk
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Borisov
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Belev
Bezhelsk
Dmitrov
Efremov
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Kaluga
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Kasimov
Kimry
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Krasny-Kliolm
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Malakhovha
Maly-Yaroslavetz
Mikhailov
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Mozhaisk
Noginsk
Orekhovo-ZUevo
Podolsk
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Serpukhov
Torjok
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Vencv
Vcsiegonsk
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Zakorek
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Astrakhan
Balashov
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Kamyshin
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Novorosyisk
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Piatigorsk
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Salsk
Shakhty
Sochi
Stavropol
Taganrog
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Ust-Labinskaia

SREDNE-VOLZHSKY

Buguruslan
Buzuluk
Kuznetsk
Mclektss
Orenburg
Orsk
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Samara
Saransk
Soliietsk
Syzran
Ulianovsk

TATARSKY
Kazan

TURKMENSKY

Ashkhabad
Chardshui
Kerki
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URALSKY
AJaparevsk
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Irbit
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Kurgan
Magnitogorsk
Perm
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Solikamsk
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Troitsk
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Zlatoust

UZBEK,SKV

Andijan
Bukhara
Fergana
Katta-Kurgan
Khodzhent
Kokand
Marge lan
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Samarkand
Stalinabad
Tashkent
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VINNITSKY

Berdichev
Gaisin
Kamenetg-Podolsk
Mogiiev-Podolsk
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Shepetovka
Staro-Konstantlnov
Tulehin
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Cheremkhovo
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Irkutsk
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. Batum
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Sukhum
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ZAPADNO-SIBIRSKV

Achinsk - -■

Barabinsk
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Biysk
Kolpashevo
Novosibirsk
Omsk
Tara
Tomsk

*!!»•

ZAPADNY
Bczhitsa
Briansk
Dorogobuzh
Gzhatsk
Karachev
KJintsy
Nelidovo
Nevel
Novozybkov
Ostashkov
Pochep
Roslavl
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Rzhev
Smolensk
Spaso-Demensk
Staritsy
Starodub
Stikhlnlchl
Surazh
Sychevka
Toropets
Trubchevsk
Velikie Lukl
Velizh
Viazma
Yartsevo
Zhizdra
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TWENTY-TWO U. M. W. A. LOCALS ENDORSE BILL H. R. 2827
District No. 4 Heads
AndLocalHenchmen
Attack Movement
Joint Committee Meeting Decides to Back

February 3rd Steel Conference
Called bv A. A.

By a Mine Worker Correspondent
MASONTOWN, Pa.—A Joint Committee consisting of

officially elected delegates from 22 locals of District No. 4
of the U. M. W. of A., meeting in Nagy Hall, heard the re-
port on the National Unemployment Congress and unani-
mously endorsed the report. The report was given by Russell
Eskin. delegate to the Congress*?
from Local Union No. 4439 of the |
U. KT.'W. of A.

The Joint Committee meeting also I
adopted a motion that all the locals
shall send delegates to the Feb. 3rd !
Conference of Steel Workers called i
by the A. A. A decision was also |
made to demand a special District
Convention and to continue the
fight for autonomy of District No. 4.

There were other locals repre-
sented but their delegates did not
have credentials because some of
the local officials, who are part of
the Hynes-Lewis Machine, refused
to issue credentials even though the
membership voted to send the dele-
gates. In one instance, in the Foot-
dale Local, the president came with-
out a duly certified credential be-

®

| cause the local secretary refused to
put the local seal on the creden-

| tial.
Billy Hynes. Lewis appointee for

| District President of District No. 4,
issued a statement and circulated a

I letter in which he attacked the
j Joint Committee meeting. He
ruled that this meeting, which was
called by forty locals, is ‘'illegal and
unlawful.” He also notified all the
locals to ‘‘lgnore this so-call con-
vention.” However, this did not
have any effect.

Hynes’ circular also served notice
on the captive mine owners, the
Coal Digger, the American' Miner
and the Unemployment Councils,
saying that they (the officials of
District No. 4) were ready to fight
all enemies of the U. M. W. of A.

UMWA Official Too Busy
To Fight Mine Grievances

By a Mine Worker Correspondent
JOHNSTOWN, Pa.—X am writing

this letter so that miners in Dis-
trict No. 2, and in other districts as
well, will know what conditions ex-
ist here in Tire Hill, in the Bird
Coal Company Mine, where over
five hundred miners are slaving.
These conditions exist due to the
sell-out policy and treachery of our
District and National officials and
some of Lewis’ henchmen in our
local, .

The conditions in the mine are
unbearable. Dead work is not paid
for. If the miners work ten and
fifteen hours they have to argue
and fight with the boss to receive at
most four or five hours pay for
dead work. We are forced to fight
individually as the local officials
take their ordors from the Bird
Coal Company and the District offi-
cials.

When any grievances arise, they
say nothing can be done. We write ;
letters to our District officials, to
James Marks, etc., but no action
is taken about dead work or to im-
prove our conditions.

Hard Pushing
In this mine we have a very hard

job pushing cars. Every time a
miner gets a car it takes three or
four men to push it, and until a
miner gets a car in his place he is
almost played out. We have raised
this'question for nine months. The
officials also refuse to put up a
fight to place a hoist in every place
where it is hard pushing. We sent
letters to the District officials, but
no action was taken. They are only
interested in collecting dues so that
they can get their salaries.

A few weeks ago we took up this
question again, and our local union
decided to send three delegates to
‘he District office in Clearfield, Pa.
We sent our president, W. Shaffer, j
and here is the report which he j
gave us: First, his expense was six-
teen dollars to go to and come from
Clearfield. Second, that they were j
at the District office and saw our 1
District President Marks. Marks :
told them that he (Marks) was j
overloaded with work. Our local ;
p-esident said that Marks had hun- :
dreds of letters unopened, that he
did, not know how Marks could |
carry such a load of work, that he j
should have some more office work- :
ers.

Can’t Do Anything
On our question about pushing

cars, Marks told him that he could j
not. do anything right now. So, our
locql president took his word and ■didn't press the question any fur- !
ther. Well, if Marks has so many
unopened letters on his desk, we j
can see what kind of hard work he <
has, and we can remember how we I
haVe been sending letters for nine
mopths without any action being
taken. So, I judge that the only
letters Marks and Gilbert are in-
terested in enough to open are those
that contain checks for dues. But, |
those from miners complaining j
about grievances are thrown in the
basket.

Some time ago, the Mine Com-
mittee, which is all working on
company jobs, made an agreement I
without telling the miners. This
Mine Committee and the Local offi- j
cials made the following deal with |
the company that the company
put four hoists every month in the
places which it is hard pushing.
This means that even if they do |

put in four every month, it will
take tw’o years to straighten things
out. The President says that noth-
ing can be done about pushing cars,
that the case is with the Regional
Labor Board, and the District and
Mine Committees can not do any-
thing. He also tells us not to say
anything as the Super knows every-
thing that goes on in the local, even
the pass-word.

There is only one thing for the
miners in this local to do, to clean
out the officials in our local, as well
as the whole gang of King Lewis’
machine, and elect rank and file
miners into office who will fight for
the miners instead of against them.

FERAW orkers
In Gallup, N.M.
Win Strike
By a Mine Worker Correspondent
GALLUP, N. M.—The F. E. R. A.

strike which was called the first of
the year was ended after seven days
strike, having closed down all jobs,
some of them being as far as thirty
miles from Gallup. The workers
called the strike off after receiving a
twenty per cent increase in their
budget.

The Gallup workers look upon this
as the first victory of the new year.
After the strike was called off, they
started in to build their organiza-
tion still stronger than it has been
in the past. At the same time they
drew up a set of demands to be

j wrung from the F. E. R. A. in Gal-
lup and called upon all the workers

j in the State of New Mexico to unite
i with them in this fight.

The Allison Strike is holding out
| one hundred per cent. The com-
| pany tried several times to work
j the mine but failed each time to get
j any one to work. The miners, under
| the leadership of the NationalI Miners Union, have decided that the
| only way to win a strike is to stay
| out till the company comes accross.

Mr. Davy, State Labor Commis-
; sioner, came in to break the strike
i hut found out after being here two
| days, that the old line of fakers
j like him could not get the miners

: back to work. Then he left the city,
| stating that everything was O. K.

Textile Strike Parley
Comes to a Stalemate

WATERBURY, Conn., Jan. 18.—
After a three-hour conference be-

| tween representatives of Local 2035

| of the United Textile Workers and
of the Johnson Woolen Mills, no
agreement could be reached yester-

I day and the strike continues.
The workers came out when the

company hired two who were em-
j ployed as scabs by the Hamilton
Woolen Mills at Southbridge, Mass.
The workers see in this an attempt
to introduce the same strikebreak-
ing company union as was the case

i in Southbridge.

Join These Shock Brigaders
in the Daily Worker Subscription Contest!

BOSTON, MASS.: CHICAGO, ILL.:
William Cacciok A. A. Larson

xfw vriPK v v •

Sam HammersmarkM.W YORK, N. Y.. CLEVELAND, OHIO:
Dora Gausner George Stefanik

DETROIT, MICH.: LINCOLN, NEB.:
, .

_

~
Harry M. Lux

Jack Sepeld OMAHA, NEF.:
Ben Green Calvin Kibbe

Idaho Mine
Caves In,
Three Hurt

By a Mine Worker Correspondent
MULLAN, Idaho.—Another cave-

in took place in 3,400 West Morning
Mine. Three men narrowly escaped
death.

| Cause—the vicious speed-up, get
the rock program. The safety of
the men is not considered. One
man is in the hospital, teeth knocked
out, jaw broken. Another was
caught under a cave where it took
three hours to free him. Suffering
from possible internal injuries.

The company showed a deficit
last quarter to show that they were
hit by the depression same as we
workers. But, how do they prove
these things? Is not the company
(Federal M. & S.) doing extensive
development work, not only in the
West Morning Mine but also the Jack

jWaite and several others? Can you
consider this a loss, when in reality

;it is being done now by cheap labor
jto further increase profits for the
Guggenheim interests and to make
jready easily accessible metals for
the coming war in which the cap-
italists will seek to redivide the

jworld?
War, as always, is the bosses' way

iout of a crisis. And we, as usual,
! will be the pawns, forced to fight
| other workers, who like ourselves
are urged to save “our country.”
Save our country—save our profits,
but where is the workers’ share?

Cave-ins and hospitals; front line
trenches and the hospitals, maimed
for life by poison gas in both in-
stances. Objects of pity, then (if we
are still alive) ruthlessly thrust
aside to shift along as best as weI can.

Rosy promises to young workers
about wonderful opportunities in
this cut-throat society of greedy
robbers, who by the way hold up
their hands in holy horror when a
worker in desperation steals in
order that his loved ones might
eat.

Rosy promises to our heroes for
their wonderful sacrices so that
our bosses could continue to rob,
not only us, but workers in other
countries as well.

The only promises they have kept
is the promise to institute laws to
out-law the right of the workers to
fight in their own interests.

After a year and half of attempts
to get action for better conditions
under the "collective bargaining

| plan,” in which the company re-
I fused to collectively bargain, and
the government, through Charles
Hope, has continually stalled, it is
time to clear the decks for action.

We workers can and must achieve
our own emancipation. Build stope
committees in every stope, refuse to
blast during shift, resist the speed-

WITH OUR YOUNG READERS ZSJZZXSiTE
New York City.

There, the more that is produced,
the more the workers benefit. A big
crop of wheat means more food.
Here in the United States the wheat
and cotton fields are destroyed and
the workers have less and less to
eat and wear. Only when we have
a workers’ and farmers’ government
in our country will the fields and
factories be used to produce every-
thing for the workers. As Lenin led
the Russian workers to power, so
will his teachings show us the way
to our own Soviet America.

All over the country there will be
meetings honoring Lenin's memory.
Olga G. writes us that in Norwood,
Mass., there will be a Lenin Memo-
rial Meeting on Jan. 2, at 37 Chapel
Street. Os course the Pioneers will
be an important part of the pro- !
gram. *

An Invitation to Yon
Dear Comrades: We, the Young

Pioneers of Washington Heights,
cordially invite all the readers of
our Daily Worker to come to our
Pioneer Family Night (tomorrow
night), Sunday, Jan. 20, at 7:30, at
463 West 162nd Street. The admis-
sion is only Five ’n Ten—five cents
for children and ten cents for
grown-ups.

There will be magic lantern slides
showing the “Soviet Union Up to
Date,” by Susan H. Woodruff, an
American school teacher who has
toured the U.S.S.R. every summer
for many years]

Our Pioneer Dramatic Group will
also present two plays: “Sweet Land
of Liberty” and “Pioneer Victory."

Comradely,
TING-LING TROOP.

MIKE GOLD TROOP.
We urge all of you to come as it

promises to be an enjoyable eve-
ning. The affair is being given for
the benefit of the New Pioneer and
that is another good reason why
you should go.

HIGH SPOTS
We only have room to give you

the high spots of the New Pioneer
Drive today. Here they are: Cali-
fornia is ahead. In fact, California

'Billy’ Hynes Advises
Belly-Crawling Tactics
Against H. C. Frick Co.

Resists Attempts of Miners to Take Militant
Action Against Wrecking of Union

in Captive Mines
By a Mine Worker Correspondent

RONCO, Pa.—Our District Presi-
dent of District No. 4. U. M. W. of
A., last week issued a fighting state-
ment to all the locals in District No
4, also to the public press. How-
ever, his statement was an attack
upon the rank and file members of
40 local Unions that are a part of
the Joint Committee of District No.
4.

Let us see how he fights the Cap-
tive Mine Owners? The Ronco
mine of the H. C. Frick Coal and
Coke, which was closed down since
early spring, is opening up. The
super, Mr. Calletin, only hires the
members of the Frick Brotherhoods.
Calletin’s answer to the union men,
who re-apply for their jobs is:
"Wait until you are called.” Since
the miners know that they will not
be called back, and in order to take
the question up we held a special
meeting of our local Sunday, Jan.
13.

Hynes Attends
Our local officers asked District

President Hynes to be present. He
did come, and when asked for ad-
vice told us the following, "Elect you
a committee of three men, send
them to see super Calletin. If they
do not receive satisfactory answer,
let them go to Scotdale to see Mr.
Lynch and Hood” (managers of the
Frick Co.).

A member raised the question of
why should we elect a special com-
mittee when we have a mine com-
mittee. Hynes’ answer was, “Your
Mine Committee would not be rec-
ognize because you do not rep-
resent the majority here, but by
electing a committee, which will
appear not as a committee of the
U. M. W. of A. but as a committee
selected by individuals to take up
their grievances, you will be able to
talk to Mr. Lynch and Hood.”

Is this a talk of a leader, or a
fighter? No, its the belly crawling
method that has brought the
Brotherhood into the Coke Region.
This same Hynes, who can make
fiery speeches against the “enemies
within and without” belly crawls to
the chief enemy, the H. C. Frick
Coke Co.

Union Being Frozen Out
What is happening in Ronco, that

is the freezing out of the U.-M, W.

up that has caused us to suffer in-
juries and broken health. Demand
ventilation and decent drinking
water. Join the union, the Interna-
tional Mine, Mill and Smelter
Workers Union and make it the

OUR LENIN
On January 21, 1934, Lenin, who

led the Russian workers in their
successful revolution, died. The
news shocked all in the world who
cherished greatness and the love of
freedom. The Soviet Union was one
huge funeral throng, coming in
masses to see their dear leader,
Comrade Ilyitch, Comrade Lenin.

“He was a man of little size, but
he was a great man . . .”

“And a heart as large as the
world.’’

“I remember him in 1905. When j
everyone felt that all was lost, he
revived our hopes.’’

“How clearly he could see, and
how deeply he could feel.”

Steamboats mourned their way
up and down the rivers. Locomo-
tives chugged their breaths of sor-
row. All over the large workers’
state people and things halted for
a moment to honor the dead com-
rade, our Lenin. Children, Young
Pioneers, sang the funeral song of
the hero, the song Lenin loved so
much.

Everywhere in the world workers
mourned the loss of Lenin.

“But,” said a worker in New York,
“Lenin’s work lives on.”

A farmer in Plentywood, Montana,
said: “What Lenin began, we will
continue.”

In Crosby, Minnesota, an iron-
worker said: “We will follow the
red star of Lenin.”

A Negro sharecropper near Scotts-
boro, Alabama, said: “Lenin fought
for all the oppressed people of the
world.”

“Yes,” said a Jewish fur worker
in Newark, New Jersey, “did he not
make an attack on the Jew an of-
fense against the working class?”

In a Georgia turpentine camp, a
Negro worker said: “When Lenin’s
work wins through here, there will
be no more lyncnings of Negroes.”

In an African gold mine, a Kaffir
Negro laid down his pick: “I
will follow Lenin. I will be a slave
no longer.”

A coolie in China flies the red
flag, and says, pointing to it,”
“That’s the flag of Lenin, my flag.”

In the soft coal mines of Pennsyl-
vania, in the hard coal mines of

of A. members, can be duplicated in
any other Frick mine, including
those where the U. M. W. of A, car-
ried a majority.

For example, the Frick bosses,
can begin to shift the U. M. W. of
A. into mine sections, separated
from the Brotherhoods. Then, these
sections can be closed down, thus
laying off of all the U. M. W. of
A. members. Eventually, when the
U. M. W. of A. members are whittled
down to a bare minority the com-
pany can maneuver for new elec-
tions, and the U. M. W. of A. will
lose all the Frick mines where it
has had a majority. Everyone here
is aware of this situation, even
Hynes mentioned this point, but
where the rank and file of the Coke
Region miners proposes strike ac-
tion, Hynes proposes belly crawling.

Describe Conditions
Members of the Ronco repeated

stories of the conditions that existed
before the closing down of the mine.
The check weighman was com-
pelled to weigh the Brother-
hood coal Members of the U. M. W.
of A. who signed for the check off
for the weighmen, were shifted to
loading slate, and those who re-
mained loading coal had to pay as
high as $3 for two weeks to main-
tain the check weighmen. Almost
unbelievable stories were told about
the company methods to force the
miners into the company Brother-
hoods.

To all this Hynes replied, T
know, it is very bad, wait, etc.”
Hynes, also very conveniently placed
the blame for the conditions upon
the miners, because they refuse to
join the U. M. W. of A. He for-
gets the fact that every miner in
the Coke Region was in the U. M.
W. of A. but he and Feeney and
their master Lewis Okayed Com-
pany Unions, drove the miners into
the mines, permitted and okayed
a fake election, and instead of a
strike to smash the company union,
proposed belly crawling arbitration.

One member of the Ronco local
stated to Hynes: "Neither the com-
pany, nor the Brotherhoods, nor the
miners are to blame, but you, dis-
trict officers, and your chief John
L. Lewis for what is happening
here.”

strong fighting unit to enforce our
demands. Use it as a weapon in
our fight for complete emancipa-
tion. In unity lies our strength.
Rank and file control directs it cor-
rectly.

Miner Jailed
At Instigation
OsRelief Head
By a Mine Worker Correspondent

UNIONTOWN, Pa. —Friday, Jan.
11 the committees from eight locals
of the Unemployed Councils met in
the Emergency Relief office to take
up grievances with the district
supervisor.

Mr. Grube, who arranged for the
meeting, attempted to split the
committee into three separate
groups, his excuse was that he had
no room large enough to accommo-
date the whole committee. The last
to be called was the Uniontown-
Beeson - Cool Spring Committee.
When they were called, there was
some objections raised by the com-
mittee member Hasan concerning
the arrangements. This led to a
tirief argument, in which Mr. Grube
told Hasan, “You are not going to
run the Emergency Relief.” To
which Hasan replied: “And you will
not run the Unemployed Councils.’
Mr. Grube called police and had
Hasan arrested for “disorderly con-
duct.”

Major Hatfield, gave a hearing 4
p. m. the same day, and after hear-
ing witnesess from the Relief office,
including Grube, the best that could
be proven against Hasan, was that
he was a militant member of the
Unemployed Councils who refused
to be cowed by the relief staff. Hat-
field, a former business man, who
is well known for his drunkenness,
sentenced Hasan to SSO. fine or 90
days in jail.

The whole “hearing” was on a
basis of kangaroo court. Defense
witnessess were not permited to
testify. The Unemployed Coun-
cils took immediate steps to get a
jury trial for Hasan, also protest
meetings are being held and resolu-
tions are being adopted.

The remarkable thing is that the
arrest, and the attempts to terrorize
the unemployed came at the same
time as the attack made by Billy
Hynes against the Unemployed
Councils. It don’t seem to be a
strange coincidence. On the other
hand, the Unemployed Councils are
prepared to resist and fight any at-
tempt on the part of Emergency
Relief, Major Hatfield, or the
leaders of District No. 4 U. M. W.
of A.

NOTE
We publish every Saturday

letters from mine, oil and smelter
workers. We urge workers in
these industries to write us of
their conditions and efforts to or-
ganize. Please get these letters
to us by W’ednesdav of each week.

Greet the Daily Worker in the
name of your family. It has spent
its eleven years fighting for you.
Send your greeting before Jan. 12.

Kentucky, in the hot fruit-laden
valleys of California, In the shoe
and cotton mills of New England,
in the Florida tobacco factories, in
the sweatshops of New York, in the
auto factories of Detroit, in the hog
butcheries of Chicago, Lenin’s image
becomes real in struggle. Workers
strike, picket shops. Workers are
shot down, workers are murdered by
police, as workers were murdered by
the Czar’s cossacks. “But as the
workers in the Lena gold mines
were avenged,” says the memory ofLenin, “so will these American

(workers be avenged.”
So will the British workers in the

! mines of Wales win out some day.
“And we, too!” cry the weavers of

Lancashire.
“And the dead will be avenged!”

cry the workers of Ireland. “Re-
member Jim Connolly. Lenin loved
him well. And Jim was killed by the
English lords.”

In the Soviet Union the workers
say: “We must make ourselves even
stronger. Look at the wonderful
things we have done in the last fiveyears, in our first Five Year Plan.
We must do even more in our sec-
ond Five-Year Plan. We must be-
come stronger than ever. M. Franc,
Herr Mark, Lord Pound and Mr.
Dollar will have a tough job on
their hands if they try to attack
us.”

The Red Army of workers and
peasants stands always ready to de-
fend the Soviet Union. The workers
will net allow the bosses to come
back to the factories, nor will the
peasants permit the landlords to
seize the lands. They do not want
war. The Soviet Government tries
in every way to assure peace. But
the Soviet people agree with Com-
rade Stalin:

“We covet not one foot of any-
one’s territory, we yield not one inch
of our own.”

This is taken from “Our Lenin,”
a book for children telling the whole
story of Lenin’s life.

Every day that passes in the So-
viet Union brings better and better
living conditions for the people.
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has gone over the top, having raised
150 per cent of its quota. Connecti-
cut took a flying leap this last week
and landed second, with 44 per
cent of its quota raised. New York
comes next with 46% and then
New Jersey having raised 39%.
Next comes Florida with 33 per cent
and next Detroit with 31 per cent.
The others are all below that.

Now the drive supposed to be over
by the 15th of January. But with
only $735 out of the $2,000 raised,
we just can’t stop. We have to ex-
tend the closing date until February
15th. That still gives you a chance
to win one of those prizes for your-
self, and still gives those backward
districts to make up for their slow
work so far. How about it, Chicago,
Boston, Philadelphia? The situation
is serious! Your magazine is in dan-
ger! Arrange affairs, sell coupons,
make collections! Send in the
money!

Adventures of Margie, Tim and Jerry Read the New Pioneer

WORKERS’ HEALTH 1
Conducted by the

Daily Worker Medical Advisory Board
(The Doctors on the Medical Advisory Board do not Advertise)

BIRTH MARKS ON CHILDREN
Comrade M. D„ of Lorain, Ohio,

writes: “I have a small child. When
she was born she had some red
marks on the back of her neck. I
wrote to a doctor in New York,
whom I saw advertised in a maga-
zine. He said that he would like me
to go over there and bring the baby.
I am worried about this night and
day and I am real nervous. I am not
like I used to be. I cannot do my
work. Let me know if it can be
taken off.”

* * *

There is no need for you to feel
so nervous about the red marks
over the neck of your little girl.
These marks, which are present
from birth, are not dangerous, nor
will they affect your child’s health.
If, however, you are anxious about
your child’s appearance, the marks
should be treated in the earliest
years of her life. For this reason,
we recommend that you take her to
the x-ray or tumor clinic of a near-
by large hospital, as for instance,
the Lakeside Hospital in Cleveland
or the Cincinnati General Hospital.

You should be advised entirely by
what they tell you there, following
examination. It is unnecessary for
you to make the long trip to New
York. You will find equally expert
treatment at the hospitals we have
listed.

We would further advise you
against reading medical advertise-
ments which serve only to stir up
your fears. You will do better to go
to a family doctor whom you trust
or to a large medical clinic of good
repute.

* * *

SEND IN YOUR SUGGESTIONS
Among the names suggested so

far for the Advisory Board’s maga-
zine are the following: The Right to
Health, Workers Health Journal,
Health and Culture, Health and
Hygiene. The contest will last till
Thursday, Jan. 31. All suggestions
must be in by then. In suggesting a
name, remember the nature of the
magazine. The magazine will not
take the place of the Daily Worker
health column, although it will
deal in greater detail with some of
the questions sent in to the column.
It will carry information on causes
and cures of illnesses, occupational
diseases, diet, hygiene, care of chil-
dren, information on patent medi-
cines and fake cures, the state of
public health in the United States
and in the Soviet Union, and many

other things. Everything of health
interest to the layman will be
covered.

The price of the magazine will be
15 cents a copy. Subscriptions sent
in before publication of the first
issue will be sl. The regular sub-
scription price will be $1.50.

• » »

ENLARGED PORES
Comrade E. W. of Brooklyn

writes: “The pores on my face are
greatly enlarged, and I cannot seem
to find a remedy for this abnormal
condition. I have visited several of
the city’s clinics and I have found
that the aid I can expect from them
is practically negligible. The doc-
tors are very uncommunicative, and
are frequently prone to sarcasm. I
have received such hopeful sug-
gestions as that of using a key to
close the “open pores” or of filling
in the openings with Portland Ce-
ment. On one occasion I managed
to receive more than advice. The
doctor prescribed a hair tonic, which
later became a very useful shoo
polish. It merely served to dry my
scalp and multiply the dandruff. I
should very much appreciate your
informing me of any medical treat-
ment applicable for this condition.

OUR REPLY
Enlarged pores are usually seen in

acne. In this condition lotio alba
or x-rays are given with the in-
tention of diminishing the activity
of the sebaceous (oil) glands and
thus contracting the pores. Where
enlarged pores remain even after
the acne is cured, treatment is
usually of little avail in permanent-
ly contracting the pores. We can
recommend an astringent which
may give some temporary improve-
ment: Camphor 10.0, tincture of
benzoin, 15.0, concentrated acetic
acid 60.0, rose water 60.0. Place one
teaspoonful of this mixture in a
basin of water and apply to face
morning and night.

The lack of courtesy and the sar-
casm of the doctors who examined
you in several clinics is outrageous.
Some doctors, knowng they are be-
ing exploited in hospitals, attend
clinics merely to see “interesting”
cases, and unfortunately your con-
dition is not considered interesting.
Other doctors, practically reduced
to a starvation level themselves and
unable to understand the economic
set-up which makes their situation
so pitiable, vent their rage on the
clinic patients, who, they naively
believe are the cause of their
troubles.

IN THE HOME
By ANN BARTON

Lenin’s Party
WHEN LENIN DIED, he left be-

hind him a permanent living mon-
ument—his Party. During his life
time, he was intensely interested
in clarifying leaders of the Party
on the question of women. He
spent much time ironing out some
of the misconceptions of leading
ing Party members, men and wom-
en, throughout the world. He was
tireless in seeing that among the
first things the revolution gave, was
freedom to women, the right to cul-
ture, equality with the men.

Is is any wonder that women
throughout the Soviet Union sing
songs about Lenin? .

. .

* * *

LITTLE MORE THAN BEASTS,
were the women before the Revo-
lution. Now thew are technologists,
engineers, writers, singers—working
side by side with the men in the
factories, attending factory schools
—all avenues of development and
culture open to them. At the Wom-
en’s International Congress Against
War, in Paris a few months ago,
it was obvious that these free Soviet
women had a distinction—a beauty,
vigor and joyousness that set them
apart from the rest of the Con-
gress.

They symbolized what the Party
of Lenin had brought them.

* * *

INTO THE GLOOM of women’s
suffering under capitalism, Lenin’s
words bring light. In the United
States, women in the mine fields,
ragged, without food and clothes
for themselves and their children,
women living in the degradation of
flop houses, women enduring the
killing speed-up in the shops, hear
the words of that Party. Then they
are no longer hopeless. There is
joy and hope and security in the
future.

They know just as surely as to-
morrow follows on the heeis of to-
day—that Lenin’s Party will lead
them in the same paths as it has
led the Soviet women.

* * *

IN NAZI GERMANY—the women
enslaved in the Saar—the women in
fascist countries throughout the
world, have hope, because Lenin
pointed the way they must go. They
speak quietly to their neighbors—-
they put leaflets inside loaves of
bread—they meet two and three to-
gether—and plan towards that day,
when led by the Party of Lenin,
they shall do as the Russian women
did—and establish other free work-
ers’ lands.

* * +

LENIN SPENT HIS ENTIRE
LIFE fighting to make the policies
of the Bolshevik Party clear—poli-
cies which would lead every worker
out of slavery into the new life.

Now Lenin is dead—and to us he
has left a task—to carry on the
work of his Party, the Bolshevik
Party, the Communist Party. This
day, throughout the world, men and
women will meet together and
strengthen their determination to
build the Communist Party that
Lenin and the Bolsheviks forged.
This must be our tribute to Lenin.
Knowing clearly the joys and the
hardships that lie ahead, today is

the day for women to link them-
selves up with Lenin’s Party. To-
day is the day to say:

“I need wait no longer. Today I
must join the Communist Party—-
to fight with millions of others
throughout the world for the work-
ers’ rule, and women's complete
emancipation!”

•it * *

(Slava Dunn’s article on children
will appear Monday.)

Can You Make ’Em
Yourself?

Pattern 2164 is available in sizes
12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 30, 32, 34, 36, 38
and 40. Size 16 takes 3% yards
39 inch fabric and 1 yard contrast-
ing. Illustrated step-by-step sew-
ing instructions included.

Send FIFTEEN CENTS in coins
or stamps (coins preferred) for each
Anne Adams pattern (New York
City residents should add one cent
tax for each pattern order). Write
plainly, ycur name, address and
style number. BE SURE TO STATE
SIZE WANTED.

Address orders to (Daily Worker)
Pattern Department. 243 West 17th
Street, New York City
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jP®J| Change
I the

(aM World:
By MICHAEL GOLD

ifY NEPHEW Mike, 9 years old, is fast
* * becoming class-conscious. I think it is
partly due to the influence of that wonder-
ful kid, Little Lefty, and partly to the
Pioneer group he has just joined. Here
are some questions Mike asked me last night, and
the answers:

Question: Why do the capitalists and their slaves
the cops beat and shoot the workers?

Answer: It is because the capitalists want to
make a lot of money, and they can only do this
if the workers will work for them at low wages.
When the workers try to get better wages for them-
selves, when they strike in order to buy more food
and clothes and toys for their children, the capital-
ists are very angry. These greedy people think
the workers have no right to live. They want the
world for themselves, and everything that is in it.

But who makes everything in the world? The
workers with their hands and brains. If there
were no capitalists in the world, the workers would
be able to make all these things, even better and
more of them. And they would live better, for

there would be no capitalists to take everything
away from them.

The capitalists are really thieves, and capitalist
laws are made by and for them, to protect their
stealing the wages and life of workers. When work-
ers strike against these thieves, the thieves get
very scared. It seems to them their world is com-
ing to an end, and maybe the workers will soon
organize a new world, and make workers’ laws
against thieving. This is the kind of laws they
have in the Soviet Union, which is a workers’ coun-
try, as you know. So the capitalists beat and shoot
the workers, because they are so greedy and scared
that every strike looks to them like a Soviet revo-
lution.

* * • f
Good for Little Mike!

QUESTION: Why do kids believe everything their
parents say? I know a kid whose father is a

Nazi, and he is a Nazi, too, though I tried to ex-
plain to him. In my school one day he yelled out,

Heil Hitler! I said to him after school, what’s the
big idea? And he yelled, Heil Hitler! again. So
I said, Listen, mister, you ought to cut that out.
He said, why? And then he said, you’re a dirty
Jew and red. And then I said, do you know what
Hitler stands for? And he said, yes, he stands for
killing all the Jews. So I said, why does he want
to kill the Jews? And he answered, because the
Jews are greedy and steal all our money. So I
said, Listen, Vincent, don’t you know any poor
Jews? My father is. poor. I know lots of other
poor Jews who are workers, too. Only the capital-
ists have money. Most capitalists aren’t Jews. So
he said, you’re crazy, Michael. So I said, I’ll bet
you two cents most capitalists are Christians. But
he wouldn’t bet me, he only yelled Heil Hitler. So
I said, listen mister, don’t say that around the
classroom because some of us kids don’t like it,
because we’re Jews. So he said, my father told
me no Jews will ever go to heaven, but to hell.
So I said, there's no hell and there’s no heaven,
and that’s true. So he said, my father told me
it is true. So I said, there must be something wrong
with your father. And he said, my father is smarter
than your father. So I had to go home for my
lunch, but why do kids believe their fathers so
much they won't take any one else’s word?

, Answer: Mike, you gave this kid all the right
answers, and you should argue with him again.
It is true most kids and nearly all grownups follow
all the foolishness their fathers believe in, even
though it has been proved to be wrong a thousand
times. This is one of the main troubles with the
world, and why we have wars, poverty and capital-
ism.

At the same time, people learn. Look at the
way people who couldn’t read or write in the old
Russia, and hated the Communists, now are study-
ing and working for Communism by the millions.
Even the Nazis will learn. Many of them are work-
ers and think Hitler can help them, so they believe
everything he says. But when they And out he
is fooling them, millions erf them will come to hate
him, and will put him out of existence. Some-
times it takes time for the people to learn, but we
know that they do learn, and will. Keep it up,

~ Mike.
» • •

J Nail Their Lies!

QUESTION: Why does the Borden Milk company
in all their ads say they have the best milk, but

isn’t milk right from the cow better?
Answer: Yes. there’s no doubt milk right from

a healthy cow is the only kind of milk to drink.
But since we live in cities, we must do the best
we can, and get our milk a day old in bottles. All
the milk companies say the same thing about their
own brand of milk as do the Borden’s. This is
because they want to sell more milk than the other
companies, and so they tell lies to the people. This
is known as advertising, and is allowed under capi-
talism. But a lot of us don’t believe most adver-
tising, and neither should you.

Question: Why do they all say around my school
that the Italian kids are a tough and nasty lot?

Answer: For the same reason that the Nazi
kid told you he hated Jews. Under capitalism the
workers are taught to hate each other, instead of
being friends. This is so that they will be so busy
flghtiqg each other that they will forget to fight
'the greedy capitalists who rob them. You can see
how this is in New York, where Jews, Germans,
Italians, Negroes, Irish, Swedes, Americans and
other races all work in the same factories and for

' the same bosses. The bosses don't want these
workers to join a union and fight for better wages.
So they teach them to hate each other so much
that the workers are hard, very often, to organize
in one union. When they tell you the Italian kids
are worse than any other kids, just answer them
that this is a lie, and that any kid whose father
Is a worker is as good as any other worker’s kid.

Little Lefty The Reds tell the truth

By Henri Barbusse

LAST month there was celebrated
in the U.S.S.R. the fifty-fifth

birthday of the General Secretary
of the Central Committee of the
Communst Party: Joseph Vissario-
novitch DJougashvili otherwise
known as Stalin—corn the 26th of
December, 1879 at Gori, in Georgia.

Impressive ceremonies marked
this celebration, which corresponds
closely to forty years of Marxist
political activity. But what must
be noted first of all is that the j
homage rendered to Stalin re-
echoed profoundly in the hearts of I
all the peoples of the Soviet Union.
It is even more exact to say that
confidence and faith in Comrade
Stalin is today an integral part of
the soul of this people, that it Is one
of the elements of their extraordi-
nary peaceful militancy.

Among the old Bolsheviks who
have so heroically given of them-
selves to the immense task of build-
ing the Soviet Union, he remains
the uncontested leader, the chief m
whom they glory, the guide whom
they respect and love, because they
know he is right.

There are some who in our capi-
talist countries, where politics is a
matter of bluff, of jugglery and
string-pulling, are inclined to smile
cynically at the mention of Stalin,
to speak of him as the “Dictator,”
to call up from the historical scene
of the past—and of today—the
methods of brute force, the cheap
statesmanship, the brigand follow-
ers and similar names—to explain
the enormous authority which has
fallen upon the this one man, ex-
tending over a population of 170
million people within a territory of
8,144,228 square miles.

Perfect Theoretician
This Is a conception which can-

not fail to bring a smile to the lips
of those who really understand,
however little, the principles or
revolutionary methods and of tha
Soviet .regime. Such people know
that in this scheme of things (and
it is not ours, evidently), one can-
not hoist oneself into power by
surprise or by violence, like that of
the condottieri of the 16th or 30th
century. If Stalin holds a position
of such authority it is because he
is the most perfect theoretician and
the most astute man of action in
Russia, because he has given him-
self over body and soul, renounc-
ing all personal advantages, to the
service of scientific socialism, and
because he embraced the hard life
of the “professional revolutionary”
during the latter period of Czarism.
He was arrested six times, impris-
oned, exiled to Siberia, each time
escaping and each time sent back
by the Okhrana—the Czarist secret

police. And each time, this man who
was destined to help change the
face of the medem world, resumed
his secret and ardent activity of
educating the masses, changing his
hiding place each night, appearing
and disappearing, adopting all sorts
of different names. “And,” said
Encukidze, who knew him during
those days, “he knew how to talk
to workers.”

Although Stalin had always lived
the career of a tried revolutionist,
wc must nevertheless emphasize
some of the more heroic undertak-
ings of his life. Under Czarism
there was the struggle against the
Mensheviks (the compromising, re-
formist, “opportunist,” as they
called it then, section of the Social-
ist Party of Russia). The struggle
within the party towards Bolshevism
was led by Lenin, who was nine
yean older than Stalin. Stalin im-
mediately adopted the Bolshevik
line of Lenin. He adhered to
Lenin’s point of view from the time
of the Second Congress of the Party,
the Congress where in 1903 the
divergence of opinion came out Into
the open. (It was not until ten
years later, at the Prague Congress,
that the split came about, and
Lenin definitely formed the Bol-
shevik Party.)

Lenin Opposed Trotzky
This movement, which seemed

mad to the Mensheviks, and es-!
pecially to their turbulent leader j
Trotzky, whom Lenin bitterly op-
posed, contained a profound and j
long-sighted view Into the future. \
Never would the Revolution of
October have followed upon the
Revolution of February, if a power-
ful and solid revolutionary party
had not pushed the workers to
carry on to the end. And Russia
would have become a reactionary
“democratic” nation, like the others.

From the beginning, Stalin was
in constant harmony with Lenin,
and he was an implacable fighter,
first by the side of Lenin and later
alone, against all deviations from
the Bolshevik line.

After the October Revolution,
when Russia, left ruined and bleed-
ing by the war, was prey to the
white offensive, backed by the pow-
erful foreign imperialists, who sup-
ported them with arms, and to the
Social Revolutionaries and the Men-
sheviks, when the situation was
almost desperate, Stalin managed,
as the result of tremendous energy
and efficiency, to control the waver-
ing revolutionary front at the four
strategic points, and to regain its
losses. Few people know of the
great military role Stalin played as
director of the civil and foreign
war, and, as Kaganovitch called
him—“organizer of the victory of
the Revolution.”

JOSEPH STALIN

Another great achievement ofe
Stalin: the Soviet policy regarding ]
national minorities. He is, with !
Lenin, the father of the admirable
decree which entirely eliminated
national antagonism in the territory
of the Soviet Union: The U. S. S. R.
is today a homogeneous body of
more than 100 different nationali-
ties. Since the days of Czarism
Lenin and Stalin had publicly
agitated for this just and logical
platform of ethnic groupings—such
as they brought to realization later.

Liquidator of Opposition
One of the titles which the Soviet

workers, big and small, gratefully
accord to Stalin, is that of Liquid-
ator of the Opposition. He has dis-
carded Trotsky and all the disas-
trous conceptions of this inveterate
Menshevik—conceptions the pitfalls
of which the development of the
U. S. S. R. itself have uncovered.
Ordjonekidze was first to express
the general conviction that the

DRAWN INTO LIFE
AT SIX O'CLOCK Joe opened his

eyes and swung out of bed, still
dazed. It was hell trying to tear
the eyes open. His feet ached dully
from yesterday’s tramping. An “el”

f screeched nearby, sending a slight
j motion through the tenement house.I Several pieces of loose plaster fell

| from the ceiling. He felt like the
| room .

. . ready for disintegra-
j tion . . . weary unto death .. . ready
|to collapse on his pins. His face
in the mirror was pale and hollow.

He would try to sneak out of the
house. “God knows I hate to be
poaching on Liz and her family,”
he ruminated desperately. Liz was
his sister. "They don’t want me
here.” Every time she or her hus-
band or one of the kids saw him
they would look at him with a ques-
tion burning in their eyes: Still
here? Then they would turn away.

Times were bad, they hardly had
enough for themselves. If they
could rent the room it might help.
Joe stayed on day after day slink-

! ing about like a dog whose master’s
| only wish is to get rid of it. “I’ve

i got to get it today,” he would say
confidently at first. Then he spoke
no longer.

• • ft

IIZ met him near the door. She
" was wrinkled already. And so

j young. The dirty kimona was tied
with a huge safety pin. He kept
looking at it while he thought,
“Hell! I bet she's been waiting for
me. Can’t get out of it now.”

“Joe,” she said. She had a small
hard voice that bit into your
stomach. “I think things have gone
on long enough. You know Jim’s
not making much. Yet you keep
on staying here. Taking up a room
that could be rented and bring in
a little money.”

He stood silent. Held out his
empty hands. “But Liz, I’m doing
my darndest. You don’t know how
hard I look for work!”

Now she was taunting, furious.
Her voice came to him as through
a nightmare. “Oh yes—you look for
work—you get up every morning—-
but don’t think you’re fooling me—
I’ve had enough of your loafing.

It was no use explaining to this
enraged creature. Her shrieks awoke
the children and they began whis-
pering in the other room.

“Get out of here!” she com-
manded. “You’re a loafer—a loafer
—do you hear me! You went to
war and they gave you medals for
courage—courage! The only kind
of courage you’ve got is to hang
around here eating the flesh offmy bones day after day.

~. !”

He shrugged his shoulders, said
; very quietly: “Don’t yell. I’m go-
ing.” Back in the room he took
both medals from their velvet cases.
They were dark brown and clinked
heavily as they dropped in his
picket.

• • •

OUTSIDE he opened the paper.
There were lots of ads. “Clerk;

Accountant; Artist; Counselor. ...

”

They all wanted experience, educa-
tion, references. “That let’s me
out,” said Joe darkly. ‘ God-dammit,
where’s the big opportunity they’re
always shooting off their heads
about? A man’s down to his last
nickel. And not a damned thing
to do.”

Then he saw: “Men. two, start
from bottom; prove merit; salary
start; permanent position. Fuller

! Brush, 71 W. 23rd. Call 2-5.”
j He walked into a room filled with

! about thirty men. Glancing down
, the line there were a few boys with
eager-to-go high school faces' There
was one who had come in after
him. Joe saw gleaming shoes,
slicked hair and a newly-pressed
suit. His own shoes were dull. The
edges of his jacket were worn out.
His clothes, he decided, looked as
if they had been slept in. Eyes
riveted on his toes, he felt defeated,
degraded to the point where he
knew before offering his hands for
sale that they would be refused.

“You’re wondering how I do it,”
smiled the young fellow behind him.
"It’s easy—see. I have a friend who
lives with me, and he comes in
soused to the soles now and then.
Well, he sleeps all the next day, so
what's to prevent me from using his
suit for a couple of hours? Neat
suit, shined shoes, hair plastered
down, and I'm all set to nab the
job.”

"Don’t be too sure, my boy,” Joe
warned him.

The retort cut him like a knife.
“It's you who ought to worry. Not
me. They like youn; fellow* for

this kind of work. It gets sales.,
You greyheads can't take it. You're !
all washed up.”

* * •

ALL washed up, thought Joe. \“You're wrong,” he said. “We
can still take the roughest and j
toughest they’ve got. We’ve been !
around. We know how to handle
things.” But he wasn’t very much
convinced himself.

The young man waved him away.
Joe felt himself getting smaller and
smaller. “Don’t kid yourself. In-
dustry wants young blood. You old
men have to make way for us.”

When his turn came, Joe was
feeling weak in the stomach. He
hadn’t eaten anything since yester-
day's lunch. Somehow he couldn’t
stand as straight as he wanted to.
His shoulders were tired. They
couldn’t pull together. Shiny pince-
nez looked him up and down. Then
the thin, shapeless lips shot words
at him: “Very sorry . . . but you
don’t seem to be quite the type . .

.

we want someone with snap
. . .

convincing appearance. ...”

Then Joe remembered Liz scream-
ing at him: “You went to war . .

.

medals for courage. . . He and
his medals .

. . what good were
they, now? Once they said that
nothing would be too good for “our
boys” who fought to make the world
safe for democracy. And now. . . .

» * *

THE pince-nez were growing angry
and embarrassed. They per-

spired.
“See here!” he shook his finger

in Joe’s face. "I told you once we
we can't use you.”

“My dear man, are you leaving?”
Instantly he recalled himself. The

pince-nez were glaring.
“Os course, of course,” apologet-

ically.
The door closed.
“Well, howdva make out?" cheer-

fully enquired the dapper young
fellow.

Joe shook his head.
* * *

ON SECOND AVENUE he dropped
the two medals into a garbage

can. Where can I drop myself, he
asked. There wa3 no work for him.
His hands would rot away. He was
an outcast from life. Suicide? he
wondered.
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Joseph Stalin: Greatest Disciple of V. I. Lenin,

Graphically Portrayed by Henri Barbusse
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Who was right? Today, light in-
dustry U making rapid strides.

Stalin has socialised the country-
areas. Th’re also the situation
called for a hardness and discon-
certing lucidity to attempt to lead
the peasant into Socialism on such
a vast scale through mechanization
and industrialization of the villages.
This difficult obstacle, this gigantic
transformation, has been hurdled.
Whatever the latent difficulties may
be, the cause has been gained.

Foresees Everything
At the 17th Congress in January

of this year, where the schedule of
the five-year plan in four years was

j established, where it was established
that the U. S. S. R. had become the

; second largest producing country in
the world, the close second of the

! United States, and where the im-
j mediate perspectives for the future

| took on prodigious dimensions, an
irrisistible acclamation greeted
Stalin. It was he who. in advance,
had seen everything, had prepared
everything, had appreciated every-
thing, with a perfect sense of their
practical possibilities. And it was
also known that this man, who con-
cerns himself with everything, is
the main person responsible for the
cultural and social progress of the

| new world, and also for the firm,
j clear, and courageous peace policy
of the Soviet Union.

To be able to play such a role in
the world and in history, one must

I unite in one’s self an exceptional
j combination of qualities. To per-

| ccive the essential, always and
j everywhere; never to make super-

! ficial decision, to take into account
all the elements of a problem, but
to decide quickly; never to lose

| sight of the general line, never to
| lose contact with the masses. To

; be simple, to speak in order to be
; understood and not for effect; to
make oneself understood by all; to
consider that there is no greater
glory than that of belonging to a
loyal revolutionary party, and to
believe that a man has value only
to the degree that he is a man de-
voted to one great idea.

The picture of Comrade Stalin,
who is above all the most gay and
the most cordial of men, is met

| with everywhere in the new Rus-
I sia; in the streets, in the midst of
demonstrations, on monuments, in

jpublic halls of all sorts, in the shop
I windows, and in every home. He is■ the friend upon whom one counts

| to see to it that everything im-
proves, and continues to advance,
and that they will never be de-

| seated. He is strong because he is
! right, and he is in a position of
power because he exercises it for

! the welfare of all—and solely for
this reason.

elimination of Trotsky was equiva-
j lent to a “second October.” Stalin

J saved the "integrity and the un-
assailable political purity of the Bol-
shevik Party, which had taken
shape in the bratn of Lenin.

Stalin was one of the creators of
the program of industrialization. In
this path he followed Lenin and
continued the work. He was the
first to understand—with enthusi-
asm—the full significance of Lenin's
plan of electrification in the life of
the Workers’ and Peasants’ State.

With a genial stubbornness, he in-
sisted that the slogans favoring
heavy industry must come before
everything—in opposition to the
short-sighted and timid ones who
found it more reasonable to begin
by developing light industry. Such
an attitude called for an unusual
and bold clairvoyance in defense of
the idea of starting with heavy in-
dustry in a backward country, im-
poverished to the point of apathy.

By Martha Millet

There was a parade made up fori
the most part of young boys and I
girls. They sang songs whose words j
he did not know but which some- j
how seemed familiar to him.

A fat little grocer bit out, “They j
ought to put a stop to it. If I had
my way every' last one of these j
lousy Reds would be looked up.”

The signs were marching ahead.
Unwavering slogans:

“All War Funds to the Unem-
ployed!”

“Bread Not Bullets.”
Against the window leaned, a

huge man with an enormous belly.
He smiled supercilously from the
cigar between his teeth. With a
bundle of leaflets under her arm a
young girl came down the street.
Joe felt her approaching. She
thrust a white paper at him. “Mass
meeting against war .

.
.”

He accepted it mutely. The
grocer snorted through his nose and
waited for the big man to speak.
She held the leaflet out. It was i
thrust back with brutal force.

' “None of that,” he snarled. “Why i
don't you go back to Russia where
you belong instead of feeding your
rotten propaganda to decent Amer-
ican citizens!” His bloated face :
was red, threatening.

The girl’s shoulders locked to-
gether. Her eyebrows contracted.
A moment ago she had been smil-
ing. Now she pressed her lips into
a straight line.

“I am an American. As much
an American as you! This is where
I belong. Right here in America.”

Seeing his mouth open for further
utterances she was quick to con-
tinue: “You think we have come
out here to exhibit ourselves? To
listen to you praise or condemn us?
You’re wrong. We demonstrate be-
cause we want to live like human
beings—because we want food—be-
cause we don't want to go to war—-
to be shot to pieces for the gains
of the profiteers.”

“Cowards!” the big man spat out.
* * *

SOMETHING clicked in Joe’s
brain. He saw again the green

gas oozing into the open mouths
and ears. Beys, so young, uni-

| formed, frightened, reluctant to
bayonet the guts of other young

| beys . . ,

“War!” he shouted. “They want
to send children like these to war! jYou don’t know what it is,” he j
raged at the huge man. “I went 1
to war. I know what it is. I saw I
the bloody lie. What did I get?
Medals, and no work, no home.
They’re right. We mustn’t let our |kids’ be killed any more .

.

The girl's eyes were bright. She j
spoke quickly, eagerly, accentuating
her words with gestures. “You see,
this man is not a Communist. But
he has been through the war. He
knows what we are doing is right.
What is all that suffering worth?
We, the workers, fight the war,
we’re the ones who are killed, dis-
figured. Then we are refused !
work—kicked out of our homes. But j
the munitions’ makers, the stock-1
holders, the steel kings, mill owners I
and manufacturers make plenty of
money.”

The big man tried to laugh but j
it turned Into a queer little pig- j
squeal. Red-faced he walked away,
his paunch trembling nervously.

• • •

JOE suddenly knew why the songs |sounded familiar. His heart-1
beat seemed to keep time with the
drum.

The brown eyes were upon him.
“Will you come to our meeting . . .
comrade?”

“I’ll see.” he answered, but even
! then he knew he would be there.
A question grappled with his throat
and sought release,

j “Can I—is it all right If I march j
j with them?"

"Why, of course. We want every
| worker to march with us.” Again

the brown eyes were smiling.
“Goodbye, comrade.” She gripped

! his hand. Then ran on to distribute
| the leaflets.

Now he felt he must cry out. Must
! speak. Not as an individual bu*

1 with the voice of the mass, like the
I others. They were calling to the
people on the sidewalks: “Fellow

| workers, join our ranks."
The music was buoyant. Alive,

i They were singing The Interna-
tional. Fists clenched.

He felt the Impress of her strong
fingers for a long time. Like a
magnet that had drawn him back

I into life.

Csuestions:
and

Answers
This department appears daily en the feature

page. All questions sheu d be addressed to “Ques-
tions and Answers,” c o Daily Worker, 59 East
13th Street, New York City.

• * •

Question: Why is there so much exaggeration
in the reports and news stories in the Daily Worker-
and other publications of the revolutionary press?
—Marine Worker.

Answer: The policy of the Daily Worker is never
to introduce the slightest distortion of facts. The--.
Communist pr:; - has nothing to conceal or falsify.
To win and to hold the confidence of the workers
the Communist Press at a’l times sticks to facts.
Truth is on the side of the working class, and
every distortion and exaggeration would be a blow
against the revolutionary movement, since it would
make workers distrust the revolutionary press and
the principles and doctrines which it propagate?, ~

Os course, mistakes are made and sometimes an
exaggeration creeps into a news item or article.
But these are corrected as soon as they aer caught.
Readers should immediateiy call the paper’s atten-
tion to any mistake or shortcoming. They will be
remedied immediateiy.

Communists do not shut their eyes to mistakes.
They must be corrected. In criticizing its short-
comings the revolutionary movement strengthens
its position and consolidates its forces. It could
not progress if it did not make up its shortcomings,
if it did not welcome honest criticism.

On the other hand, we must remember that the
capitalist class carries on a steady campaign of dis-
tortion and exaggeration about the fundamental
facts cf existence under capitalism. What could be
a greater distortion than the way the bourgeois

.

press deals with the crisis, with strikes, or with any
workers’ activity for better conditions or higher
wages? Behind the pretense of “all the news that's
fit to print,” the news is doctored to suit the needs
of the capitalists. The worst slanders against the .
Soviet Union, for example, are deliberately splashed
over the front pages, while the news of the condi-
tion of the workers in the United States is sup-
pressed.

In fact, the source of the notion that the Com-
munist press distorts the news is deliberately spread
by the capitalist press to conceal their own mis-
handling of the truth. By exposing the falsehoods
printed in the capitalist newspapers, and by cor-
recting any error that appears in our own press, we
will make progress in proving just who lies about
facts.

Prosperity Notes
By HARRY HERMIT

CONEY ISLAND.—A grave in Potter’s Field was
Alfred Fulwood's reward after more than a century
of living, when he died hero penniless in his fur-
nished room at 783 Coney Island Avenue. Fulwood'.
was 102 years old. His rent had been paid by a
stranger who was shocked to find so aged a man
destitute.

Dr. Romeo Auerbach, assistant medical examiner,
reported that the old man had died of heart attack
brought on by a persistent cough. Since no funds
were available for his private burial, city officials
said he would have to receive a pauper's grave.

Nothing was known about the dead man, except
a bit of information which his landlady gave to
the police. She said Fulwood had once told her he
worked w»hen a boy in England.

TUNING IN
7:00 P.M.-WEAF—Religion in

the News
WOR—Sports Resume—Stan

Lomax
WJZ—John Herrick, Bari-

tone
WABC—The Great Bridge

Feud—Sketch
7:15-WEAF Jack Smith,

Songs
WOR—lonians Quartet
WJZ—Address by Senator

Huey P. Long, Louisiana
7:30-WEAF—Variety Musi-

caie
WOR—The Street Singer
WABC—Arden Orch.:

Gladys Baxter. Soprano;
Walter Preston. Baritone;
Beauty—Kay Carroll

7:45-WJZ—Pickens Sisters,
Songs

WOR—Levitow Ensemble
8:00-WEAF—Concert Orch..

Sigmund Romberg. Cond -

Composer; Byron Warner,
Tenor; Helen Marshall,
Soprano; William Lyon
Phelps, Narrator

WOR—Organ Recital
WJZ—The Motion Picture—

Cecil Secrest and Julian
Noa

WABC—Rosy Revue; Con-
cart Orch ; Mixed Cho-
rus; Soloist

8:15-WORVeesey Orch.
8;20-WJZ—Grace Hayes.

Songs
8:30-WOR—Denny Orch.

WJZ—Olsen Orch.
8:45-WA3C—Mary Court-

land. Songs; Armbrusur
Orch.; Male Quartet . ~

9 00-WEAF—Rose Bampton,
Contralto; Scrappy Lam-
bert and Billy Hlllpot,
Bongs; Shilkrct Orch.

WOR—Hillbilly Music
WJZ—Radio City Party,

with John B. Kennedy;
Black Orch.; Jessica
Drafonette, Soprano:
Johnny Hauser and Ga«*
bridle Dclys. Songs

WABC—Kostelanetz Orch.
9 30-WEAF—The Gibson

Family—Musical Comedy,
with Conrad
Baritone; Lois Bennett,
Soprano

WOR—Blaine Orch.
WJZ—National Barn Dane*
WABC—Hlmber Orch.

10:00-WOR—Wint* Orch.
WABC—As Thousands

Cheered; Dramatic Re-
view at Sports Highlights
of 1934

: 10:S0-WEAF—Cug.t, Goodman
and Murray Orch. (until
1:30 a.m.t

WOR—Richardson Orch.
WJZ—Coleman Orch.

| 11:00-WOR—News
WJZ—Fall of the House ot

U3her—Sketch
WABC—Gray Orch.

11:IS-WOR—Ferdinando Orch,
i 11:30-WJZ—Dance Music

EVERY WORKER CHICAGO I
MUST SEE THIS GREAT PLAY

stevedore
THEATRE I NION S BIG PRODUCTION

SELWYN THEATRE - Chicago
Dearborn and Lake Sts. F.ves. 8:40
Mats. Wed. and Sat. PRICES: 4«c to *’.<¥)

A Great Marxist on Marxism

MARX-ENGELS
MARXIS M

bv V. I. LENIN
$ The most instructive
presentation of the theory
of revoluionary Marxism
that can be compressed
into one volume.
0 A clear, concise expo-
sition of “the living soul
of Marxism "—dealing not
only with basic theory, but
with its application to
pressing problems of today.

International Publishers
:»31 Fourth Ave., New York
Gentlemen:

I am interested in your
publications. Please send
me your catalogue and
book news.
Name . —•

Address —— «•»

CLOTHBOUND, 226 pages—sl.2s

INTERNATIONAL PUBLISHERS
381 Fourth Avenue New York. N. Y,
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IHE WORKERS MUST TAKE POW ER INTO THEIR OW N HANDS AND ABOLISH PRIVATE PROPERTY AND PROFIT
fFODAY we commemorate the memory of Vladimir
* Ilyitch Lenin.

Lenin’s name is known, and more beloved by mil-
lions of workers, farmers and colonial peoples than
the name of any other man in history.

Lenin was the revolutionary leader who devel-
oped the teachings of the founders of Socialist prin-
ciples, Karl Marx and Frederick Engels.

Lenin showed the workers how to use tluse teach-
ings and the best experience of the workers of the
whole world, under the conditions of today, to free
themselves from the slavery of rule by a few rich
capitalists.

Basing himself on the teachings of Marx and
Engels, Lenin showed that miserable insecurity
haunts the life of all workers under the present or-
der in which the rich rule.

He showed how the system of capitalism, the
system of private property and private profit, breeds
poverty for the toilers, the majority of the people,

with luxury and ease for a handful of billionaires.
Lenin showed how capitalism gives rise to mass

poverty at a time when “too much” goods have
been produced. He exposed how the present order
of things leads to the massing of huge wealth in
the hands of a parasite few, while those who have
produced this wealth are condemned to a life of
unemployment, insecurity, lower living standards,
and general misery.

Above all, Lenin showed how the working class
can end this state of capitalist slavery. He showed
how the workers could destroy the rule of the rich,
and replace it by the rule of the workers, with the
aid of all toilers.

To free themselves, and to build a social order in
which there will be no poverty, Lenin taught the
workers that they must smash the powerful grip
of the capitalists. The workers must end the capi-
talist dictatorship, whether hidden by the mask of
“democracy,” or the open form of fascist dicta-
torship.

To achieve this, Lenin emphasized the workers
must set up a new form of government, a Soviet
government; that is, the dictatorship of the prole-
tariat, ruling through workers’ councils (Soviets),
elected by the workers in the factories, mines, mills,
railroads, offices and on the farms.

This would mean the greatest democracy for all
who work. It would mean, at the same time, the
suppression of all who now exploit, oppress, and
rob the workers.

It was with these ideas that Lenin guided the
Russian workers and farmers to revolutionary vic-
tory in 1917, over czarism and capitalist misery.

After Lenin’s death it was his greatest pupil,
Joseph Stalin, who became the great organizer and
architect of the building of the new order, Socialism.

The American billionaires, the bankers, indus-
trialists, rich landlords, mortgage holders, and their
chief mouthpiece at the moment, Franklin D.
Roosevelt, all fear the growing influence of Leninism
upon the American toilers.
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Eleven Years
THE Daily Worker is 11 years old. This

edition is its eleventh anniversary edi-
tion !

During these eleven years we have
been the spokesmen for the workers in
their struggle for improved conditions—-
for higher wages, for shorter hours,
against speed-up, for social insurance.

We have been the agitator and propa-
gandist for Communism, the spokesman
for the Communist Party.

Despite numerous shortcomings, of
which the editorial staff is fully conscious,
and is consciously striving to overcome,
we have on the whole done our job well.

The workers, many thousands strong,
have always given us their support. That
is why we are alive today!

They have given us their moral and
material support. They have built the
paper!

Today on our eleventh anniversary, we
appeal for further support. We ask every
reader of today’s issue to become a regular
reader. We ask every regular reader to
secure another reader.

Our aim is 100,000 readers in the next
three months. This is not a difficult job.
It can be done with our readers’ help.

We urge you to subscribe, to buy the
paper regularly, to boost the paper among
your friends.

Strengthen the NBC Strike!
BRAVO National Biscuit Company

workers!
New York and Philadelphia plants

closed; Newark, Atlanta and York, Pa.,
plants partly closed. This is a splendid
start towards organizing the factories
solidly.

But more must be done. There must
be mass picketing—men, women, children.

The strike committee must be broad-
ened, with at least two workers from every
department.

The rank and file must be brought into
the leadership of the strike to guarantee
its success.

A Just Decision
THE criminals who inspired the murder

of Comrade Sergei Kirov, stalwart lead-
er of the workers in the Soviet Union, have
confessed.

Nineteen of them, headed by Gregory
Zinoviev and Leo Kamenev, came before
the workers’ court and admitted that they
carried on counter-revolutionary under-
ground work whose aim was to overthrow
the Communist Party leadership.

This, they penitently admit, would mean
the overthrow of the Soviet government.
They shamefacedly and abjectly admit it
would mean inspiring the imperialists to
war against the Soviet Union.

No more miserable story has ever been
told before a Soviet court than the con-
fessions of these rogues whose actions led
to the assassination of Kirov.

The wrath and indignation of the work-
ers in the Soviet Union and throughout
the world has pilloried these traitors, these
treacherous tools of fascism and the Czar-
ist dregs.

The sentence of imprisonment meted
out by the Soviet court is indeed merciful
and mild for this greatest of crimes against
the toilers of the whole world.

Stop the Terror!
THROUGHOUT the country the jobless,

instead of receiving unemployment in-
surance, are getting jail sentences.

In Phoenix, Arizona, Clay Naff was sen-
tenced to 1 to 2 years on the trumped-up
charge of “rioting,” because he led a strike
of 3,000 F.E.R.A. workers against a 51
per cent cut in relief wages. Twenty-seven
others face similar sentences.

In Denver, Colo., 18 workers face trial
for identical reasons.

In Oklahoma City, Okla., 18 workers
demonstrating against a stoppage of re-
lief, were charged with “interfering with
federal employes in performance of their
duties.”

In St. Ix>uis. Mo., Samuel Duke, a Negro
worker, was virtually kidnaped by the
police, held incommunicado and threatened
with shooting if he demanded relief again.

In California and Washington, criminal
syndicalist laws and deportation proceed-
ings have been invoked against the jobless.

This terror must be stopped!
The fight against the terror must go on

hand in hand with the fight for the pass-
age of the Workers Unemployment Insur-
ance Bill (H.R. 2827).

Mass pressure can do both—stop the
terror and force the passage of the bill.

Lenin and Hearst
WILLIAM RANDOLPH HEARST does
'' not like V. I. Lenin.

Although Lenin died eleven years ago,
Hearst still spews forth the vilest lies
about Lenin. Hearst systematically dis-
torts Lenin’s writings.

Why?
Because V. I. Lenin was a leader, organ-

izer and teacher of the workers and colo-
nial masses of the world. Lenin’s teach-
ings and Lenin’s leadership were the
guiding line for the workers and peasants
of Russia in the struggle towards the over-
throw of capitalism.

The teachings of Lenin and his best pu-
pil, Stalin, are becoming the guiding line
for more and more workers of the United
States. They—yes, these people whom
Hearst dares to call “the incompetent pro-
letariat”—will overthrow the robber rule
of American capitalism by following the
teachings of Marx and Engels, Lenin and
Stalin.

The Communist Party, which bases it-
self on the teachings of these great revo-
lutionary leaders, flings the lies of Hearst
hack into that worthy’s teeth. We are
confident that the American working class
will follow Lenin and the Communists—-
not Hearst and the fascists.

Two Class Bills
THE growing demand for the passage of
JL the Workers Unemployment Insurance

Bill, H.R. 2827, is bringing this measure
more and more prominently to the fore.

This measure, providing for Federal
cash relief. Federal unemployment and so-
cial insurance, was first proposed by the
Communist Party which opened the fight
for unemployment insurance soon after
the crisis broke out more than five years
ago.

Yesterday, the Minnesota Congressman,
Lundeen, attacked the Wagner-Lewis bill
of the administration as a reactionary
measure designed to place the full burden
of insurance on the backs of the workers,
leaving the rich and their profits protected.

The Workers Bill compared point by
point with the Wagner-Lewis bill is far
superior in every way from the point of
view of the workers. Where the Wagner
bill staves off all benefits to some future
date, the V.'orkers Bill begins benefits
immediate^.

Where the Wagner bill ignores the mil-
lions of jobless now out of work, the Work-
ers Bill provides for all workers. Where
the Wagner bill provides that the workers
shall cut their pay through a payroll tax
the Workers Bill places the full cost on
the government and the employers.

The latter is a working class bill, the
other a capitalist measure. Support the
Workers Unemployment Insurance Bill!

Party Life
I [

'

Agitation, Propaganda,
Patience, Persistence
In Recruitment

MANY of our comrades do
not yet realize the im-

portance of recruiting new
membes for our Party in
their shop, factory, or place
of work. We must daily carry
on agitation and propaganda.

I In most cases we approach a
J worker once or twice and if heJ does not give the proper response,
we give the matter up as hopeless

| and let it go at that. But this is
j wrong, comrades. We cannot expect

j a worker to see everything clearly
by speaking to him a few times. We
must realize that the worker has
been drugged with capitalist illu-
sions for a number of years and we
must be patient but persistent.

We want to cite an example of
how a comrade in our Section re-
cruited a worker for the Y.C.L. and
through him gained many others
for our movement. This comrade is
working in an automobile repair
shop where three workers are em-
ployed, one of them being a young
American-Italian worker. The com-
rade began to concentrate on this
young worker who was of a very
raw element, and knew nothing
about the revolutionary movement
and its leader, the Communist
Party, but in him burned the tire
of hatred against the hidden enemy
who placed the heavy burden of
economic worries on young should-
ers and deprived the youth of all its
pleasures. Very patiently and simply
our comrade explained to him the
class division and through concrete
daily examples, proved to him that
the Communist Party was the only
party that fights in the interest of
the working class.

The comrade not only carried on
his agitation in the shop but in-
vited the worker to his home where
they were able to talk more freely.
Soon the young worker brought
two other friends along and they
would ask questions and discuss
things. After six months, the three
young workers joined the Y.C.L.

These three workers had a lot of
influence over other young Ameri-
can-Italian workers and they start-
ed to bring them to our headquar-
ters. Their friends, in turn, brought
their friends until now we have
from 75 to 100 young workers com-
ing up to our headquarters every
day. Os course, this involved certain
problems for our Section how to
handle this mass of youth as they
are all of a very raw element and
quite difficult to handle. But these
young workers are precisely the ma-
terial needed by our movement and
unless we win them over for our
side, they would have been caught
in the net of the black reactionary
forces.

So you can see, comrades, how
much we can gain for our move-
ment through recruiting one worker.

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTOR,
SECTION 11.

'Mother’ Bloor
Greets Birthday
Os DailyWorker

By Ella Reeve Bloor
At this time, as we face the great-

est crisis in the history of the work-
ing class, with the darkening
clouds of war and fascism all
around us, every staunch Bolshevik
in America must not only greet the
Anniversary of the Daily Worker.

We must aiso pledge our utmost
support for our strongest Com-
munist defense and protect our
revolutionary paper. We must
pledge ourselves to spread its pow-
erful influence to the masses every-
where. Make it in reality our pa-
per. Put it in the hands of the
toilers everywhere—farmers, work-
ers, youth. By this determined ef-
fort to build the paper, we shall
build our united fronts, our unions,
and our Party.

ZERO WEATHER KILLS 7
Seven deaths were reported from

the cold wave and 56-mile gale
which swept across the midwest this
week. Three died in Chicago and
five in Oconomowoc, Wise. One
man was killed in Williamsburg,
Kansas, by fire whipped by high
winds. The temperature in the
midwest hovered around zero.
Travel was paralyzed.

THE SPIRIT OF LENIN

Letters From Our Readers
Popular Red Press
Fights Red Scare

New York, N. Y.
Comrade Editor:

Although it is a simple matter to
criticize others, we still find it ur-
gent to send you the folowing sug-
gestions to achieve a mass circula-
tion.

The Daily News has something
that commands the attention of
one million readers every day. We
know that stuff is pure “dope.”
However, it is administered in such
a subtle manner, in such simple
language, as to captivate them.

For example, every capitalist
paper was featuring the wedding
of the English prince. The masses
gobbled it up but not a word in our
Daily Worker. It was left to the
British Daily Worker to take that
news item and expose it and they
sure did a good job of it.

We must watch the usual run of
murders, scandals, etc, which fill
the capitalist press and see if we
can’t class-angle it for front page
featuring.

The worker in the street who
picks up a Daily Worker is highly
confused at the headlines and cap-
tions. The Daily Worker is a won-
derful paper —for the class-con-
scious worker, but it is a confusing
maze for the man in the street,
especially victims of the “red
scare.”

Put Del’s “Gutters of New York”
on the front page. The man in the
street likes a picture or a eartoon.
He follows Mickey Mouse’s adven-
tures avidly.

Also sports, and a humor column.
What’s happened to “Red Sparks?”

TWO WORKERS.

Because of the volume of letters re-
ceived by the Department, we can
print only those that are of general
interest to Dally Worker readers. How-
ever, all letters received are carefully
read by the editors. Suggestions and
criticisms are welcome and whenever
possible are used for the improvement
of the Daily Worker.

Daily Worker Shows
The Way Out

New York, N. Y.
Comrade Editor:

I am a constant reader of the
Daily Worker. It is the finest and
truest publication in this country,
where most of the press is any-
thing but true or fine. It rises
far above the sordidness, depravity
and falseness of the capitalist
press; it holds about the same posi-
tion to them as Russia holds today
above the rest of the world.

It Is through the medium of the
Dally Worker that the millions of
starved, depressed and enslaved
workers will eventually find their
way out of this hideous nightmare,
this black hell of capitalism, and
create for themselves the happi-
ness, peace and security of a
workers’ state and proletarian dic-
tatorship.

So it is to the Daily Worker that
I turn to for guidance and truth.
I give thanks and praise and all
my aid (no matter how hard the
road) to Comrade Hathaway, the
editor, and our many other great-
hearted and fearess leaders, in
their struggle for a better world.

Enclosed is ten cents for the
cause.

SEAMAN ON BELIEF.

Comrade Editor:

The Dictatorship of the Proletariat

by Burck

Du Pont Makes Gift
To Senators

Boston, Mass.
Comrade Editor:

When Irenee du Pont, president
of the biggest munitions company
in the United States, wanted to
hand out a little Christmas gift to
the Senators on the Investigations
Committee, what did he give them?
Well, I don’t know what he gave
them on the side, that they may
have found more valuable, but he
did give them each a copy of “Ca-
poot,” by Carveth Wells, this book
was really du Pont’s answer to the
munitions makers, not what he
made public to the papers about
being a good boy in the next war
and not making too much profit out
of the deaths of American workers
sent to the front.

“Capoot” is one of the most
vicious books about the Soviet
Union ever written. Every anti-
Soviet writer manages to get in
somewhere this gag, which each
writer claims to have experienced
himself. He is supposed to have
talked to somebody in a border
country about Russia, and that
somebody is supposed to have said,
“Russia—capoot” (capoot meaning
worthless).

By its very title you can tell what
the author’s intention is. His in-
tention is to discredit the Soviet
Union to the workers in the cap-
italist countries, and du Pont’s in-
tention, in circulating the book, is
equally clear, to Incite and justify
imperialist war upon the Soviet
Union.

I. E.

«rjiHE dictatorship of the proletariat is a
special form of class alliance between

the proletariat, the vanguard of the toil-
ers, and the numerous non-proletarian
strata of toilers (petty-bourgeoisie, the
small masters, the peasantry, the intelli-
gentsia, etc.) or the majority of these;

it is an alliance against capital, an alliance
aiming at the complete overthrow of capi-
tal, at the complete suppression of the re-
sistance of the bourgeoisie and of any at-
tempt on their part at restoration, an
alliance aiming at the final establishment
and consolidation of socialism.”

Lenin’s Collected Works, Vol. XXIV.

Leninism Shows the Way to End Capitalist Rule of Wall Street
They know that in Lenin’s teachings the Ameri-

can working class will be able to see through all
the frauds of the New Deal and smash the rule of
Wall Street.

But neither Wall Street’s nor its most poisonous,
yellow journalists, like Hearst, will be able to keep
Leninism from the American working class. Among
the oppressed and poverty-stricken, Leninism is
taking deeper and deeper roots.

Lenin taught the workers how to fight for their
day to day interests, for better conditions, for
higher wages, for social and unemployment insur-
ance. Through these daily struggles, Lenin showed
the workers how to prepare themselves for theirfinal emancipation.

Lenin’s party is the Communist Party. TheCommunist Party, under the banner of Marxism-Leninism, shows the way to a Soviet America, an
America, of, by and for the working class!

World Front
By HARRY GANNES

Wall Street’s Cuban Gunman
Sugar Is King
Against Mussolini’s Rule
r'OL.FULGENCIO BATISTA,

head of the Cuban army’
is ace high with Wall Street,
Nor is he taking the slightest
chances of not being No. 1
gunman for the surgar trusts
during the present harvest.
Now that all “constitutional guar-
antees have been suspended for 90
days, Batista Is free to shoot downstrikers and peasants without eventhe formality of a sealed documentIn Cuba sugar is king. The wholecountry has been turned Into asugar factory, and the life of theworkers and peasants revolves
around this commodity. Everything
is regulated to suit the profits ofthe American sugar magnates, and
their real estate, railroad, banking
and utility subsidiaries.

At harvest time the class strug-gle is aways sharpest, because then
most battles take place on the price
paid to the colonos (peasants) andwages paid to agricultural laborers
and central (grinding factory)
workers.

Roosevelt is doing everything hecan to bolster up the rule of Men-
dieta and Batista, and the best way
he can think of is to insure the
profits of the sugar magnates and
their Cuban landlord - capitalist
puppets. But this can be done only
at the expense of smashing down
the wages and living standards of
workers and peasants.

• ♦ »

THE Cuban workers and peasants
* did not live through the terrible

reign of the butcher Machado and
forced his overthrow only to be
thrown into worse slavery by
Roosevelt’s tools. They are fight-
ing back. And Batista is answer-
ing with the slogan: “Zafra o
sangre!” “Harvest or blood!” In
other words, strikes are to be met
with machine-gun fire.

The whole destiny as well as the
very conditions of life and rights
of the American workers are closely
linked up with the outcome of the
struggles of the Cuban workers. A
fascist victory over the Cuban
workers would mean strengthening
of the power of our big trusts and
bankers, giving them more strength
to carry on the assault against the
American workers. We cannot
stand by and let the Cuban hiredgunmen for Wall Street shoot downour brothers.

* • •

IT IS COMMON knowledge that
» Mussolini is faced with the great-
est economic and financial difficul-
ties. It was for that reason thathe was forced to come to an agree-
ment with French imperialism,
Italian Fascism’s bitterest enemy.
But what the outside world has notbeen apprised of is the growing
symptoms of working and peasant
class resistance to the depredations
of Fascist rule in Italy. At mast
only driblets of this information gets
through. More recently the items
of resistance have been coming out
thick and fast. We print only a
few here.

When an attempt was made at
Paganica to seize the property of
peasants for non-payment of taxes,
men, women and children seized the
trucks loaded with their goods and
drove the armed police out. It was
only when re-inforcements were
brought up that the confiscation
was carried out.

In Snidarscina, near Fiume, the
peasants revolted against higher
taxes. At Kavran, 22 peasants, after
slaughtering their pigs to avoid
paying taxes, prepared to defend
themselves with arms against re-
prisals.

* * *

AT A meeting of the fascist trade
union at Ronchi a group of

workers, men and women, protested
vigorously against the reduction of
piece work rates and the abuses of
the working hours by the bosses.
Fifty relief workers in Venezia Guila
who were not able to make more
than 5 or 6 lires on piece work,
struck and beat up the leaders of
the fascist union in order to en-
force the contract which sets the
wages at 1.75 lire per hour.

In the towns of Gradisca, Am>
sina, Sagrado, the unemployed dem-
onstrated in front of the municioc.
buildings, sent delegations to the
Podesta and succeeded in most in-
stances in getting relief in cash or
food. Women of Cesari surrounded
a patrol wagon which was trans-
porting their relatives In Jail.

At Lanisce, Bovec and Rupa un-
employed men and women forced
the distribution of flour In Rupa by
invading the town hall.
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